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The IBM 1620 Data Processing System is an electronic 
computer system designed for scientific and techno
logical applications. The use of solid-state circuit 
components and the availability of from 20,000 to 
60,000 positions of core storage provide the 1620 
System with the capacity, reliability, and speed to 
solve problems that in the past have required the use 
of larger and more expensive data processing systems. 
Actually, there are two 1620 Data Processing Systems, 
the 1620 Modell and the 1620 Model 2. This manual, 
as its title infers, is concerned with the 1620-1. Infor
mation on the 1620-2 is available in the IBM publica
tion, A26-5781. Briefly, however, the 1620-2 consists 
of the 1620-2 Central Processing Unit (cpu) and the 
1625 Core Storage Unit. The 1620-2, which uses the 
same input/output units as the 1620-1, possesses up 
to four times the computing and processing speeds of 
the 1620-1. The operating features of both systems 
are almost identical and with the exception of the 
1620-2 special features, Index Registers and Binary 
Capabilities, complete programming compatibility 
exists between the two. Thus, a user whose initial 
requirements are within the range of the 1620-1 can, 
with a minimum of effort, transfer his expanding work 
load to the 1620-2. 

The units of the 1620 System-and henceforth, we 
are concerned only with Model I-are as follows: 

The 1620 CPU is the controlling unit of the system; 
it contains arithmetic and logic circuitry, twenty
thousand positions of core storage, an operator's con
sole, and a console input/output typewriter. 

The 1621 Paper Tape Unit reads and punches 
8-track paper tape. 

The 1622 Card Read-Punch reads and punches 
80-column cards. 

The 1443 Printer provides up to 120 or 144 char
acters per line of printed output. 

The 1627 Plotter provides a graphic output of 
. digital data. 

The 1623 Core Storage Unit provides 20,000 or 
40,000 additional core storage positions for the CPU. 

All core storage data is available at random-no 
sequential searching for the desired data is required 
- and within microseconds (a microsecond, f.Lsec, is 
one millionth of a second). 

IBM 1620 Data Processing System 

The 1311 Disk Storage Drive provides unlimited 
random access storage for the cpu. Information stored 
on removable disk packs is available within milli
seconds ( a millisecond (ms) is one thousandth of a 
second). Each disk pack has a storage capacity of 
2,000,000 characters. The disk packs are easily inter
changed by the operator. 

Data and instructions entered into the system are 
placed in core storage as decimal digits. Each position 
of core storage can be addressed individually and 
can store one digit of information by the use of a 6-bit 
Binary-Coded-Decimal (BCD) code. The addressing 
system provides for the selection of any digit, or 
group of digits, in core storage. As a standard feature, 
the 1620 computer processes alphabetic and special 
characters. 

The arithmetic and logic section of the computer is 
direct~d by the stored program. The computer uses 
a 2-address instruction format. Each 12-digit instruc
tion includes a 2-digit operation code and two 5-digit 
addresses. Use of the 2-address format and automatic 
sequential execution of the programmed instructions 
simplifies programming and reduces the number of 
instructions required to solve a problem. The se
quence of operations may be altered at any point in 
the program by unconditional or conditional branch 
instructions. Conditional branch instructions provide 
logical decisions through tests performed on a system 
of indicators and switches set by the computer or by 
the operator. 

Addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations 
are accomplished by a table look-up method, in which 
Add and Multiply tables located in specified areas of 
core storage are referred to automatically when arith
metic operations are being performed. Division is 
accomplished by a division subroutine or by the 
Automatic Divide special feature. 

The IBM 1620 is a variable field length computer. 
The shorte~t admissible field is two digits (a field is 
a unit of information composed of related consecu
tively addressed digits); the longest field can be 
any number of digits within the capacity of available 
core storage positions. Not only can data fields 
be stored in core storage in varying sizes, but these 
same variable fields can also serve as factors in all 
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arithmetic operations without being edited for size 
or position. Accuracy of results is ensured by auto
matic validity checking which operates when the data 
enters, exits, or is processed inside the system. 

The operator's console includes control keys, 
switches, indicators, and an input/output typewriter. 
The control keys and switches are used for manual 
and/or automatic operation of the system. The indi
cators provide visual indication of the status of various 
registers, program indicators, and input/output units. 
The typewriter enables operator entry of data and 
instructions into core storage; it also provides a per
manent log of operator intervention during program 
operation. As an output unit, the typewriter provides 
operator-oriented messages of job progress and detail. 

Information is entered into the system via the 
following input units: 1621 Paper Tape Unit, 1622 
Card Read-Punch, 1311 Disk Storage Drive, and the 
console typewriter. Maximum input speeds are: 

1621-150 characters per second 
1622 Model 1-250 cards per minute 
1622 Model 2-500 cards per minute 
1311-100 characters (one sector of data) per 2 

ms. Seek time (the time required to move 
the read/write heads to the desired disk 
track) is 75 ms minimum, 250 ms average, 
and 392 ms maximum. This time is zero if the 
heads are already located at the proper 
disk track. 

Console typewriter-operator's speed 
The system provides output information via the 

1622, the tape punch in the 1621, the console type
writer, the 1443 Printer, and the 1627 Plotter. (The 
1621 and 1627 units cannot be installed on the same 
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system except by special order.) Maximum output 
speeds are: 

1443 Model 1-430 lines per minute 
1443 Model 2-600 lines per minute 
1621-15 characters per second 
1622 Model 1-125 cards per minute 
1622 Model 2-250 cards per minute 
1627 Model 1-18,000 steps per minute (11 inch 

horizontal plot) 
1627 Model 2-12,000 steps per minute (2m~ inch 

horizontal plot) 
Console typewriter-10 characters per second 

The 1443 and 1622 units contain buffer storage 
media, which enables CPU operation concurrent with 
printing, card reading, and card punching. When 
printing and/or punching, the CPU transfers the out
put data from core storage to the 1443 print buffer 
and the 1622 punch buffer in 8.06 ms and 3.4 ms, 
respectively, and then continues program operation 
while the line is being printed and the card is being 
punched. Simultaneously, the data from a card in the 
1622 read feed can be read into the read buffer. 
Following loading of the read buffer, the CPU transfers 
the card data to core storage and then continues proc
essing while the next card is being read into the read 
buffer. Thus, reading, punching, and printing can 
be done simultaneously. 

Detailed information concerning 1620 input/output 
units and special features is available in the IBM 

publications referred to on the cover page of this 
manual. 



The 1620 CPu (Figure 1) contains the arithmetic and 
logic section of the system. 

Data Representation 

Data can be classified as digits, fields, or records, 
depending upon the operation in which the data is 
addressed. 

Digits 

BCD Bit Array. Each core storage position is ad
dressable and can store one digit of information in 
BCD fonn (C, F, 8, 4, 2, and 1). The bit positions of 
each digit consist of four numerical bits, one flag (F) 
bit, and one check (C) bit. 

Check Flag 
Bit Bit 

Numerical Bits 

~--~----------/ 

C F 8 4 2 

The value of a decimal digit is the sum represented 
by the bits present in the 8, 4, 2, and 1 numeric bit 
positions. Only bit combinations whose sum is nine 
or less are used. A negative numeric expression has 
a sign flag in the units position of its field. Consider
ing only the numeric bit positions, the decimal 6 is 

Figure 1. IBM 1620 Modell Central Processing Unit 

1620 Central Processing Unit, Model 1 

represented as 0110, the decimal 7 as 0111, etc., as 
shown in Figure 2. 

Check Bit (C). Each digit position within the com
puter must contain an odd number of coded bits, in
cluding a flag bit, if there is one, for correct parity. 
To create this odd-bit number, a C bit is automatically 
added, when required, to each digit position as data 
enters core storage. Thereafter, during processing, a 
digit position with an even number of bits causes the 
machine to signal a parity error. A C bit alone repre
sents a plus zero. 

Flag Bit (F). Depending on its location and the 
operation performed, the flag bit is used in five ways: 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1. Sign Control 
A numeric data field is negative if the units 
(low-order) digit contains a flag bit, and posi
tive if the units digit does not contain a Hag 
bit. Minus five is shown as 5; plus five is shown 
as 5. The BCD representations for minus and 
plus five are F-4-1 and C-4-1, respectively. 

2. Field Mark 
A flag bit as a field mark defines the leftmost 
(high-order) digit of a numeric data field. A 
field is shown as XXXX where the dash over 
the high-order digit is the field mark. 

3. Carries 
Flag bits present in certain digits of the Add 
table (Appendix B) are interpreted in arith
metic operations as carries. For example, an 
eight with a carry is shown as 8. Flag bits 
are contained in table storage and transferred 
automatically, as required. 

4. Minus Zero 
The F bit alone represents a minus zero (0). 

C F 8 4 2 
x 

X 
X 

X X X 
X 

X X X 
X X X 

X X X 
X 

X X X 

Figure 2. BCD Digits 0-9 
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5. Indirect Addressing (Special Feature) 
A flag bit over the units position of an instruc
tion address (P or Q) indicates an indirect ad
dress. 

Record Mark (=f=). The record mark is a nondecimal 
machine digit coded C-8-2. It is used primarily in 
input/ output operations and in record transmission 
within the 1620; it cannot be used as a significant 
digit in an arithmetic or compare operation. 

Group Mark ($). The group mark, coded C-8-4-2-1, 
is used in disk storage operations to verify the correct 
length of records written on or read from disk storage. 

Numerical Blank. The numerical blank ( coded 
C-8-4) is used for format control of blank columns in 
card punching, and cannot be used in arithmetic or 
compare operations. The I/O instructions, Read Nu
merically and Write Numerically, further detail the 
use of the numerical blank. 

Field 

A field is composed of related digits that are treated 
as a unit of information (temperature, flow rate, etc.). 
The digits of a field are consecutively addressed. A 
field is addressed by its rightmost (low-order) digit 
which occupies the highest-numbered core storage 
position of the field. Fields are processed from right 
to left into successively lower-numbered core storage 
positions until a digit with a flag bit is sensed. The 
shortest admissible field consists of two digits: the 
addressed digit which mayor may not contain a flag 
(negative or positive) and the high-order digit con
taining the flag bit or field mark. 

I--Field--I 

X X .••• X 

t O;,ec,;o" P<oce ... d ! 
Flag Bit Addressed Digit 

(End of Field) (Low-Order Position of Field) 

Record 

A record consists of a field or fields of related data 
normally grouped for input/ output operations and 
internal data transmission. A record is addressed at 
the leftmost (high-order) digit which occupies the 
lowest-numbered core storage position of the record. 
Records are processed serially from left to right into 
successively higher-numbered core storage positions. 
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Output and internal record transmission are termi
nated when a record mark is sensed, except for card 
output which is terminated only after 80 columns are 
transferred to 1622 buffer storage. 

A record is entered into core storage, starting at 
the addressed digit and continuing from left to right 
into successively higher-numbered core storage posi
tions, until terminated by an end-of-record signal 
from the input unit. The end-of-record signal from 
paper tape causes a record mark to be placed in core 
storage as the rightmost digit of the record. When 
input is from the typewriter, the Record Mark key 
must be depressed to place a record mark in core 
storage. When input is from punched cards, a record 
mark is automatically placed in core storage only 
when 0, 8, 2 are punched in a card column. 

Record Mark Record Mark 

~ _d _ 
XX+X ••• XX ••• XX X =+= X X 

--Field-- --Field- --Field---
---II-------Record--------I 

• 
Arrows Indicate Direction of Processing 

Magnetic Core Storage 

A core storage module, which is 20,000 addressable 
positions of magnetic core storage, is located in the 
1620. Two additional modules are available in the 
IBM 1623, Models 1 or 2, to increase the total core 
storage capacity of the 1620 System to 40,000 or 
60,000 positions. Data and instructions in core storage 
are not affected by the manual turning on or off of 
power if care is taken to ensure that the 1620 System 
is in the manual mode before power is turned off. 

Core Array 

Each core storage module (20,000 positions) is made 
up of 12 core planes as shown in Figure 3. Each 
core plane contains all cores for. a specific bit value. 
The core planes are labeled C, F, 8, 4, 2, and 1. The 
even-address planes are· the top six planes, and the 
odd-address planes are the bottom six planes. An even 
address has an even number as its units digit, while 
an odd address has an odd-numbered units digit. 

The magnetic condition of the cores at any address 
determines which digit is stored at that address. A 
magnetic core is in either the on condition, or the off 



Bit Core Planes (Even) 

C 

F 

8 

4 

2 

Bit Core Planes (Odd) 

C 

F 

8 

4 

2 

MBR-Even MBR-Odd 
ION"Cores are shown solid 
black to indicate that they 
contain a bit. 

Figure 3. 1620 Core Storage Readout 
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condition. If on, the core contains a bit; if not, it is 
said to be off. 

Two-Character Transfer 

During a core storage readout cycle, which takes 20 
p.sec, the addressed core in each plane is read out, as 
illustrated by the vertical line in Figure 3. However, 
only cores that are on cause data to enter the 2-digit 
Memory Buffer Register (MBR) as bUs. 

The function of the MBR is to. receive digits entering 
or leaving core storage. Digits leaving storage are 
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"regenerated" through the MBR. In effect, the MBR 
is subdivided into two I-digit registers. MBR-even and 
MBR-odd (abbreviated as MBR-E and MBR-O.) From 
core storage, the even-address digits £low through 
MBR-E, while the odd-address digits £low through 
MBR-O. Digits entering core storage are handled 
similarly, under control of the units position of the 
associated Memory Address Register (MAR) address. 

For example, an even digit in the units position of 

the MAR address causes data selection from MBR-E. 

Figure 3 shows that the C, 4, and 2 cores are on in 
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the even-digit planes. The 4 core is on in the odd
digit plane. Thus MBR-E and MBR-O contain 64. 

Because all 12 core planes are affected, any single
core storage address affects two adjacent storage posi
tions: one with an odd-numbered address and one 
with an even-numbered address. Even-numbered ad
dresses affect the next higher position. If the digit 
at address 00500 (even) is addressed and program
med to be read from core storage, the digit at address 
00501 is also read. Odd-numbered addresses affect 
the next lower position. Address 00501 (odd) also 
affects address 00500. The selection of the digit to 
be used is determined by the operation to be per
formed. The digit actually addressed is moved to the 
I-digit Memory Data Register. 

Sequential Core Storage Addressing 

Core storage positions are addressed sequentially from 
00000 to the highest-numbered address of the core 
storage positions installed-19999, 39999, or 59999. 
Character transfer to, from, and within core storage 
embodies the c'wrap around" principle, i.e., the 
highest-numbered address is followed by the lowest
numbered address when incrementing and the lowest
numbered address is followed by the highest-num
bered address when decrementing. Thus, assuming a 
20,000-position core storage capacity, the increment
ing sequence is 19998, 19999, 00000, 00001, etc.; and 
the decrementing sequence is 00001, 00000, 19999, 
19998, etc. 

Character Representation 

The 1620 can be programmed to read and write 
numeric and alphameric data. The input! output in
struction (numeric or alphameric) determines wheth
er data is read and/or written numerically or alpha
merically. 

Numerical Representation 

One decimal digit is required in core storage to rep
resent a numerical character. No alphabetic or special 
characters except the record mark and numeric blank 
can be represented in the numeric mode. 

Alphameric Representation 

Two decimal digits are required in core storage to 
represent an alphameric character, i.e., an alphabetic 
character, a special character, or a numeric character. 
A 2-digit alphameric representation of numeric char
acters is provided to permit reading of mixed alpha
betic, special and numeric characters without 
changing from an alphameric to a numeric instruction. 
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Figure 3 shows the bit configuration of a <CU" if the 
1620 is in the alphameric mode. The two alphameric 
digits of a character must occupy adjacent core stor
age positions, and the zone digit must occupy the 
even address. This storage requirement is satisfied by 
programming; alphameric read/write instructions 
must contain an odd-numbered P address. Figure 4 
shows the zone and numeric digits that have been 
assigned to represent all the alphameric characters 
used in the 1620. 

rr
zone Digit 

,-Numerical Digit 

+ r-Character 

00 b 
03 
04 ) 
10 + 
13 $ 
14 * 
20 -
21 / 
23 I 

24 ( 
33 = 
34 @ 

41 A 
42 B 
43 C 
44 D 
45 E 
46 F 
47 G 
48 H 
49 I 
50 0 
51 J 
52 K 
53 L 
54 M 
55 N 
56 0 
57 P 
58 Q 

59 R 
62 5 
63 T 
64 U 
65 V 
66 W 
67 X 
68 Y 
69 Z 
70 0 
71 1 
72 2 
73 3 
74 4 
75 5 
76 6 
77 7 
78 8 
79 9 

Figure 4. Alphameric Codes 



Stored Program Concept 
The 1620 CPU is a stored program computer, that is, 
it stores and executes its instructions internally. The 
computer can perform distinct operations such as 
adding, subtracting, multiplying, comparing, branch
ing, and so on. It is directed by an instruction placed 
in core storage to perform a specific operation. The 
programmer can select the most suitable operations, 
from various computer operations, to solve a problem 
or process data. A group of instructions representing 
the operations to be performed is called a program. 

Once the program is placed in core storage, thE) 
computer can be directed to execute automatically 
the instructions composing the program. The program 
normally is executed in a sequential manner, that is, 
the computer starts with the first instruction and pro
gresses serially through the program, interpreting and 
executing each instruction. However, this sequence 
of operations can be altered by the use of instructions 
that may direct the computer to an instruction located 
somewhere other than the next sequential position. 

Instruction Characteristics 

The 1620 uses a 12-digit machine language instruction 
divided into three parts: a 2-digit operation ( Op ) 
code, a 5-digit P address, and a 5-digit Q address. An 
instruction as it appears in core storage may be divid
ed into 0, P, and Q subscripted numbers, as follows: 

In contrast to a data field, which is addressed at 
its rightmost (low-order) digit and read from right 
to left, instructions are addressed at 0 o, the leftmost 
(high-order) digit, and read from left to right. 

Op Code 

Upon initiation of an instruction, the Op code is 
placed in a 2-digit Op register and is analyzed to 

1620 Instructions 

determine the operation to be performed. The address 
of an instruction must always be even, i.e., the 0 0 

digit of an operation code must be stored in an even
numbered address so that the Op register can receive 
both digits. 

P Address 

The P address specifies: (1) the location to which 
data is transmitted, (2) the location to which the 
program branches, (3) the location from which data 
is transmitted (output instructions), or (4) the loca
tion of the alphameric field in the Transfer Numerical 
Strip and Transfer Numerical Fill special feature in
structions. 

QAddress 

The Q address specifies: (1) the location from which 
data is transmitted, (2) the indicator being interro
gated, (3) the input/output device being used, or 
( 4) the location of the numeric field in the Transfer 
Numerical Strip and Transfer Numerical Fill special 
feature instructions. Also, instruction modifier digits 
are placed in the Q address for those instructions with 
the same Op code number. 

Instruction Execution Time 

Each instruction or operation performed by the com
puter is divided into two parts: I (Instruction) cycle 
and E (Execution) cycle. 

INSTRUCTION CYCLE 

During the I -cycle, an instruction is read from core 
storage and interpreted; control circuitry is established. 
The I-cycle always takes eight 20-microsecond machine 
cycles (160 microseconds). 

EXECUTION CYCLE 

The operation specified by the instruction is carried 
out during the E-cycle. The number of machine cycles 
necessary to execute an instruction depends on the 
operation, size of the data fields, and signs of the 
fields (in arithmetic operations). The last E-cyde of 
an instruction is followed by the first I -cycle of the 
next instruction. 

The formula for computing the total execution 
time follows the description of each instruction. Exe
cution times for all instructions are summarized in 
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Appendix A. The symbols used in the formulas are 
defined as follows: 

Dp Number of digits, including high-order 
zeros, in the field at the P address. 

Dq Number of digits, including high-order 
zeros, in the field at the Q address. 

Dq' Number of digits, including high-order 
zeros, in the data field of an immediate 
instruction. 

Dz Number of positions compared, prior to 
the detection of a digit other than zero. 

T Time in microseconds ( {J-sec ) or milli-
seconds (ms), as noted. 

Additional symbols used only in Load Dividend, Load 
Dividend Immediate, Divide, and Divide Immediate 
instructions are defined under Execution Time, follow
ing the explanation of the individual instruction. 

Immediate Instructions 

Certain arithmetic, internal data transmissions, com
pare, and branch instructions are labeled "immediate." 
Immediate instructions use the digits in the Q7, Qs, 
Q9, QlO and Ql1 positions of the instruc,:tiOn as data 
instead of as a core storage address. . 

Thus, the Q data is located immediately within the 
instruction. For example, when the Transmit Field 
Immediate instruction, 16 00543 18765, is executed, 
the Q part of the instruction, 18765, is transmitted to 
the P address (Figure 5). Data transfer begins at Ql1 
of the instruction, and continues until a flag bit is 
found, Q7 in this case. If the flag bit was at QI0, 65 
would be transferred to 00543. The difference be
tween the Transmit Field and Transmit Field Imme
diate instructions can best be shown by comparing 
Figures 5 and 6. The Transmit Field instruction, 
Figure 6, tranfers the data at the Q address to the 
P addresses. 
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OP 
Code P Address Q Address 

1116101015141311/81716151 
I I I 
------------~ 

Core Storage 

Figure 5. Transmit Field Immediate - Data Flow 

OP 
Code P Address Q Address 

121610101514131118171615\ 
I~I~ 

Core Storage 

~
~ 

& 
294 

~ 

I 

Figure 6. Transmit Field - Data Flow 



The Indirect Addressing special feature saves pro
gram steps and computer time by providing a direct 
method of address modification. Its primary use is in 
programs where multiple instructions have the same 
address, and this address is to be modified by the 
program. Indirect Addressing may also be used for 
linking subroutines~ 

Description 

Normally, the P or Q address of an instruction is the 
location of the data used during execution of the 
instruction. An indirect address, however, is the 
address of a second address instead of the address of 
data. This "second address" is the core storage ad-' 
dress of the data to be used unless the second address 
is yet another indirect address. In effect, the address 
at the indirect address location is a subsitute for the 
address of the instruction. 

The data field specified by the indirect address is 
always five digits in length. The upper digit of the 
address does not require a flag bit to define the field. 

Indirect Addressing 

Moreover, its length is always five digits, even though 
flag bits exist within the field. 

The P or Q address of an instruction is indirect 
when a flag bit is over the units position. Figure 7 
shows that (1) the instruction (21 00500 00650) has 
an indirect P address of 00500, (2) the data at 00500 
is 00780, which is used as the P address during execu
tion of the instruction, and ( 3 ) the instruction 
(21 00500 00650) is not altered in core storage; only 
the instruction register of the 1620 is changed. 

The data at the location specified by the indirect 
address is also an indirect address if a flag bit exists 
in the units position. This chaining effect continues 
until a flag bit does not exist in the units position 
of the address. The address is then treated as a direct 
address. 

Any P or Q address of an instruction that specifies 
the location Of data can be an indirect address. See 
Table 1 in the next section of this manual. When 
the P address of an immediate inst:t:uction is an indirect 
address, the Q data cannot be more than six digits in 

CORE STORAGE 

( 1) Instruction with Indirect P Address 

(2) The data (00780) at the indirect 
address is substituted as the new P 
address in the instruction. 

(3) The resultant instruction is executed 
normally with the New P Address. 

Figure 7. Indirect Addressing Data Flow 

OP 

.~ 

L 
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length because the flag bit over the units position of 
the P address also defines the end of the immediate 
data. 

Execution Time. Each address interpreted as an 
indirect address requires four additional 20-ftsec mem
ory cycles. For example, an instruction with two 
indirect addresses requires an additional 160 ftsec. 

Examples 

The Add instruction, 21 00500 00650, is shown in 
Figure 8 with both direct and indirect Q addresses. 
Line 1 shows direct addressing; the Q data is obtained 
from the Q address. Line 2 shows the Q address as 
indirect; the Q data is obtained from the address 

specified by the indirect address. Line 3 shows that 
the address specified by the indirect address is also 
indirect; the Q data is obtained from the address 
specified by the second indirect address. 

The data flow diagram for an Add Immediate in
struction, 11 00500 00650, is shown in Figure 9. The 
Q data 000650, is added to the data at the address 
specified by the indirect P address. The result, 
1155078, replaces the original P data, 1154428, at 
09400. 

A data flow diagram for a Branch instruction is 
shown in Figure 10. The first five digits at that in
direct address are the address to which the computer 
branches for its next instruction. 

Instructions Data at Storage Locations Resultant Modified Actual Q Actual Q 

00650 1 5225 12500 

0)2 1 00500 00650 1 5225 

@21 00500 00650 15225 12500 

@21 00500 00650 15225 12500 12345 

Figure 8. Examples of Indirect Addressing 

OP 
Code 

Dr: p T Q~ 
500': 00650 

~ 
I, I 

Y 
I 

I I 
II & 

10 9400 i 

2 1 

(0)2 1 

(b) 2 1 

{6 Digits Maximum} 

00065 
1 15442 
1 15507 

0 
8 
8 

Figure 9, Indirect Addressing, Add Immediate Instruction 
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Instruction Address Data 
Used Used 

00650 15225 

00500 15225 1 5225 125.00 

00500 15225 

00500 12500 12500 12345 

CORE STORAGE 

\:)/. 

~Af} 

IT 1 54428 

~ 

L Add 
Table t---.. 



149100500100000 I 
'---v--J 

The OP code for the 
new instruction is 
contained in core 
storage locations 
16000 and 16001. 

Figure 10. Indirect Addressing, Branch Instruction 

CORE STORAGE 

To Instruction 
Registers 
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Instruction Types 

All 1620 instructions fall into six general categories 
according to function: 

1. Arithmetic 
2. Compare 
3. Branch 
4. Internal Data Transmission 
5. Input/Output 
6. Program Control 

The Divide and Floating-Point instructions are 1620 
Model 1 special features and must be ordered as such 
for inclusion in the 1620 Model 1 repertoire of in
structions-Move Flag, Transfer Numerical Fill, and 
Transfer Numerical Strip. 

Table 1. 1620 Instructions 

12 

I nstruct ions 

Arithmetic 
Add 
Add (1) 
Subtract 
Subtract (1) 
Multiply 
Multiply (I) 
Load Dividend* 
Load Dividend (1)* 
Divide* 
Divide (1)* 
Floating Add* 
Floating Subtract* 
Floating Multiply* 
Floating Divide* 

Compare 
Compare 
Compare (I) 

Branch 
Branch 
Branch No Flag 
Branch No Record Mark 
Branch No Group Mark * 
Branch on Digit 
Bronch Indicator 
Branch No Indicator 
Branch and Transmit 
Branch and Transmit (I) 
Branch Back 
Branch and Transmit 

Floating* 

* Speci a I Feature 
(I) Immediate 

Mnemonic 

A 
AM 
S 
SM 
M 
MM 
LD 
LDM 
0 
OM 
FADD 
FSUB 
FMUL 
FDIV 

C 
CM 

B 
BNF 
BNR 
BNG 
BD 
BI 
BNI 
BT 
BTM 
BB 
BTFL 

Code P&Q P 

21 X 
11 X 
22 X 
12 X 
23 X 
13 X 
28 X 
18 X 
29 X 
19 X 
01 X 
02 X 
03 X 
09 X 

24 X 
14 X 

49 X 
44 X 
45 X 
55 X 
43 X 
46 X 
47 X 
27 X 
17 X 
42 
07 X 

All 1620 instructions with their associated Op codes, 
mnemonics, modifier' digits, and allowable indirect 
addresses are shown in Table 1. Modifier digits are 
those required in Qs, QI), and Qll to differentiate be-

tween instructions having the same Op codes. 

Arithmetic Instructions 

Data flow, field length definition, indicator control, 

and sign analysis are common to all 1620 Arithmetic 

instructions, and are therefore explained before the 

actual instructions. 

Instructions Mnemonic Code P&Q P 

Internal Data 
Transmission 

Transmit Digit TO 25 X 
Transmit Digit (I) TOM 15 X 
Transmit Field TF 26 X 
Transmit Field (I) TFM 16 X 
Transmit Record TR 31 X 
Transfer Numerical Strip* TNS 72 X 
Transfer Numerical Fill* TNF 73 X 
Floating Shift Right* FSR 08 X 
Floating Shift Left* FSL 05 X 
Transmit Floating* TFL 06 X 

Input/Output 
Read Numerically RN 36 X 
Write Numerically WN 38 X 
Dump Numerically ON 35 X 
Read Alphamerically RA 37 X 
Write Alphamerically WA 39 X 
Seek* K 34 X 

Program 
Control 

Control K 34 
Set Flag SF 32 X 
Clear Flag CF 33 X 
Mave Flag* MF 71 X 
Halt H 48 
No Operation NOP 41 



Data Flow and Field Length Definition 

Data is read serially from right to left (low-order to 
high-order) until terminated by a flag bit defining the 
high-order position of the field. For example, where 
the data in a field is 285, the dash (flag bit) over the 
high-order digit indicates a field mark. The Program 
Testing section of this manual provides more specific 
data flow information. 

The minimum length of both the P and Q fields is 
two digits: a units digit which contains the sign, and 
at least one higher-order digit which is needed for 
field definition. 

Arithmetic Indicators 

Three arithmetic indicators and their associated con
sole lights are controlled by Arithmetic instructions 
and turned off by the Reset key on the 1620 console. 

High/Positive. The High/Positive (H/P) indicator 
is turned on at the beginning of each Arithmetic in
struction and remains on if the result is positive and 
not zero. It is turned off if the result is negative 
or zero. 

Equal/Zero. The Equal/Zero (E/Z ) indicatO'r is 
turned on at the beginning of each Arithmetic instruc
tion and remains on if the result is zero. It is turned 
off if the result is not zero. 

Arithmetic Overflow (O'flow). The Arithmetic 
Check indicator is turned on during the execution of 
Add, Subtract, and Compare instructions, if either 
of the following conditions exists: 

1. The number of digits in the Q data exceeds 
the number of digits in the P data. Only the 
number of digits in the Q data that equal the 
number of digits in the P data are used in de
veloping the result. 

2. The result causes a carry beyond the high
order position of the initial field at P. (The 
carry is lost.) 

This indicator is also turned on during a Divide 
operation if more than nine successful subtractions 
occur (ten or more subtractions indicate the divisor is 
mispositioned) . 

The Arithmetic Check indicator is turned off by 
the execution of a Branch Indicator or Branch No 
Indicator instruction, or by m'anual pressing of the 
Reset key, and does not automatically turn on at the 
beginning of each Arithmetic instruction. 

Table Look-up 

A unique method of doing arithmetic calculations is 
used in the 1620. Two tables (Multiply and Add), 

stored in the "table area" of core storage, are auto
matically referred to by the computer during arith
metic operations. The positions of core storage con
taining the table data are addressable but must not 
be altered; altering can cause incorrect arithmetic 
operations to result. 

Three hundred positions of core storage have been 
assigned to the Table area. Two hundred positions, 
00100 through 00299, are assigned to the storage of 
the Multiply table. One hundred positions, 00300 
through 00399, are assigned to the storage of the Add 
table used in all arithmetic operations. (See Appen
dix B.) A digit with a flag bit in the table indicates 
that a carry is associated with that digit. 

In addition, 20 positions, 00080 through 00099, are 
used to receive the product or partial product in 
Multiply operations. 

Sign Analysis 

Addition and Subtraction. The data in the Q field 
is either true-added or complement-added to the data 
in the P field. A true-add operation causes the Q data 
to be added just as it is. A complement-add operation 
causes the Q data to be altered before addition, as 
follows: the units digit is tens-complemented and the 
remaining higher-order digits are nines-complemented 
(95 becomes 05, 139 becomes 861, 2476 becomes 
7524, etc.). The sign analysis chart in Figure 11 
shows that (1) the Q data is complement-added dur
ing addition and subtraction when the signs of the 
P and Q fields are different and alike respectively, 
( 2) if the Q field is complemented and if the value of 
the original Q data is higher than the value of the 
P data, the sum or difference is recomplemented, and 
(3) if a recomplement occurs, the original sign of the 
P field is changed. 

For example: 

Add +15 (Q data) to -35 (P data). 

According to the sign control analysis chart 
1. The Q data is complement-added (15 becomes 

85 ), and 85 + 35 == '2[ The hundreds carry is 
lost. A carry is always lost when it causes the 
sum or difference to exceed the size of the P 
field. Arithmetic Check is not turned on since 
the carry in this case indicates that recomple
menting the P field is not required. 

2. The sum is not recomplemented (15 is less 
than 35). 

3. The sign of the P field is not changed since 
no recomplement occurred. 

13 



ADD 

Sign of P Field + + -
Sign of Q Field + - + 

True or Complement Add Q Field True Comp Comp 

Recomplement only if value of 
, , , 2 

Q Field is greater than value of ,-
! P Field , , " , 

3 Change P ~ield sign only if - + 
recomplement occurs (changed 
si gn shown). 

Figure 11. Sign Control Chart 

Multiplication and Division. The sign of each prod
uct and quotient is determined algebraically from 
the signs of its factors, as follows: 

+a x +b +c 
-a x +b -c 
-a x -b +c 
+a +b +c 
-a +b -c 
-a -b +c, etc. 

Add (A-21) 

Description. The data in the field at the Q address 
is added to the data in the field at the P address and 
the sum replaces the P field data. The Q field data 
remains unchanged. 

In Figure 12, the sum (14) is "looked up" in the 
Add table and replaces the 12 at 00500 (P address). 
The field mark remains at the high-order position. 
When the sum is zero, the sign of the P field is re-

Op Code I--- Address of P Field + Address of Q Field --l 

Q Value at 09400 = 02 
P Value at 00500:: 12 
Sum at P .. 14 (replaces original value) 

Figure 12. Add Instructions - Data Flow 

14 

, 
l 
I 
I : 
l 

SUBTRACT 

- + + - -

- + - + -

True Comp True True Comp 

, 
~ I 

I , , 
, : I 

- + 

tained. For sums other than zero, the sign of the 
field with the larger value is retained. High-order 
zeros are supplied if the number of signiRcant digits 
in the Q field is less than the number of signiRcant 
digits in the initial field at P. 

The H/P indicator is on if the sum is positive and 
not zero; the E/Z indicator is on if the sum is zero. 
Neither indicator is on if the sum is negative. 

Execution Time. Execution time varies according 
to the number of digits (high-order zeros included) 
in the ReId at P and according to whether recomple
menting is necessary. Recomplement time must be 
added to the basic time when the signs of the Relds 
at the Q and P addresses are different initially and 
the absolute numeric value of the Q field is greater 
than the absolute numeric value of the P field. 

Basic Execution Time: T == 160 + 80Dp f-Lsec 
Recomplement Time: T == 80Dp f-Lsec 

Core Storage 

~/Il 
o 2 f}--......... -, 

<~ Add Table 

l~~D---"'''~' 
f I 



Add Immediate (AM-ll) 

Description. The description is the same as that 
for Add (A-21) except that the data in the Q part 
of the instruction is used as the Q data. For example, 
if the Op core were 11 in Figure 12, the Q data would 
be 09400 and the result would be 12 (00 + 12). The 
three high-order positions of the Q data (094) are 
not used because the P-data flag bit (above the one 
in 12) stops the add operation. The Arithmetic Check 
i~dicator is turned on because the Q data field 
(09400) exceed the two digits of data (12) contained 
in the field defined by the P address (00500). 

Execution Time. Same as Add. 

Subtract (5-22) 

Description. The data in the field at the Q 
address is subtracted from the data in the field at the 
P address and the difference replaces the data in the 
field at the P address. The data in the field at the Q 
address remains unchanged. 

The data in the field at the Q address is comple
mented if it has the same sign as the data in the 
field at the P address. 

A zero result retains the sign of the field at the 
P address. The sign of a result, other than zero, is 
determined by algebraic analysis of the P and Q 
fields. High-order zeros are supplied if the number 
of significant digits in the Q field is less than the 
number of significant digits in the initial field at the 
P address. 

I Address of I Address of I 
Op Code r---- Multiplicand •• Multiplier ----1 

Multiplicand Value = 12 
Multiplier Value = 02 

Product Value = 0024 

Figure 13. Multiply Instruction - Data Flow 

The H/P indicator is on it the difference is positive 
and not zero; the E/Z indicator is on if the difference 
is zero. Neither indicator is on if the difference is 
negative. 

Execution Time. Execution time is computed by 
using the Add instruction formula. Recomplement 
time is added to basic time when the signs of the 
fields at the Q and P addresses are the same initially 
and the absolute numeric value of the field at the Q 
address is greater than the absolute numeric value 
of the field at the P address. 

Subtract Immediate (SM-12) 

Description. The description is the same as for 
Subtract (S-22) except that the digits in the Q part of 
the instruction are used as the Q data. 

Execution Time. Same as Subtract. 

Multiply (M-23) 

Description. The data in the field at the P address 
is multiplied by the data in the field at the Q address, 
and the result (product) is placed in core storage, 
beginning at position 00099 and extending through 
successively lower-numbered positions. The data in 
the fields at the Q and P addresses is not changed by 
the operation. 

In Figure 13, the multiplicand (12) at 00500 is 

multiplied by the multiplier (02) at 09400. The prod

uct (0024) is developed and stored at 00096-00099. 

Core Storage 

Product Area 

Multiply 
Table 
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The 20 digits of the area in core storage specified as 
the "product area" (positions 00080 through 00099) 
are automatically cleared to zeros before multiplica
tion begins. Formation of the product then proceeds 
serially from right to left until terminated by the 
flag bit marking the high-order position of the field 
at the Q address. A flag bit is stored in the high-order 
position of the product, and the sign of the product 
is indicated by the presence (negative) or absence 
(positive) of a flag bit in position 00099. A zero prod
uct may have a negative or positive sign, depending 
upon the signs of the fields at the Q and P addresses. 

The number of digits in the product is equal to 
the sum of the digits (high-order zeros included) in 
the fields at the Q and P addresses. The size of the 
product is limited only by the core storage positions 
available. A product longer than the 20 positions of 
the product area may be formed, but positions in 
excess of 20 digits must be cleared to zeros by pro
gram instructions preceding the Multiply instruction. 

It is possible to develop a product so large that it 
extends from its units position (location 00099), left-

16 

ward to location 00000, continues at the highest-order 
core storage location (19999, 39999, or 59999), and 
finally terminates with its high-order digit at some 
location lower than the highest-order location. The 
Arithmetic Check indicator is not turned on when the 
product exceeds 20 digits in length. The H/P indicator 
is on if the product is positive and not zero; the E/Z 

indicator is on if the product is zero. Neither indicator 
is on if the product is negative. 

Execution Time. The execution time varies accord
ing to the number of digits in the fields at the Q and 
P addresses. 

T == 560 + 40Dq + 168 DqDp fJ-sec 

Multiply Immediate (MM-13) 

Description. The description for Multiply (M -23 ) 
applies except that the data in the Q part of the in
struction is used in place of the data in the field at 

the Q address. 

Execution Time. T == 560 + 40D/ + 168Dq'Dp 

fJ-sec 



The Automatic Division special feature simplifies 
programming and increases the processing speed of 
division problems by two to four times that of pro
grammed routines. Only one command need be given. 
Four commands are provided, however, to facilitate 
positioning of the dividend and divisor in core stor
age. There are no practical limitations placed upon 
the size of the dividend. divisor, or quotient. 

A quotient and remainder of 20 digits are devel
oped in the product area (00080-00099). When the 
quotient plus the remainder exceeds 20 digits, core 
storage positions lower than 00080 ( 00079, 00078, 
etc.) must be reset to zeros by programming. One 
additional position should also be cleared to allow 
for a possible overdraw. For example, if 25 positions 
ary required for the quotient and remainder, 00074-
00079 would have to be reset to zeros before the 
divide command was given. 

The four instructions provided with the Divide 
feature are: 

Load Dividend (LD-28) 
Load Dividend Immediate (LDM-18) 
Divide (D-29) 
Divide Immediate (DM-19) 

The formula for computing the total execution 
time follows the description of each instruction. 

Data at Core 

Instruction Storage Address Description 
00650 

(1) 28 00096 00650 21365 Load Dividend 

(2) 28 00099 00650 01234 Load Dividend 

(3) 18 00098 00650 56789 Load Dividend Immediate 

Figure 14. Load Dividend Instructions 

Automatic Division 

Load Dividend (LD-281 

Description. The dividend must be stored in the 
product area before a Divide command is given. 
The Load Dividend instruction may be used to satisfy 
this requirement. 

The product area (00080-00099) is automatically 
reset to zeros. The dividend (Q address) is transmit
ted to the product area (P address), beginning at the 
low-order dividend digit and terminating at the flag 
bit marking the high-order· position of the dividend 
field. The P address is 00099 minus the number of 
zero positions desired to the right of the dividend. 

The algabraic sign of the dividend is automatically 
placed in location 00099 regardless of where the low
order dividend digit is placed by the P address. A 
flag bit automatically marks the high-order digit of 
the dividend. 

Example: Two Load Dividend instructions and one 
Load Dividend Immediate instruction are shown in 
Figure 14. 

0 
00 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

1. The Load Dividend instruction, 

, 28 00096 00650 

causes the low-order position of the dividend to 
be placed at 00096. The sign (minus) is stored 
at 00099. 

~ N N C") "<t l() -.0 r--.. 00 0-
00 00 0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0-
0 0 · ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 · ... 2 1 3 6 5 o 0 0 

0 0 · ... 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 · ... 0 0 0 0 6 5 0 0 
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2. The Load Dividend instruction, 

28 00099 00650, 

causes the low-order position of the dividend 
to be placed at 00099. The sign (plus) is stored 
at 00099. 

3. The Load Dividend Immediate instruction, 

18 00098 00650, 

causes the low-order position of the dividend 
(the Q part of the instruction) to be placed in 
the field beginning at 00098. The sign (plus) is 
stored at 00099. 

Execution Time. T == 400 +40Dn fLsec, where 
Dn equals the number of digits in the dividend. 

Load Dividend Immediate (LDM-l 8) 

Description. The description for Load Dividend 
applies except that the data in the Q part of the 
instruction is transmitted to the P address. 

Execution Time. Same as a Load Dividend 
(LD-28). 

Divide (0-29) 

Description. The divisor (Q address) is successive
ly subtracted from the dividend. The P address of the 
Divide instruction positions the divisor for the first 
subtraction from the high-order positions of the divi
dend, as in manual division. The P address is deter
mined by subtracting the number of digits in the 
quotient from 100. 

Examples: Problem 1: 4906 +- 23 == 0213 and a 
remainder of 07. Figure 15 shows the manner in which 
the 1620 solves this problem. 

Problem 2: -212 (212) +- 24 == -8.83 (00883) and 
a remainder of 08. Figure 16 shows how the 1620 
solves this problem. 

As illustrated in these examples, each subtraction 
without overdraw causes the quotient digit to be 
increased by 1. Quotient digits are developed in the 
units position of the Multiplier/Quotient register. An 
overdraw initiates a correction cycle (the divisor is 
added once), and the next subtraction occurs one 
place to the right. 

The first (high-order) quotient digit is stored at 
the address equal to the P address of the Divide in
struction minus the length of the divisor. A Hag bit 
is generated and stored with the first quotient digit. 
Subsequent quotient digits are stored to the right of 
the last-stored quotient digit. Division is terminated 
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after the last quotient digit is developed by sub
tractions with the units position of the divisor at 
00099. 

The quotient and remainder replace the dividend 
in the product area. The address of the quotient is 
00099 minus the length of the divisor. The algebraic 
sign of the quotient (determined by the sign of the 
dividend and divisor) is automatically placed in the 
low-order position of the quotient. The address of the 
remainder is 00099. A Hag bit is automatically placed 
in the high-order position. The remainder has the sign 
of the dividend and the same number of digits as the 
divisor. 

The H/P indicator is on if the quotient is positive 
and not zero; the E/Z is on if the quotient is zero. 
N either indicator is on if the quotient is negative. 

The quotient must be at least two digits in length; 
one position is required for the sign and one for the 
field mark (Hag bit). 

Execution Time. T == 160 + 520DvQt + 740 Qt 
fLsec. Dv and Qt equal the number of digits in the 
divisor and quotient, respectively. The formula as
sumes an average quotient digit of 4.5. If a Load 
Dividend or Load Dividend Immediate instruction 
is used, the divide operation execution time may be 
considered as the total time for both the Load Divi
dend and Divide instructions. 

T == 560 + 40Dn + 520DvQt + 740Qt fLsec 

Divide Immediate CDM-19J 

Description. The description of Divide (D-29) ap
plies except that the data in the Q part of the in
struction is used as the divisor. 

Execution Time. Same as Divide (D-29). 

Decimal Point Location 

The computer is unaware of decimal points, except 
for Automatic Floating-Point operations (special 
feature). Decimal point location for any given divide 
calculation is easily determined by simply subtracting 
the number of decimal digits in the divisor from the 
number of deCimal digits in the dividend. The result 
is the number of decimal digits in the quotient. For 
example, if the divisor and dividend values in Problem 
2 (Figure 16) are 2.4 and 21.200, the quotient value is 
008.83 (3 - 1 == 2). Note that the original dividend 
21.4, became 21.400 as a result of its placement by 
the Load Dividend instruction. Thus, the number 
of dividend decimal digits must include the zeros 
to the right of the loaded dividend. 



Data at 
Core Storage 

Instruction Addresses 

00500 00600 
2800099 00500 4906 " 23 

2900096 00600 

Figure 15. Divide, Problem 1 

Description 

Load dividend 

Subtract divisor 

Overdraw 

Add divisor back to correct overdraw. 

Store first (high-order) digit of quotient (0) 
and flag bit 

Subtract divisor one place to the right 

No overdraw 

Subtract divisor 

No overdraw 

Subtract divisor 

Overdraw 

Add divisor back to correct overdraw 

Store second digit of quotient (2) 

Subtract divisor one place to the right 

No overdraw 

Subtract divisor 

Overdraw 

Add back divisor to correct overdraw 

Store third digit of quotient (1) 

Subtract divisor one place to the right 

No overdraw 

Subt.ract divisor 

No overdraw 

Subtract divisor 

No overdraw 

Subtract divisor 

Overdraw 

Add back divisor to correct overdraw 

Store fourth digit of quotient (3) 
Opera-and flag bit, if negative~ 

tlon stops with quotient (0213) and 
remainder (07) in product area. 

N ~ 0-
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

~ I.() -0 '" co 0-
0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0-
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 4' 9 o -6 

- 2 3 

~ + 2 3 
---
0 0 4 

~ 
0 0 4 9 0 6 -- 2 3 

---

T - 2 3 

IF - 2 3 

~ + 2 3 

0 0 3 
_ ...... 
0 2 0 3 0 6 ..... 

- 2 3 

'j1 
- 2 3 

1k + 2 3 

0 0 7 

~ 
0 2 1 a 7 6 ..... 

- 2 3 

±t1 - 2 3 

To 
- 2 3 

~ - 2 3 

9 8 4 

+ 2 3 
1---;.-

0 0 7 

6 
I-!:~ 

2 -1- 3 0 7 ,.... 
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Instruction 

LD 28 00097 00500 

D 29 00095 00650 

Description 

Data 

Reset 00080 - 00099 to zeros. Transmit dividend 
to 00097. Dividend sign to 00099. 

Subtract divisor from dividend starting at 00095. 

Overdraw 

Correction 

Store first quotient digit (0) and flag bit 

Subtract one place to the right 

Overdraw 

Correction 

Store 2nd quotient digit (0) 

Subtract one place to the right 

Successful subtraction 

7 more successful subtractions (7 x 24 = 168 ) 

Overdraw 

Correction 

Store quotient digit (8) 

8 successful subtractions (8 x 24 = 192) 

(Overdraw and correction not shown) 

Store quotient digit (8) 

3 successful subtractions (3 x 24 = 72) 

Overdraw 

Correction 

Store quotient digit (3) 

Store flag over high-order position of remainder. 
Sign of quotient over units position (00099 - length 
of divisor). 

Figure 16. Divide, Problem 2 

20 

~O:~~~~~\):g§ 
00650 00500 § § § § 8 § § § 8 0 

000 0 021 206 

- 2 4 

-;--1
7

1

8 

+ 2 4 

002 

000~021200 
J,o..,j 
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020 

00000ra2000 
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008 

000008ra'080 
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00000882: 08 
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Incorrect D;v;sor Pos;t;on;ng 
The following error conditions are caused by an in
correct P address in the Divide instruction: 

Overflow. As illustrated in Figure 17, an incorrectly 
positioned divisor can cause more than nine success
ful subtractions and an incorrect quotient. The divide 
operation is terminated, the Arithmetic Check indi
cator and light are turned on, but processing does 
not stop unless the Overflow Check switch is set to 
STOP. Note the absence of a field-length flag in posi
tion 00095 when division is terminated. The flag is 
not placed automatically because the first quotient 
digit, which normally causes the flag bit to be gener
ated and stored, is not achieved. 

If, after a division overflow, the field remaining in 
the product area is to be used for further operations, 

I nstruct ion Description 

D 29 00097.00650 Successful subtraction No.1 

" " No.2 

" " No. 3 

" " No.4 

" " No.5· 

" " No.6 

" " No.7 

" " No.8 

'. 

" " No.9 

11 " No. 10 

Figure 17. Divide Overflow 

the program must provide for a flag to be set in the 
desired position. 

Loss of One or More High-Order Digits of the 
Dividend. The high-order digit of the dividend is 
assumed by the 1620 to be one position to the left 
of the high-order digit of the divisor. Figure 18 shows 
how the high-order digits of the dividend are lost 
if the di"isor is positioned too far to the right. Proc
essing continues with no indication of an incorrect 
quotient. 

I ncorrect Termination. If the P address is less than 
10000, i.e., between 00100 and 09999, the divide op
eration will terminate when a subtraction occurs at 
OXX99. This, in effect, restricts the size of the divi
dend to 10,020 digits, if only 20,000 positions of 
core storage are installed. 

0- "1M ~I.t') -or-.... coO-

00650 
0-0- 0-0- 0-0- 0-0- 0- 0-
00 00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 00 
00 00 00 00 00 

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 

- 2 1 

1 9 1 

- 2 1 

1 7 0 

- 2 1 

1 4 9 

- 2 1 

1 2 8 

- 2 1 

1 0 7 

- 2 1 

0 8 6 

- 2 1 

0 6 5 

- 2 1 

0 4 4 

- 2 1 

0 2 3 

- 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
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§ -0 ~ ~ 0-

§ 0-
Instruction Description 00650 § § § 0 

-
29 00098 00650 Divide {Incorrect P Address} 19 2 0 2 3 0 

- 1 9 

0 0 4 

- 1 9 
---
9 8 5 

+ 1 9 
---
0 0 4 

-~ 

Figure 18. Division Error, Incorrect Programming 

Summary of Automatic Division Rules 
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1. Decimal point location: the number of divi
dend decimal digits minus the number of 
divisor decimal digits equals the number of 
quotient decimal digits (decimal digits are 
those digits to the right of the assumed deci
mal point). 

2. Dividend position (P address of LD instruc
tion): determined by the number of quotient 
digits desired. An anaylsis of the problem and 
its relationship to these rules is necessary. 

3. First subtraction (P address of divide ins truc-

2 

2 

1 0 4 0 
II--

- 1 9 

0 2 1 

-1 9 
---
0 0 2 

- 1 9 
---
9 8 3 

+- 1 9 
---
0 0 2 

-,...., 
0 1 2 

~ 
2 

tion): 00100 minus the length of the quotient 
(the minimum length of the quotient is gen
erally the length of the dividend). 

4. Quotient length: 100 minus the P address 
(minimum of 2). 

5. Quotient address: 00099 minus the length of 
the divisor. 

6. Remainder length: same as divisor length. 
7. Remainder address: 00099 ( assuming divi-

dend at 00099). -
8. Sign of quotient: determined by algebraic 

signs of dividend and divisor. 
9. Sign of remainder: same as sign of dividend. 



This special feature provides the 1620 with the ability 
to do floating-point' arithmetic, using floating-point 
instructions instead of program sub-routines. 

The use of automatic floating-point operations can 
result in a 50 to 100 per cent increase in the com
puting power of the 1620 CPU, depending on the 
amount of floating-point computations required. Also, 
up to 15 per cent of the basic 1620 core-storage 
capacity can be saved through the elimination of 
subroutines and call sequence instructions associated 
with Floating Add, Floating Subtract, Floating Mul
tiply, and Floating Divide. 

The Automatic Division special feature is a pre
requisite to the installation of Automatic Floating 
Point Operations. 

floating-Point Arithmetic 

Scientific and engineering computations frequently 
involve lengthy and complex calculations in which 
it is necessary to manipulate numbers that may vary 
Widely in magnitude. To obtain a meaningful answer, 
problems of this type usually require that as many 
significant digits as possible be retained during cal
culation and that the decimal point always be prop
erly located. When applying such problems to a 
computer, several factors must be taken into con
sideration, the most important of which is decimal 
point location. 

Generally speaking, a computer does not recognize 
the decimal point present in any quantity used during 
the calculation. Thus, a product of 414154 will re
sult regardless of whether the factors are 9.37 x 44.2, 
93.7 x .442, or 937 x 4.42, etc. It is the programmer's 
responsibility to be cognizant· of the decimal point 
location during and after the calculation and to ar
range the program accordingly. In a floating-add 
operation, for example, the decimal point of all num
bers must be lined up to obtain the correct sum. To 
facilitate this arrangement, the programmer must 
shift the quantities as they are added. In the manip
ulation of numbers that vary greatly in magnitude, 
the resulting quantity could conceivably exceed al
lowable working limits. 

The processing of numbers expressed in ordinary 
form, e.g., 427.93456, 0.0009762, 5382, -623.147, 
3.1415927, etc., can be accomplished on a computer 
only by extensive anaylsis to determine the size and 

Automatic Floating-Point Operations 

range of intermediate and final results. This anaylsis 
and subsequent number scaling frequently takes 
longer than does the actual calculation. Furthermore, 
number scaling requires complete and accurate in
formation as to the boundaries of all numbers that 
come into the computation (input, intermediate, out
put). Since it is not always possible to predict the 
size of all numbers in a given calculation, anaylsis 
and number scaling are sometimes impractical. 

To alleviate this programming problem, a system 
must be employed in which information regarding 
the magnitude of all numbers accompanies the quan
tities in the calculation. Thus, if all numbers are 
represented in some standard, predetermined for
mat which instructs the computer in an orderly and 
simple fashion as to the location of the decimal pOint, 
and if this representation is acceptable to the routine 
doing the calculation, then quantities which range 
from minute fractions having many decimal places 
to large whole numbers having many integer places 
can be handled. The arithmetic system most com
monly used, in which all numbers are expressed in a 
format having the above feature, is called-. "floating
point arithmetic." 

The notation used in floating-point arithmetic is 
basically an adaptation of the scientific notation 
widely used today. In scientific work,. very large or 
very small numbers are expressed as a number, be
tween one and ten, times a power of ten. Thus 
427.93456 is written as 4.2793456 x 102 and 
0.0009762 as 9.762 x 10-4 • In the 1620 floating-pOint 
arithmetic system, the range of numbers is modified 
to extend between .1 and .99999999; that is, the deci
mal point of all numbers is placed to the left of the 
high-order (leftmost) nonzero digit. Hence, all quan
tities may be thought of as a decimal fraction times 
a power of ten (e.g., 427.93456 as .42793456 x 103 

and 0.0009762 as .97620000 x 10-3 ) where the frac
tion is called the mantissa, and the power of ten, 
used to indicate the number of places the decimal 
point was shifted, the exponent. In addition to the 
advantages inherent in scientific notation, the use 
of floating-point numbers during processing elimi
nates the necessity of analyzing the operations to 
determine the positioning of the decimal point in 
intermediate and final results, since the decimal point 
is always immediately to the left of the high-order 
nonzero digit in the mantissa. 
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1620 Automatic Floating-Point Operations 

In 1620 Automatic Floating-Point Operations, a 
floating-point number is a field consisting of a var
iable length mantissa and a 2-digit exponent. The 
exponent is in the two low-order positions of the field, 
and the mantissa is in the remaining high-order posi
tions, as shown: 

M, MEE 

The mantissa must have a minimum of two digits 
and ca~ have a maximum of 100 digits. However, 
when two fields are operands (quantities being added, 
subtracted, multiplied, divided), they must have man
tissas of the same length. The extremity of the field 
is marked by a flag over the high-order digit. 

The exponent is established on the premise that 
the mantissa is less than 1.0 and equal to or greater 
than 0.1. The exponent is always two digits and 
has a range of -99 to +99. The length of the ex
ponent field is defined by a flag over the high-order 
( tens) digit. 

The mantissa and the exponent each have an al
gebraic sign represented by the presence (negative) 
or absence (positive) of a flag over the units position. 
A floating-point number with a negative mantissa 
and a negative exponent is represented as follows: 

M .... MEE 
Sign control of the results of all computations is 
maintained according to the standard rules of arith
metic operations. 

Eight floating-point instructions are provided: four 
are for arithmetic computations - Floading Add, 
Floating Subtract, Floating Multiply, and Floating 
Divide; three are used to control field size and loca
tion - Floating Shift Right, Floating Shift Left, and 
Transmit Floating. The eighth instruction provides 
for Branch and Transmit in floating-point operations. 
All instructions are in the 1620 format of a 2-digit Op 
code, 5-digit P address, and 5-digit Q address. Float
ing-point instructions depend on the presence of flags 
over the high-order digits of the mantissa and expo
nent. Therefore they should be used only with data 
in the floating-point format. 

As an aid to the programmer or operator in check
ing program logic and computation results, the oper
ation of the computer in aligning decimal points, 
normalizing results, etc., is described with each in
struction. These operations are automatic and need 
not be programmed. Of particular note is Floating 
Divide, which requires only one instruction; the divi
dend is positioned, division is accomplished, and 
the quotient is transmitted to the P field without 
further command. 
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In deSCriptions of instructions and operations, the 
following symbols are used for clarity and brevity: 

M p mantissa of the field at the P address (P ) 
Mq mantissa of the field at the Q address (Q) 
Ep exponent of the field at the P address 
Eq exponent of the field at the Q address 
L number of digits in the mantissa 
d Ep - Eq 

In all floating-point numbers, the decimal point 
is assumed to be at the left of the high-order digit, 
which must not be zero. Such a number is referred 
to as "normalized." When anum ber has one or more 
high-order zeros, it is considered to be "unnor
malized." An unnormalized number resulting from 
a floating-point computation is normalized auto
matically, but unnormalized terms are not recognized 
as such when entered as data. They will be processed 
but correct results cannot be assured. Therefore, it 
is necessary that all data be entered in normalized 
form. For example, the number 0082349405 should 
be entered as 6823494004, assuming the fixed-point 
number is 6823.494, and an 8-digit mantissa is re
quired. 

With the exception of Floating Shift Right and 
Floating Shift Left, the P address and Q address of 
floating point fields are the addresses of the low-order 
positions of the exponents. 

Floating Add CFADD-Ol) 

Description. Mq is added to Mp and the result 
replaces Mp. Mp and Eq are not altered in core 
storage. Dependent on L and the value of d, the 
appropriate field is shifted to align decimal points 
before addition is performed. If d = 0, no shift is 
made (Figure 19). 

If d is greater than zero and less than L, in effect, 
Mq is shifted d positions to the right before being 
added to Mp. The number of low-order digits of Mq 
equal to d are truncated as the shift is made (Figure 
20). If d is less than zero, and the absolute value 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 Instruction 01590--01599 

Before After 

.vp I Ep I Mq T Eq OP I P I Q Mp I Ep I Mq I Eq 

123\"04\789\04 o 1\0 1 5 9 4\0 1 5 9 9 9 1 2\0 4\7 8 9\0 4 

Figure 19. Addition Without Mp or Mq Shift 



Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locotions 
01590_01599 Instruction 01590---01599 

Before After 

~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq OP I P I Q ~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq 

1 2 310 217 8 91 0 1 o 110 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 2 0 110 217 8 910 1 

Figure 20. Mq Shifted Right to Align Decimal Points 

of d is less than L, M p is shifted I d I positions to 
the right before Mq is added to Mp. The number of 
low-order digits of Mp equal to I d I are truncated 
as the shift is made. Eq replaces Ep (Figure 21). 
If d is plus and equal to or larger than L, Mp is 
above the range of Mq and no addition is performed 
(Figure 22). If d is less than zero and I d I is equal 
to or greater than L, Mq is above the range of Mp, 
and no addition is performed. Mq replaces Mp, 
and Eq replaces Ep (Figure 23). 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 Instruct ion 01590---01599 

Before After 

~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq OP I P I Q ~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq 

1 2 310 117 8 910 2 o 110 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 "8 0 110 217 8 910 2 

Figure 21. Mp Shifted Right to Align Decimal Points 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 Instruction 01590--01599 

Before After 

~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq OP I P I Q ~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq 

1 2 310 517 8 91 Q 2 o 110 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 12 3ji.i 517 8 910 2 

Figure 22. Mp Above Range of Mq 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 Instruction 01590--01599 

Before After 

~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq OP I P I Q ~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq 

1 2 3/,0 117 8 910 3 o 110 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 7 8 910 317 8 910 3 

Figure 23. Mq Above Range of Mp 

After addition has been completed, the number 
of Mp digits is checked to determine if it exceeds L. 
If so, this is an overflow condition; the low-order 
digit of Mp is truncated, and the mantissa is shifted 
one position to the right. A one is entered in the 
high-order position of the mantissa, and a one is 
added to Ep (Figure 24). When an overflow does 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590- 01S99 Instruction 01590 ___ 01599 

Before After 

~ IEpl1'v'q IEq OP I P I Q ~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq 

9 8.710 414 5 610 4 o 110 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 1441051456104 

Figure 24. Mantissa Overflow, Number Normalized 

not exist, M p is scanned for zeros beginning with 
the high-order position. High-order zeros are counted 
(z), and Mp is shifted z positions to the left; va
cated positions are set to zeros. Flag bits in Mp 
are not altered or moved. Eq - z replaces Ep (Figure 
25). 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 Instruction 01590-_01599 

Before After 

~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq OP I P I Q ~ I Ep I I'v'q I Eq 

1 2 310 111 1 910 1 o 110 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 4 0 010 Iii 1 910 1 

Figure 25. High-Order Zeros, Number Normalized 

Execution Time. T (average) == 400 + l00L ILsec. 
If the result is recomplemented, add 80L ILsec. 

Floating Subtract (FSUB-021 

Description. The floating subtract operation is the 
same as the floating add operation except that sign 
control procedures for Mq are reversed. 

Execution Time. Same as Floating Add (F ADD-Ol ). 

Floating Multiply (FMUL-031 

Description. Mp is multiplied by Mq, and the 
result replaces Mp. Ep is added to Eq, and the sum 
replaces Ep. Mp and Ep are normalized, as required, 
after multiplication. Mq and Eq are not altered in 
core storage. The product is formed in the product 
area, beginning at 00099 and extending through 
lower-numbered core storage positionS to 00100 
- 2L. The product area, 00080-00099, is cleared auto
matically prior to multiplication. If L is greater than 
10, the program must provide for clearing positions 
00100 - 2L through 00079. After multiplication, the 
digit at position--00l00 - 2L is tested for zero. If 
the digit is other than a zero, the field at 00099 - L 
replaces Mp (Figure 26). If the digit tested is a zero, 
the field at 00100 - L replaces Mp and Ep + Eq 
- 1 replaces Ep (Figure 27). 
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Core Storage Loco; ions 
01590_01599 Instruction 

Before 

Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq OP I P I Q 

7891"031456101 o 310 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 

Figure 26. Product Equal to 2L 

Execution Time. T (average) 
168L2 JLsec. 

Core Storage Locations 
01590_ 01599 Instruction 

Before 

Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq OP I P I Q 

i 2 310 2\4 5 610 4 o 310 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 

Figure 27. Product Less than 2L 

Floating Divide (FDIV-09) 

Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 

After 

Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq 

3 5 910 214 5 elo 1 

1120 + 80L + 

Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 

After 

Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq 

"5 6 0 Iii 514 5 6\ 0 4 

Descl'iption. Mp is divided by Mq, and the quo
tient replaces Mp. Eq is deducted from Ep, and 
the result replaces Ep. Mp and Ep are normalized, 
as required, after division; Mq and Eq are not al
tered in core storage. The quotient and remainder 
are developed in the product area, beginning at 
00099 and extending through lower-numbered core 
storage positions to 00100 - 2L. The product area, 
00080-00099, is cleared automatically prior to divi
sion. If L is greater than 10, the program must pro
vide for c1earing positions 00100 - 2L through 00079. 
Prior to division, the absolute values of Mp and Mq 
are compared. IfIMpiis equal to or greater than IMql, 
Mp is transmitted to 00100 - L, and division is per
formed, starting at 00100 - L, according to the pro
cedure for automatic division. The quotient at 
00099 - L replaces M p, and Ep - Eq + 1 replaces 
Ep (Figure 28). If IMpl is less than IMql, Mp is trans
mitted to 00099 - L; division starts in 00100 - L, 
and proceeds according to the procedure for auto
matic division. The quotient at 00099 - L replaces 
Mp, and Ep - Eq replaces Ep (Figure 29). 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590_ 01599 Instruction 01590--01599 

Before After 

Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq OP I P I Q Iv'p I Ep 1 Mq I Eq 

7' 8 910 411 2 310 1 o 910 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 6 4 110 41i 2 310 1 

Figure 28. Divisor Equal to or Less than Dividend 
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Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590-- 01599 Instruction 01590--01599 

Before After 

Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq OP I P I Q Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq 

i 2 3rO 117 8 910 4 o 910 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 i 5 510 '3\7 8 910 4 

Figure 29. Divisor Greater than Dividend 

Division by zero causes the Arithmetic Check in
dicator (code 14) to be turned on. M p is not altered, 
but Ep is replaced by Ep - Eq. 

Execution Time. T == 880 + 940L + 520L2 JLsec. 
The formula is based on an average quotient digit 
of 4.5. 

Floating Shift Right (FSR-OS) 

Description. The field at the Q address (the por
tion of the mantissa to be retained) is shifted right 
to the location specified by the P address. The ex
ponent is not moved or altered. The effect of this in
struction is to shrink the mantissa by shifting it to 
the right and truncating the low-order digits. The P 
address is normally the units position of the mantissa; 
the digit .at the Q address becomes the new low
order digit of the mantissa. Vacated high-order po-

. sitions are set to zeros. An existing flag bit at the 
P address is retained for algebraic sign; the field 
flag bit is transmitted with the high-order digit of 
the Q field and terminates the operation (Figure 30). 

The P address should always be greater than the 
Q address; a P address less than or equal to the Q 
address will cause errors. 

Execution Time. T = 200 +40L. 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590_01599 Instruction 01590--01599 

Before After 

Iv'p I Ep I Mq I Eq OP I P I Q Iv'pIEPIMqIEq 

o 1 210 217 8 91 0 5 o 810 1 5 9 710 1 5 9 6 o 1 210 210 7 810 5 

Figure 30. Floating Shift Right 

Floating Shift Left (FSL-OS) 

Description. The field at the Q address, which is 
the low-order position of the mantissa, is shifted left 
so that the high-order digit is moved to the location 
specified by the P address. The exponent is not moved 
or altered. The effect of this instruction is to expand 
the mantissa by shifting it to the left and filling 
the vacated positions with zeros. It is important to 
note that the Q address is the low-order position of 
the field moved, and the P address is the high-order 



position of the resulting field. An existing flag bit 
at the Q address is retained for algebraic sign; the 
field flag bit is transmitted with the high-order digit 
of the Q field (Figure 31). 

Core Storage Locations Care Storage Locations 
01590_01599 Instruction 01590-01599 

Before After 

"'" 
I Ep I Mq I Eq OP I P I Q "'" I Ep 1 Mq I Eq 

i 2 310 210 7 810 5 o 510 1 5 9 510 1 5 9 7 1231021780105 

Figure 31. Floating Shift Left 

If the mantissa is expanded to a length greater 
than 2L, any extraneous flag bits in core storage 
positions between the old high-order position and the 
new low-order position of the mantissa must be 
cleared before the FSL instruction is given. There
fore, if Q - P is equal to or greater than 2L, loca
tions P + L through Q - L must be free of flags. 

Contrary to other instructions in the floating-point 
series, FSL is executed in the transmit record manner 
of transmitting individual digits in the high-order to 
low-order sequence. After the units digit has been 
transmitted, the positions of the expanded mantissa 
are set to zero, in ascending core storage location 
sequence. After each position is set to zero, the suc
ceeding position is checked for a flag bit. If the 
fraction is positive, the flag bit is assumed to be the 
high-order position of the exponent and the operation 
stops without altering the flag bit position. If the 
fraction is negative, the flag bit is assumed to be 
the units position of the fraction, and a negative zero 
is inserted in the units position before the operation 
stops. Thus, a flag bit detected prior to the previous 
high-order position of the mantissa stops the opera
tion and results in an incorrect mantissa. 

For example, if P == 01590, Q == 01601, and L == 4, 
core storage locations 01590 through 01603, with an 
extraneous flag bit in 01596, appear as follows: 

XXXXXXXXMMMMEE 

After transfer of the mantissa, but before the zero
fill operation, the core storage locations appear as 
follows (not that the flag bit in 01598 has been 
cleared) : 

MMMMXXXXMMMMEE 

Upon completion of the operation, the mantissa is 
incorrect, as follows: 

MMMMOOXXMMMMEE 

If 01596 had not contained a flag bit, the mantissa 
would have been expanded correctly, as follows: 

MMMMOOOOOOOOEE 

Execution Time. T == 200 + 40L + 40L' fLsec. 
(L' == length mantissa is increased by shift.) 

Transmit Floating (TFL-06) 

Description. The field at the Q address is trans
mitted to the location designated by the P address. 
Mq and Eq are not altered in core storage. The Q 
address is normally the low-order position of the 
exponent, and the operation is the same as the regular 
Transmit Field instruction (TF -26), except that flag 
bits in the three low-order positions are ignored as 
indications to terminate the transmission. Beginning 
with the fourth low-order digit, a flag bit terminates 
the operation. All flag bits in the field are transmitted 
(Figure 32). 

Execution Time. T == 240 + 4OL. 

Core Storage Locations Core Storage Locations 
01590-01599 I nstruct ion 01590-01599 

Before After 

"'" I Ep I Mq I Eq OP I P I Q "",!EpIMqLEq 

1 2 3\0 217 8 910 5 o 610 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 "7 8 910 5/7 8 910 5 

Figure 32. Transmit Floating 

Branch and Transmit Floating (BTSF-07l 

Description. The address of the next instruction is 
saved in IR-2, and the field at the Q address is trans
mitted to the P address minus one. The instruction at 
the P address is the next one executed. Mq and Eq are 
not altered in core storage. The Q address is normally 
the low-order position of the exponent. The operation 
is the same as the regular Branch and Transmit 
instruction (BT -27), except that in the transmit 
function the three low-order position flags are ignored 
as indications to terminate the transmission. Beginning 
·with the fourth low-order position, a flag bit termi
nates the operation. All flag bits are transmitted. 

Execution Time: T == 280 + 40L fLsec. 

Mantissa and Exponent Analysis 

Zero Mantissa 

When a floating-point computation results in a zero 
mantissa, a special floating-point zero is created in the 
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form 60 .... 099, which is the smallest positive quan
tity that can be represented (Figure 33). A zero 
mantissa causes the E/Z indicator (12) to be turned 
on. Zeros entered as data should be in floating-point 
zero form. Zero quantities in other forms , e.g., 
60 ... . 060 will be processed, but results cannot be 
assured. 

Cor. Storage lo cotionl Core Storoge l ocol ions 
01590_01599 Instruct ion 01590--01599 

Before After 

"P I Epi Mq I Eq OP I P I Q "PIEpllI.qIEq 
7 8 91'0 Sl7 8 910 5 o 210 1 5 9 410 1 5 9 9 ii 0 Olii iil7 8 910 5 

Figure 33. Zero Mantissa 

Indicators 

The four indicators associated with automatic floating
point operations are represented by lights on the 1620 
console. The light for each indicator is turned on when 
the corresponding indicator is turned on. The H/P 

and E/ Z lights are located in the Control Gates section 
of the console, and the Arithmetic Check and Expon-

ent Check lights and Overflow switch are in the Indi
cator Displays and Switches section (Figure 34 ). 

High/ Positive (11). The H/P indicator and light 
are turned on when the mantissa resulting from a 
floating-point computation is greater than zero. 

Equal/Zero (12). The E/Z indicator and light are 
turned on to indicate a zero mantissa resulting from 
a floating-point computation. 

Arithmetic Check (14). During floating-point opera
tions, the Arithmetic Check indicator is turned on 
when division is attempted by zero. Division by an 
unnormalized number may result in an incorrect quo
tient through incorrect positioning of the divisor. 

Exponent Check (15). The exponent Check indica
tor is turned on by exponent overflow or underflow. 

Exponent Overflow 

When an exponent greater than +99 is generated, the 
mantissa is set to nines. The sign is determined by 
the computed result that caused the overflow. The 
exponent is set to + 99. This is the largest floating
point number (99 . . .. 999) that can be represented. 
If the generated mantissa is positive, the H/P indi
cator (11) is also turned on. 

!!!!!!!!----
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Figure 34. Indicators and Switches on 1620 Console 
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Exponent Underflow 

When an exponent less than -99 is generated, the 
mantissa is set to plus zeros, and the exponent is set 
tC?, -99. This _!s the smallest floating-point number 
(00 . . . . 099) that can be represented. The E/z 
indicator is also turned on. 

An exponent underflow is not indicated when one 
or both operands are zero. 

When the Exponent Check indicator (15) is turned 
on, program operation is controlled by the console 
Overflow Check switch, which is also connected to 
the Arithmetic Check indicator (14). The Exponent 
Check indicator (15) is turned off by programmed 
interrogation or by pressing the 1620 Reset key. 

MARS Display Selector n 620 Console} 

Operation Register 4. OR-4 is used to store and 
control the address of Eq. 

Operand Register 5. OR-5 is used to store and 
control the address of Ep. 

Counter Register 1. CR-l is used to store the alge
braic difference between Ep and Eq for determina
tion of decimal alignment. It is also used to count 
high-order zeros when normalizing-the contents of 
CR-l are subtracted from Ep. 

Compare Instructions 
Although Compare instructions are arithmetic in na
ture, they perform a distinctly logical function. 

Compare (C-24) 

Description. The data in the field at the Q address 
is compared with the data in the field at the P address 
to determine if the latter is greater than or equal to 
the former. This is accomplished by subtracting the 
Q data from the P data and by discarding the 
digits of the difference. Neither field is altered. The 
result of the comparison is shown by the on-off condi
tion of the indicators. 

Indicators 
Condition {Algebraic} 

High/Positive Equal/Zero Hlp or E/Z 

P Greater than Q ON OFF ON 

P Less than Q OFF OFF OFF 

P Equal to Q OFF ON ON 

P = Data in Field at P Address 
Q = Data in Field at Q Address 

Comparison proceeds serially from right to left 
(low-order to high-order) until terminated by the 
flag bit marking the high-order position of the field 
at the P address. High-order zeros are supplied when 
the size of the Q field is less than that of the P field. 
The Hip indicator is turned on if the P address data 
is algebraically higher than the Q address data, and 
off, if not higher. The E/z indicator is turned on if 
the P address data is algebraically equal to the Q 
address data, and off, if not equal. 

In Figure 35 the Q address data (12) is subtracted 
( complement-added) from the P address data (22). 
The difference (+ 10) is discarded and the indicators 
are set as follows: 

High/Positive: ON 
Equal/Zero: OFF 

Comparison is completed only if the number of 
digits in the field at the P address (high-order zeros 
included) is greater than or equal to the number of 
digits in the field at the Q address (high-order zeros 
included). If this condition is not met, the Arithmetic 
Check indicator is turned on and the extra digits in 
the field at the Q address are not used. However, the 
result of the comparison (ignoring the extra digits) 
is correct to the point where the comparison ter
minates. 

If the signs of the two fields are different initially, 
comparison continues until a digit other than zero is 
detected in either the P or Q field. The on/off condi
tions of the indicators show the positive field to be the 
greater. When two fields containing all zeros are 
compared, the signs are disregarded and the E/z 
indicator is turned on. 

Following are the ascending collating sequences 
upon which the results of comparisons are based: 

1. Numerical Sequence: 
0123456789 

2. Alphameric Sequence: 
b (blan~) . ) + $ ~ - I , ( == @ ABC D E F 
G H I 0 (minus zero) J K L M N 0 P Q R S 
T U V W X Y Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. (Minus 
1 through minus 9 occupy the same locations 
as J through R in the alphameric collating se
quence. ) 

The record mark (=f:), group mark (=1=), and nu
meric blank cannot be used as data in an arithmetic 
or compare operation. 

Execution Time. When fields with like signs are 
compared, the execution time varies according to 
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the number of digits in the field at the P address 
(high-order zeros included). 

T == 160 + 80Dp p-sec 

When fields have unlike signs, the execution time 
depends on the number of positions compared until 
a digit other than zero is detected in either field. 

T == 200 + 80Dz f.Lsec 

Compare Immediate (CM-14) 

Description. Comparison proceeds the same as with 
the Compare (C-24)· instruction, except that the data 
contained in the Q part of the instruction rather than 
the data at the Q address, is compared with the data 
at the P address. 

Execution Time. Same as Compare. 

Branch Instructions 

All branch instructions except Branch Back (BB-42) 
must contain an even-numbered. P address because 
a branch is to the high-order digit (00 ) of an instruc
tion, which must be in an even-numbered location if 
the operation code is to be interpreted correctly. 

j.-C~e + Address of P Field +- Address of Q Field-..j 

121.101914101010101510101 
l v 

Set Indicato rs 

1. High/Positive 
Set On - P Higher 
Set Off - P Not Hi 

2. Equal/Zero 

than Q 
gher than Q 

Set On - P Equal to Q 
Set Off - P Not Equal to Q 

1 ) 
v 
I 

I 

I 

Branch instructions may be unconditional or con
ditional. Unconditional branches are executed as the 
Op code directs. Conditional branch instructions are 
performed or not performed, depending on the condi
tion tested. 

Branch (B-49) 

Description. This instruction branches uncondition
ally to the instruction at the P address, which is the 
next instruction to be executed. The Q part of the 
Branch instruction is not used. 

Execution Time. T == 200 p-sec 

Branch and Transmit (BT -27) 

Description. The address of the next instruction 
in sequence is saved automatically by being stored 
in an address register (IR-2). The data in the field 
at the Q address is transmitted to the P address 
minus one and to successively lower-numbered core 
storage positions. The field at Q remains unchanged. 
The instruction at the P address is the next one 
executed. 

Figure 36 shows how the instructions Branch and 
Transmit and Branch Back are utilized to make use 
of a common subroutine. Note that the data for the 
subroutine is stored beside the subroutine by the 

Core Storage 

I ~~ '1 2 I omplement .. 

~ 
Add Table 

~ 

Difference (+10) is discarded. 

The Q data (12) is subtracted from the P data (22). The result (+10) causes the 
High/Positive indicator to be turned on and the Equal/Zero indicator 
to be turned off. 

Figure 35. Compare Instructions - Data Flow 
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Nlain 
Program 

Common 

sumb~;';M 

4: 
~ 

(j 
~ 

BT -------------

~----------~BB~ 
Continue 
Nlain 
Program 

W 
Figure 36. Subroutine Linkage 

Branch and Transmit instruction. The last instruction 
of the subroutine, Branch Back, returns the program 
to the main routine (the address saved in IR-2 when 
the Branch and Transmit was executed). 

IR-2 
IOOOI21---...J 

IR-I 
I094001 .. ·---...J· 
Address 
of 
Next 
Instruction 

In Figure 37, the instruction 27 09400 00500 is 
executed as follows: 

1. The address of the next sequential instruction 
is saved. This address will be 00012 if the 
Branch and Transmit instruction is at 00000. 

2. The Q data is transmitted to the P address 
minus one (09399). 

3. A branch to 09400 (the P address of the 
Branch and Transmit instruction) occurs. 

Execution Time. T == 200 + 40Dq Il-sec 

Branch and Transmit Immediate (BTM-17) 

Description. Same as Branch and Transmit (BT-27) 
except that the digits in the Q part of the instruction 
are used as Q data. 

Execution Time. T == 200 + 40D/ Il-sec 

Branch Back (BB-42) 

Description. This instruction causes the computer 
to branch unconditionally to either (1) the instruction 
at the address saved in IR-2 by the execution of the 
last Branch and Transmit or Branch and Transmit 
Immediate instruction, or (2) the address saved in 
PR-1 by previous depression of the Save key on the 
console when the CPU was in manual mode. 

The Save key function is examined first since it has 
priority over a Branch and Transmit instruction. If 

Core Storage 

Circled numbers refer to I. Save address of next sequential instruction in register IR-2. 
these operations: 2. Transmit data in the field at the Q address to the P address minus one. 

3. Branch to the P address. 

Figure 3'7. Branch and Transmit - Data Flow 
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the Save key function is active, the console Save 
light is turned off and the branch is to the instruction 
whose address was saved in PR-l. If the Save key 
function is inactive, the branch is to the address 
saved in IR-2 when the last Branch and Transmit 
or Branch and Transmit Immediate instruction was 
executed. The contents of IR-2 are transfered to IR-l, 
and IR-2 is cleared. If a second Branch Back instruc
tion occurs without an intervening Branch and Trans
mit instruction or a Save key pepression, a MARS 
check results. The P and Q addresses of the Branch 
Back instruction are not used. 

Execution Time. T == 200 ftsec 

Branch on Digit (BD-43) 

Description. Branch to the instruction at the P 
address if the digit at the Q address is not a zero. 
If the digit at the Q address is a zero (either a plus 
zero or a minus zero), no branch occurs and the next 
instruction in sequence is executed. 

Execution Time. If the branch occurs (digit is not 
zero) T == 240 ftsec. If the branch does not occur, 
T == 200 ftsec. 

Branch No Flag (BNF-44) 

Description. Branch to the instruction at the P 
address if a flag bit is not present at the Q address. 

If a flag bit is present at the Q address, the next 
instruction in sequence is executed. 

Execution Time. If the branch occurs (flag bit not 
present), T == 240 ftsec. If the branch does not occur, 
T == 200 ftsec. 

Branch No Record Mark (BNR-4S) 

Description. Branch to the instruction at the P 
address if a record mark character is not present at 
the Q address. If a record mark character is present, 
the next instruction in sequence is executed. 

Last-Record Check. The Branch No Record Mark 
instruction can be used with paper tape to perform 
a last-record check, similar to the last-card check 
used with cards. 

Data read from paper tape is transferred to core 
storage in records. Each record is distinguished in 
storage by a record mark at the end (right-most 
position) of the record, resulting from the end-of-line 
(EL) punch at the end of the tape record. Reading 
and processing of data continues through the last 
record, which can be distinguished by two EL 
punches at the end. Actually, the. second EL punch 
becomes the first and only character of the last record, 
i.e., after reading the last data record (terminated 
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by the first of the two successive EL punches), the 
next read instruction causes the second EL punch to 
read in. 

A Branch No Record Mark instruction, which tests 
the first (leftmost) character of each record, follows 
each read instruction and normally permits data to 
be processed. When the first character read in a record 
is an EL punch, processing of data is stopped by this 
instruction, which causes the program to branch to 
the end-of-tape routine. 

Execution Time. If the branch occurs (record mark 
not present), T == 240 ftsec. If the branch does not 
occur, T == 200 ftsec. 
NOTE: If the 1311 Disk Storage Drive is attached to 
the system, an additional special character, a group 
mark, is used in disk storage operations. The Branch 
No Record Mark instruction treats a group mark in 
the same manner as a record mark because· both 
contain 8 and 2 bits. 

Branch Indicator (BI-46) 

Description. The indicator specified by Qs and Q9 
of the instruction is interrogated; if the indicator is 
ON, a branch to the P address occurs. Indicators are 
always in one of two conditions, ON or OFF. The 
QT, Ql0, and Qll positions of the instruction are not 
used. 

Information concerning 1620 indicators is given in 
Table 2 and further explained, as follows: 

Program Switches (01-04). The status of these four 
indicators is determined by the on/off conditions of 
their respective Program switches on the 1620 console. 

Read and Write Check (06 and 07). The Rd/Wr 
Check indicators are turned on when erroneous data 
is transferred to or from an input/output device. 

Last Card (09). This indicator is turned on when
ever the data from the last card is correctly trans
ferred from 1622 input buffer storage to core storage. 

Arithmetic (11, 12, 13, and 14). The arithmetic indi
cators, 11, 12, and 14, are explained under ARITHMETIC 
INSTRUCTIONS. The single indicator, High/Positive or 
Equal/Zero (13), provides the means of interrogating 
both the H/P (11) and E/Z (12) indicators with one 
Branch Indicator or Branch No Indicator instruction 
- no indicators are turned off by this instruction. 

Exponent Check (15) Special Feature. The Expon
ent Check indicator is turned on by an exponent 
underflow or overflow. This indicator is described in 
more detail under MANTISSA AND EXPONENT ANALYSIS. 

MBR-E and MBR-O (16 and 17). All data entering 
and leaving core storage does so via the MBR registers. 



Table 2. 1620 Indicators 

Machine Code Name light Turned on by Turned off by 

1620 01-04 1620 Program Switches 1-4 No Operator (Program switch On) Operator (Program switch Off) 
06 Read Check Yes I/O Input Error BI, BNI, or Reset key 
07 Write Check Yes I/O Output Error BI, BNI, or Reset key 
09 Last Card (1622 Card Read) Yes Last Card Data Transfer to Core Storage BI, BN I, or Reset key 
11 High-Positive (H/P) Yes Arithmetic Resu It positive and greater than zero Reset key or next arithmetic instruction 
12 Equal-Zero (E/Z) Yes Arithmetic Result of zero Reset key, or next arithmetic instruction 
13 H/P or E/Z No Indicator 11 or 12 Indicators 11 and 12 Off 
14 Arithmetic Check Yes Arithmetic Check BI, BNI, or Reset key 
15 Exponent Check Yes Exponent Overflow/Underflow BI, BNI, or Reset key 
16 MBR-E Check Yes Parity Error in MBR-E BI, BNI, or Reset key 
17 MBR-O Check Yes Parity mor in MBR-O BI, BNI, or Reset key 
19 Any Check No Indicator 06, 07, 16, 17, or 39 On Indicators 06, 07, 16, 17, and 39 Off 

1311 36 Address Check Yes Unequal address, or no address found in BI, BNI, or Reset key, or disk operation 
disk storage or multiple heads or multiple 
drives are se lected 

37 Wrong-Length Record/ Yes Incorrect record length, or corresponding BI, BNI, or Reset key, ~r disk operation 
Read-Back Check data in disk storage and core storage does 

not compare 
38 Cylinder Overflow Yes Disk operation completes last sector and BI, BNI, or Reset key, or disk operation 

sector count is not 000 
39 Any Disk Error No Indicator 36, 37, or 38 On Indicators 36, 37, and 38 Off 

1443 25 Printer Check Yes Parity error or sync. check in 1443 If a parity error: BI, BNI, 1620 or 1443 Reset 
keys. 
If a sync. check error: 1443 Reset key only. 

33 Channel 9 No Punched hole in Channel 9 of carriage BI, BNI, 1620 Reset key, or a punched hole in 
control tape Channell of carriage control tape. 

34 Channel 12 No Punched hole in Channel 12 of carriage BI, BNI, 1620 Reset key, or a punched hole in 
control tape Channell of carriage control tape. 

35 Printer Busy No 1443 printing (buffer is unavailable for 1443 Completion of printing (buffer avai lable 
loading) for loading} 

42 Seek Complete No End of Seek Operation BI, BNI, or Power-on Reset 

Branch No Indicator (BNI-47) Their associated indicators (16 and 17) are turned on 
if a parity error occurs. 

Any Check (19). This indicator provides the means 
of interrogating five error conditions ( Indictors 6, 7, 
16, 17, and 39) with a single Branch Indicator or 
Branch No Indicator instruction-no indicators are 
turned off by the instruction. Indicator 19 is turned off 
only when all of the five error conditions are off. 

Description. Same as Branch Indicator (BI-46) 
except that the branch occurs when the indicator is 
off. 

Disk Storage Indicators (36-39). These indicators are 
used in conjunction with the IBM 1311 Disk Storage 
Drive. They are described briefly under 1620 CONSOLE 

and described in more detail in the publication IBM 
1311 Disk Storage Drive (Form A26-5650). 

Execution Time. If branch occurs (indicator on), 
T == 200 JJ-sec. If the branch does not occur, T == 160 
JJ-sec. 

Execution Time. If the branch occurs (indicator 
off), T == 200 t-tsec. If the branch does not occur, 
T == 160 t-tsec. 

Branch No Group Mark (BNG-55) 

Description. This instruction is available when the 
1311 Disk Storage Drive is attached to the System. 
The purpose of this instruction is to enable the pro
gram to test for the presence or absence of a group 
mark in core storage. 

If the core sto:rage location specified by the Q 
address does not contain a group mark, the program 
branches to the instruction at the P address. (The 
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P address' must be an even-numbered address.) If 
the location tested contains a group mark, the next 
instruction in sequence is executed. 

It should be noted that the Branch No Record 
Mark (BNR-45) instruction treats a group mark in 
the same manner as a record mark because both con
tain 8 and 2 bits. 

Execution Time. T == 240 p.,sec if a branch occurs 
(no group mark); T == 200 p.,sec if a branch does not 
occur. 

Internal Data Transmission Instructions 
The following instructions provide for the transmis
sion of data from one core storage address to another. 

Transmit Digit (TD-25) 

Description. The single digit at the Q address is 
transmitted to the P address. The digit at the Q 
address is not changed. A flag bit at the Q address is 
also transmitted. 

Execution Time. T == 200 p.,sec 

Transmit Digit Immediate (TDM-15) 

Description. The single digit in the units position 
of the Q part of the instruction (Ql1) is transferred 
to the P address. The original digit in the units posi
tion of the Q part remains unchanged. 

In Figure 38, if the Transmit Digit Immediate 
instruction (15 09400 00500) is at 09200, the digit 
(0) at 09211 is transmitted to the core storage location 

Core Storage 

specified by the P address (09400). The 3 at 09400 is 
replaced by the 0, which also remains in 09211. 

If a flag bit is located at Ql1, it is also transmitted. 
Execution Time. T == 200 p.,sec 

Transmit Field (TF-26) 

Description. The data in the field at the Q address 
is transmitted to the field at the P address. The data 
in the field at the Q address remains unchanged by 
the transfer. 

Transmission proceeds serially from right to left 
until terminated by the flag bit that marks the high
order position of the field at the Q address. The 
transmitted field replaces all data in the field at the 
P address, including flag bits. 

In Figure 39, the data (214) in the field defined 
by the Q address (00500) replaces the data (128) 
in the field defined by the P address (09400). The 
data at the Q address is not changed. 

Execution Time. The execution time varies accord-' 
ing to the number of digits (high-order zeros in
cluded) in the Q field. 

T == 160 + 40Dq p.sec 

Transmit Field Immediate (TFM-16) 

Description. The description is the same as that for 
Transmit Field except that the data in the Q part 
of the instruction is used in place of the data at the 
Q address. 

Execution Time. T == 160 + 40Dq' p.,sec 

~------------------------------------~-..~~ 
D} 

Figure 38. Transmit Digit Immediate - Data Flow' 
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Transmit Record <TR-31) 

Description. The record with its high-order (left
most) position at the Q address is transmitted to the 
P address and successively higher-numbered core 
storage locations. The record ,at the Q address remains 
unchanged by the transfer. 

Transmission proceeds serially from left to right 
until terminated by a record mark. The transmitted 
record, including flag bits and the record mark, 
replaces all data in the record at the P address. 

Execution Time. The execution time varies accord
ing to the number of characters (high-order zeros 
included) in the record at the Q address. 

T == 160 + 40Dq IJ-sec 

I nst ruct ion 

1261094001005001 

~ 
\ 

Core Storage 

Figure 39. Transmit Field - Data Flow 
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Additional Instructions 

The instructiO'ns - MO've Flag, Transfer Numerical 
Strip, and Transfer Numerical Fill - are 1620 Special 
Features and must be O'rdered as such. 

Move Flag (MF-71 J 
Description. This instructiO'n moves a sign O'r a field 

definitiO'n flag frO'm the cO're stO'rage IO'catiO'n specified 
by the Q address to' the IO'catiO'n specified by the P 
address. FO'r example, the MF instructiO'n mO'ves the 
sign frO'm the units position of a prO'duct to' the new 
units PO'sitiO'n of the half-adjusted result, or moves 
a field definitiO'n flag to lengthen or shorten a field. 

If the IO'catiO'n specified by the Q address is without 
a flag, the flag at the P address is cleared. If it has 
a flag, that flag PO'sition is cleared and a flag is placed 
at the P address. Thus, after the instruction is exe
cuted, the IO'catiO'n specified by the P address reflects 
the O'riginal absence O'r presence of a flag at the Q 
address, and the flag PO'sitiO'n at the Q address is 
clear. 

Figure 40 illustrates the movement of a positive 
sign which, in effect, removes a flag; Figure 41, the 
mO'vement of a negative sign; Figure 42, the lengthen
ing O'f a field. All three illustrate the simplified pro
gramming required. 

PrO'gramming is also simplified in the case where 
only one positiO'n O'f the product is drO'Pped after 
half-adjustment and the product is either negative 

OPERATION 
P 

MNEM. NUM. 

Instruction: 

___ 0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

MF 17 I 13259 

P Field 

~~:~e before ~ I 2 3 4 { 

Core Storage Addresses: 

Storage after 
Wove: 

Flag over the "3" is cleared because 
there is no flag over the "6". 

Figure 40. Move Flag, Positive Sign 
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Q 

7 8 9 10 11 

143.56 

I 
4 
3 
5 
6 

i4 5 6 7~ 

I OPERATION I I 
MNEM. NUM. 

Instruction: IiiJJiliilifL:£:>~ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

1M F 17 / 10 0 0 9 7 0 0 0 9 91 

Product before 
Ha If-Ad just: 

Product after 
Half-Adjust: 

Core Storage Addresses: 

Product after 
MF Instruction: 

Desired Result: 

o 

5 

:3 4 9 7 

o 5 

:3 54=; 

o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
9 9 

~ 
5 :3~~ 

'---y---J 

5 I :3 5 

Flag is moved within same field. Note that no flag 
remains over the "7" after execution of the MF instruction. 

Figure 41. Move Flag, Negative Sign 

O'r positive. Without a Move Flag instruction, it is 
necessary to test for the presence of the negative flag 
and remove it before proper half-adjustment can take 
place. The simplified programming for such a situa
tion, using the Move Flag instruction, is shown in 
Figure 43. The first Move Flag instruction saves the 
sign by placing it over its own 00, or high-order posi
tion. The second MO've Flag instruction returns the 
sign to the new units position of the half-adjusted 

OPERATION 
P Q 

MNEM. NUM. 
_~_Zi% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Instruction: MF 17 / 129 64 I 2966 

Four Digit Field ~ 8 5462 :3~ before WIove: 
I I I 
2 2 2 

Core Storage Addresses: 9 9 9 
6 6 6 

~ 
9 

Six Digit Field 
2 :3~ after WIove 

'8 5 4' 6 

Flag is moved within same field. Note that no flag 
remains over the "4" after execution of MF instruction. 

Figure 42. Move Flag, Lengthen Field 



Multiply 

LOCATION 
OP£RATI.ON 

P Q 
MNEM. NUM. 

-"~: >1: ", 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

02400 M 134 I I 14269 Product 123 

?00003496{ 

Move Flag (Save) ./ 
L 

LOCATION 
OPERATION . 1/ P 

MNEM. ~ 
'~UL ." ,~ oJ I 2 3 4 

.... .- __ - - - - - Flag Bit ___ _ 

Q 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

.......... , , 
..... ..... 

" 

o 
o 
o 
9 
9 

0241 2MF \7 11024 / 2 00099 

jo 0 0 6 3 4 9?J 

Add Immediate (Half-Adjust) 

Move Flag (Restore) 

LOCATION 
OPERATION 

P Q 
MNEM. NUM, 
~ ~/,(;" 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

02436 MF 17 I 00098 024 1 2 

Figure 43. Move Flag to Half-Adjust One Position 

result. The flag bit can be stored in any position in 
which it cannot be mistaken for a field definition flag, 
a sign flag, or an indirect-address flag. 

Execution Time. T == 240 fLsec 

Transfer Numerical Strip (TNS-72) 

Description. This instruction converts numeric 
data in the two-digit alphameric mode into single
digit numeric data, with sign. The units numeric posi
tion of the alphameric field is specified by the P 
address of the instruction which must always be an 
odd-numbered core storage location. The units posi
tion of the numeric field is specified by the Q address. 
Transmission of the numeric field is specified by the 
Q address. Transmission of the numeric digits from 
the odd-numbered positions proceeds from the posi
tion addressed, through successively lower-numbered 
core storage locations, until a flag bit is sensed in other 
than the units position of the numeric field. The flag 
bit must be placed in the numeric field prior to the 
TNS instruction to define the high-order position. 

o 
o 
o 
9 
8 

o 
o 
o 
9 
9 

Flag is successively 
moved to "7" (and 
cleared from "6"); 
then from "7" to 
"0" after half
adjustment is 
completed 

It remains unchanged by the instruction. For example, 
the numeric digits 4, 3, 2, and 1 in Figure 44 are 
stripped from their alphameric codes 54, 73, 72 and 
71, respectively. The flag bit previously stored at 
17461 terminates the operation. 

The zone digits in the even-numbered core storage 
locations of the alphameric ( P) field are ignored 
except for a 5, 2, or 1 in the units zone position. A 

Instruction: 

P Field 
Storage before ~7 7 2 7 3 5 Transfer: 

Core Storage Addresses: 

Storage after {7 I 7 2 7 3 5 Transfer: 

Figure 44. Transfer Numeric Strip 

4l 
I 
6 
2 
5 
3 

4~ 

Q Field 

~7 8 9 O~ 
I 
7 
4 
6 
4 
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5, 2, or 1 in the units zone position is converted by 
TNS to a Hag bit over the units digit of the numeric 
( Q) field except when the zone 2 is followed by a non
zerO' digit in the corresponding numerical position. Any 
number other than a 5,2, ar 1 results in no Hag over the 
units digit. A 5 or 1 in a units zone pasition of an alpha
merically coded number field indicates a negative num
ber read from an input card or paper tape. A 2 in a units 
zane position occurs when an X alone, representing a 
negative zero, is read from an input card. This 2, 0 com
bination is converted to a Hagged 0 by the instruction. 
For example, 71727320 becomes 1230. A 2 in the units 
zone position with a nanzero digit in the corresponding 
numerical position will be ignored (71727325 becomes 
1235). 

The digit in each odd-numbered core storage posi
tion af the alphameric field is transmitted without 
change to' the corresponding position of the numeric 
field, concluding with the digit transmitted to the 
high-arder position of the numeric field containing 
the Hag that defines the field. Except for the field 
Hag, all previous contents of the numeric field are 
erased by the new contents. The erasure includes 
any sign Hag contained in the units position to desig
nate a previous negative value. The alphameric field 
remains p.nchanged. 

Flag bits in the even-numbered zone positions of 
the alphameric field are ignored. However, Hag bits 
present in the odd-numbered core storage locations 
af the alphameric field are transmitted to the corre
spanding positions of the numeric field. 

Because such Hag bits, when transmitted, may affect 
the length or sign of the numeric field, all Hag bit 
pasitians of the alphameric field should be cleared by 
instructians at the beginning af the program. Such 
extraneous Hag bits are the result of a previous use 
af the care storage lacations and the fact that the 
Read Alphamerically instruction ignores the Hag bits 
in the read-in field. If Hags are developed in the alpha
meric field during th6 program, care should be taken 
befare the TNS instruction that the Hags dO' not dis
turb the numeric field. 

Execution Time. T = 160 + 40Dp fLsec 

Transfer Numerical Fill (TNF-73) 

Description. The TNF instruction maves and ex
pands single-digit numeric data with sign, into two-
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digit alphameric data. The units numeric positian of 
the alphameric field is specified by the P address of 
the instruction and must always be an add-numbered 
care starage location. The units position af the numer
ical field is specified by the Q address. 

Transmissian proceeds from the locatian addressed, 
thraugh successively lower-numbered core storage 
locations, until a Hag bit is sensed in other than the 
units positian of the numeric (Q) field. The digits 
in the numeric field, including the digit in the high
arder ( Hagged) positian, are transmitted without 
change to' the corresponding odd-numbered positions 
af the alphameric field. All of the previous contents 
af the alphameric field, including Hag bits, are erased 
by the new contents. The numeric field remains 
unchanged. 

In Figure 45, the numeric digits 7, 8, 9 and I fill 
in the alphameric field locations 16251, 16253, 16255, 
and 16257, respectively. The field Hag bit that termi
nates the transfer remains in the Q field and is neither 
transmitted nor converted. 

A sign flag in the addressed units position of the 
numeric field is converted to a 5 in the even-num
bered units zone positian of the alphameric (P) field. 
Absence af a flag in the units position of the numeric 
field results in a 7 being placed in the even-numbered 
units zone position. All other even-numbered zone 
pasitions of the alphameric field are automatically 
filled with 7s. 

I nstruct ion: 

Storage before 
Transfer: 

P Field 

}7 T 7 2 7 3 7 4{ 
I 
6 

Core Storage Addresses: 2 
5 
1 

Storage after 

Transfer: ~7 7 7 8 7 9 5 Il 
Figure 45. Transfer Numeric Fill 

Q Field 

~7 8 9 T} 
I 
1 
3 
9 
4 



This section is concerned with instructions for 1620 
input/output units. Complete operating details for 
these units are described in the IBM publications on 
the cover page of this manual. 

1620 Input/Output instructions enable the transfer 
of data between core storage and disk storage, and 
core storage and input/output units. The Read in
structions transfer data from the input unit to core 
storage, and the Write and Dump instructions trans
fer data from core storage to the output unit. The 
Q8 and Q9 digits specify the I/O unit; as follows: 

01 - Typewriter 
02 - Tape Punch ft 
02 - Plotter ft 

03 - Paper Tape Reader ft 

04 - Card Punch 
05 - Card Reader 
07 - 1311 Disk Storage Drive 
09 - 1443 Printer 

I OP \ P \Q81 Q91 IQlll 
~ ~ "-v--' 

I/O Core I/O 1311 and 
Codes Storage Unit 1443 

( 35-39) Address Modifier 

The Qll position of the instruction is used to define 
1311 operations and 1443 carriage spacing. Although 
the 1311 is controlled with standard input/output 
codes (36 and 38) and Qll modifiers, the number and 
variety of instructions make their placement at the 
end of this section desirable. 

Read Check and Write Check Indicators 

The Read Check and Write Check indicators (codes 
06 and 07) are turned on if a parity error occurs in 
the 1620 during input and output operations. Once 
the Read or Write Check indicator is turned on it , 
is not turned O'ff by the reading or writing of subse
quent correct characters; program interrogation or 
manual reset is required to turn it off. 

System Restart 

The CPU will hang-up if the program addresses an 
I/O unit that is in a "not ready" cO'ndition. In this 

ft The Plotter (1627) and Paper Tape Reader and 
Punch (1621) cannot be installed on the same system 
except by special order. 

Input/Output Instructions 

event, the CPU should be stopped, the not ready con
dition of the I/O unit corrected - Meter switch on, 
Power-on switch on, correct placement of disk pack, 
etc. - and the CPU restarted. (The master 1311's 
Meter switch must be on to operate any slave 1311.) 

Read Numerically (RN-36) 

Description. Numeric information from an input 
unit is transmitted serially to the P address and to 
successively higher-numbered core storage locations. 
TransmissiO'n continues until terminated by one of 
the following conditions: 

1. Sensing of the end-of-line character when 
paper tape is being read. At this time a record 
mark character is generated automatically by 
the machine and placed in core storage follow
ing the last character read from the tape. 

2. Depression of the Release key on the console 
when the typewriter is used to enter informa
tion. The Release key terminates typewriter 
1/ a operations and puts the computer in man
ual mode. A record mark character is not 
generated automatically by the machine. If it 
is desired to place a record mark in core 
storage follOWing the last character entered, 
the Record Mark key on the typewriter must 
be pressed before pressing the Release key 
on the console. 

3. Reading the 80th character from the Card 
input buffer storage into core storage. 

Each numeric character from an input device, along 
with its flag bit (if any), is stored in a single, core 
storage location. A parity check bit (C bit), if needed, 
is furnished by the machine and stored in the same 
location. All data that is replaced, including flag bits, 
is destroyed. 

The - (dash) and J through R characters from the 
paper tape reader are entered into core storage as 
numeric digits with flag bits. Numeric blanks from 
the card reader are entered into core storage as C 8 
and 4 bits and are punched out as blanks on a writ~ 
Numerically operation. Actual blanks (from un
punched card columns) are entered intO' core storage 
as plus zeros (C bits) and are punched out as zeros 
on a Write Numerically operation. No other alpha
betic or special characters (except the record mark) 
are transmitted correctly to core storage when this 
instruction is used. 
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When the typewriter is selected by a Read Numeri
cally instruction, the 1620 stops in automatic mode 
to await the manual entry of information from the 
typewriter keyboard. 

Although a Read Numerically instruction may be 
used to transfer alphameric data from the 1622 with
out a parity error occurring, several characters (equal 
sign, period, dollar sign, and comma) besides the 
record mark will have an 8, 2 representation in core 
storage. These characters will be treated as record 
marks during execution of Write Numerically and 
Transmit Record instructions. Thus, it behooves the 
programmer to be aware of card data and format 
before using the Read Numerically instruction to read 
alphameric data. Use of the Read Alphamerically in
struction eliminates this problem. 

Bits entered into 

The core storage characters that result from the 
transfer of alphameric card data with a Read Numeri
cally instruction are shown in Figure 46. 

Execution Time. Execution times for the paper tape 
reader and typewriter depend upon the speed of the 
input unit selected and the number of characters 
read. Execution time is 3.4 ms for transferring 80 
columns of data from the 1622 input buffer storage 
to core storage. 

Read Alphamerically (RA-37) 

Description. Alphameric information from an input 
unit is transmitted serially to the P address and to 
successively higher-numbered core storage locations. 

The units digit (P ()) of the P part of the instruction 
must be an odd number; otherwise, the input informa-

--
Bi ts entered into 

Character Core Storage by Read Character Core Storage by Reod 
Numerically Instruction Numerically Instruction 

C F 8 4 2 I C F 

A X ° X 

B X 1 

C X X X 2 

D X 3 X 

E X X X 4 

F X X X 5 X 

G X X X 6 X 

H X 7 

I X X X 8 

j X X X 9 X 

K X X X / 

L X X X . (period) 

M X X X , (comma) 

N X X X @l X 

0 X X X ( X 

P X X X X X ) X 

Q X X X = 

R X X X * X 

5 X - X 

T X X X + X 

U X Card 11,0 X 
I/O 

V X X X Only 12,0 X 

W X X X ::f X 

X X X X =4= X 

Y X $ X X 

Z X X X Blank X 

NOTE: Dollar sign, equal sign, period, and commo are interpreted as record marks on Write Numerically and 
Transmit Record Instructions. 

8 4 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

Figure 46. Core Storage Data Resulting from Reading Alphameric Card Data with RN Instruction 
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tion is not placed in core storage correctly and parity 
errors may occur when the input information is read 
in. This is because of the 2-character transfer opera
tion of core storage. The odd-numbered location must 
contain the right-hand (numeric) digit of the 2-digit 
alphameric code. Transmission continues until termi
nated by one of the following conditions: 

1. Sensing of the end-of-line character when 
paper tape is being read. At this time an 
alphameric record mark character (a numeric 
zero digit followed by a single record mark 
character) is generated automatically by the 
machine and placed in core storage following 
the last character read from tape. 

2. Pressing of the Release key on the console 
when the typewriter is used to enter informa
tion. An alphameric record mark character 
is not generated automatically by the machine. 
If it is desired to place an alphameric record 
mark in core storage following the last char
acter entered, the Record Mark key on the 
typewriter must be pressed before the Release 
key on the console is pressed. 

3. Reading the 80th character from card input 
buffer storage into the 159th and 160th posi
tions of core storage. A record mark is not 
generated in storage. 

Information from an input unit may be a random 
mixture of numeric,alphabetic, and special characters. 
Each character from an input unit is stored in core 
storage as two digits. Flag bits are not transmitted on 
characters read by an input unit; however, flag bits 
already in the core storage area where the information 
is read in remain unchanged. A single record mark 
character read by an input unit is stored in core stor
age as a numeric zero digit (C bit) followed by a 
single record mark character (coded C-8-2). 

Numeric data stored in the two-digit alphameric 
mode must be converted by programming to single
digit numeric data before being used in arithmetic 
commands. The Transfer Numerical Strip instruction 
(special feature) may be used for this conversion. 

When the typewriter is selected, the 1620 stops 
in automatic mode to await the manual entry of infor
mation from the typewriter keyboard. 

Execution Time. Same as Read Numerically. 

Write Numerically (WN-38) 

Description. Numeric information in the P address 
and in successively higher-numbered core storage 
locations is transmitted serially to an output unit. 
Transmission continues until terminated by one of 
the follOWing conditions: 

1. Sensing of a record mark character in core 
storage. The record mark character is not 

written on the typewriter, but causes an end
of-line character to be punched in paper tape. 

2. Pressing the Release key on the console. If 
the Release key is not pressed, and a record 
mark is not encountered before the data at 
the highest-numbered core storage address is 
written, the machine "loops back" to 00000 
and transmission continues. 

3. Writing the 80th position in card output buffer 
storage. 

4. Loading the 197th character into the Printer 
buffer, or sensing of a record mark or group 
mark in core storage. The print buffer contains 
197 positions even though the 1443 prints only 
120 or 144 positions. A record mark or group 
mark should be placed in positions 121 or 145 
to prevent possible Printer Checks caused by 
the transmission of unedited positions. The 
terminating record mark or group mark is not 
transferred to the print buffer and all remain
ing buffer positions are reduced to blanks, in
cluding the record mark or group mark posi
tion. A record mark or group mark at the P 
address causes the buffer to be loaded with 
blanks and a "blank line" to be printed. 

5. A record mark or group mark terminates oper
ation of the Plotter also. 

Each numeric character in core storage, and its flag 
bit (if any) is written on an output unit, and the char
acter in core storage remains unchanged. No alpha
meric or special character represented in core storage 
as two numeric characters can be written on an output 
unit as a single character ·by this instruction. 

Execution Time. Execution times for the paper 
tape reader and typewriter depend on the speed of 
the output unit selected and the number of characters 
written. 

Execution time equals 3.4 ms for transferring 80 
columns of data from Core storage to 1622 output 
buffer storage; the print buffer is loaded in 8.06 ms 
(120 or 144 characters). 

Although the Models 1 and 2 Plotters require 3.3 
ms and 5 ms for each character, respectively; the CPU 

is released after 300 ""sec if one-character records are 
used. 

Write Alphamerically (WA-39) 

Description. Alphameric information from the P 
address and from successively higher-numbered core 
storage locations is transmitted serially to an output 
unit. The units digit (P 6) of the P part of the instruc
tion must be an odd number; otherwise the informa
tion in core storage is not converted correctly to the 
Single-character output representation. Transmission 
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continues until tenninated by one of the following 
conditions: 

1. Sensing of the alphameric record mark. A 
record mark character is not written on the 
typewriter but causes an end-of-line character 
to be punched in the tape. If the character at 
the P address is a record mark, the cpu-type
writer operation will be suspended. 

2. Pressing the Release key on the console. If this 
is done before an alphameric record mark has 
been encountered in core storage, a record 
mark character is not written, and if the unit 
is the paper tape punch, an end-oF-line char
acter is not punched. If the Release key is not 
pressed and no alphameric record mark is 
encountered before the data from the highest
numbered core storage address is written, the 
machine «loops back" to 00000, and transmis
sion continues. 

3. Writing of the 159th and 160th core storage 
positions into the 80th position of card output 
buffer storage. 

4. Writing the 197th position in the Printer buf
fer, or sensing an alphameric record mark or 
group mark in core storage. The print buffer 
contains 197 positions even though the 1443 
prints only 120 or 144 positions. A record mark 
or group mark should be placed in position 
121 or 145 to prevent possible Printer Checks 
caused by the transmission of unedited posi
tions. Either of these characters at the P minus 
1 and P addresses causes the buffer to be 
loaded with blanks and a "blank line" to be 
printed. 

Flag bits in the data area do not affect BCD 

buffer translation. 
5. An alphameric record mark or group mark 

also tenninates a Plotter operation. Positive 
and negative numeric characters, except minus 
zero, in the two-digit 'or alphameric fonnat 
may be used in the Plotter record. Other 
characters can cause either conflicting com
mands or no command to be sent to the Plot
ter. Only the absolute value of the digit is 
translated for a plotter signal; that is, the 
sign does not affect the direction of Plotter 
action. 

Each alphameric character in core storage is written 
on the output unit as a single character, and the char
acter in core storage remains unchanged. No flag bit 
is written on the output unit. 

The P address must deSignate an odd-numbered 
core storage position. 

Execution Time. Same as Write Numerically. 
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Dump Numerically (DN-3S) 

Description. Numeric infonnation is transmitted 
serially to an output unit, beginning with the P ad
dress and continuing through successively higher
numbered addresses. Transmission tenninates after 
the character has been written from the highest
numbered position of the addressed core storage 
module. This address is 1,9999, 39999, or 59999, de
pending on the 20,OOO-position module specified by 
the P address. 

If the output unit selected is the tape punch, an 
end-of-line character is punched in the tape imme
diately following the last character. 

If the output unit selected is the card punch, 
punching continues until all 80 columns of the last 
card have been punched out. The instruction 
35 00000 00400 causes the first 20,000 digits in core 
storage to be punched into 250 cards. If a starting 
address chosen is not an exact multiple of 80 columns 
to the end of a 20,OOO-digit storage module, data 
from the last card will overflow to the "low" end 
of the next module, or "wrap around" to address 
00000 and successively higher-numbered addresses 
as required to completely punch out all 80 columns of 
the last card. Transmission also may be tenninated 
at any time by pressing the Release key on the 1620 
console. 

The printer buffer is loaded with 197 characters, 
including record marks and group marks - these 
characters do not tenninate the operation as they do 
for the Write Numerically and Write Alphamerically 
instructions. The output or result of each character 
is shown in Table 3 for each output instruction. Only 
one print line (first 120 or 144 characters of the buf
fer load) occurs per Dump instruction. The "Wrap 
around" principle applies. 

A "dump memory" can be effected by a loop of 
three instructions: Dump, followed by Add Imme
diate (120 or 144) to the Dump P address, followed 
by Branch Back to the Dump. The Stop key can be 
used to halt the routine. 

Except for the 0 punchout on cards, each numeric 
character, as well as any single record mark character, 
is written on the output unit along with its flag bit 
(if any); the Plotter, of course, accepts each char
acter as a plotting command. The character in core 
storage remains unchanged. This causes only the flag 
(X punch) of a 0 to be ,punched in an output card, 
so that any subsequent printout of that character 
from the card will be as a hyphen. (See Appendix C.) 

An alphameric character (represented in core stor
age as two numeric digits) cannot be written on the 
output unit as a Single character by this instruction. 

Execution Time. Same as Write Numerically. 



Table 3. Character Coding 
ALPHAMERIC DATA 

Character 
Core Storage Printer Output 

Alpha. Num. ( Print Alphamerically ) 

(Blank) C C blank 

• (period) C C 21 

) C 4 ) 

+ 1 C + 

S 1 C 21 S 

* 1 4 * 

- (hyphen or minus) 2 C -
/ 2 1 / 

, (comma) 2 C 21 

( 2 4 ( 

= C 21 C 21 = 

@ C 21 4 @ 

A 4 1 A 

I 4 C8 1 I 

0(-) C 4 1 C -
J C 4 1 1 J 

R C41 C8 1 R 

S C 42 2 S 

Z C 42 C8 1 Z 

0 421 C 0 

9 421 C8 1 9 

'*' 
C C8 2 terminates 

$ C C8421 terminates 

NUMERICAL DATA 

Character Core Storage 
Printer Output 

Print Numerical Printer Dump 

0,1,2, •••• ,9 C, .... ,CI8 0, •••• ,9 0, •••• ,9 

numerical blank C84 blank @ 

record mark C82 terminates ::j: 
(=1=) 

group mark C8421 terminates G 
($) 

0,1, .... ,9 F,CF1, .... ,F18 -,J, .... ,R -,J, .... ,R 
(flagged) 

numerical blank F84 blank * 
(flagged) 

record mark F82 terminates W 
(flagged) 

group mark F8421 terminates X 
(flagged) 

1311 Disk Storage Drive Instructions 
The 1311 publication referred to on the cover page 
of this manual contains complete 1311 details. The 
format for disk storage instructions (Figure 47) is 
the same as for other 1620 operations and consists 
of a 2-digit Op code, a 5-digit P address, and a 5-digit 
Q address. (The P-address must be even.) 

The Qs Q9 digits of the instruction must contain 
07 and the Qll digit must contain a modifier digit to 
define a particular function within the regular Read 
Numerically or Write Numerically operation. The 
general areas of function definition are as follows: 

1. Read or write a specified number of data 
sectors. 

2. Read or write one full disk track, both data 
and sector addresses. 

3. Read data from disk storage and compare it 
with the data in core storage from which it 
was written. 

4. In any of the above functions, the Qll code 
also specifies whether or not the correct length 
of the record read or written is checked. 

Disk Control Field 

The disk control field which must be located at an 
even address is a 14-digit field that specifies the disk 
address where the data is to be read from or written 
to, the disk storage drive to be used, and the number 
of sectors to be read from or written to (Figure 48). 
The number of positions in core storage reserved for 
the data field must be large enough to contain all the 
data read from the disk. A group mark at the end of 
this field defines the total length of the area reserved 
for data. 

The sector address contains the disk address of 
the data to be read or written. If more than one 
sector is read or written, the address of the first 
sector is specified. 

P Address 

Address of Disk 
Control Field 

Figure 47. 1620 Instruction Format 

Q Address 

Modifier 
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DRIVE 
CODE 

X X 

SECTOR ADDRESS 

X X X X 

Sector Address 
00000-19999 
20000-39999 
40000-59999 
60000-79999 

SECTOR COUNT 

X X X X 

CORE ADDRESS 

X X X X 

Core Address 
00000-19999 
00000-39999 
00000-59999 

80000-99999r--______ -. 

Figure 48. Disk Control Field 

The disk address of the data indicates which storage 
drive is to be used by the system for an instruction 
(if more than one is installed on the system). 

The drive code enables reading and writing on any 
block of disk addresses regardless of the disk drive on 
which the pack is located, and when the occasion re
quires, to have more than one disk pack contain
ing the same disk addresses on-line at one time. 

The selection of a disk storage drive by either a 
drive code or a sector address is summarized in the 
chart below. 

Drive Code or Address Range Selects Drive 

1 00000-19999 0 
3 20000-39999 2 
5 40000-59999 4 
7 60000-79999 6 

Single Disk Drive System. If only one disk storage 
drive is attached to the system, the drive code has no 
significance; the drive is addressed regardless of the 
digit in the drive code or the range into which the 
sector address falls. Also, in a single drive system, the 
range of addresses is not limited to 00000-19999; any 
range of disk storage addresses between 00000-99999 
can be used. 

Multiple Disk Drive Systems. If an address and/or 
drive code used in a read or write operation addresses 
a nonexistent disk drive, the computer is interlocked 
The Disk light (under the Instruction and Execute 
lights) and the Punch/Disk Interlock light turn on. 
A seek operation to an invalid address or to a non
existent drive does not result in an interlocked condi-
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tion; in this case, an error is detected during the fol
lowing read operation by the address compare feature. 

The sector count specifies the number of sectors 
read or written. At the beginning of the operation, 
the sector count is transferred to a 1620 register 
( PR-3 ), which is decremented by one before each 
sector is processed. The operation is terminated 
when the sector count reaches 000. At any time during 
a disk operation, the number in PR-3 is one less than 
the number of sectors yet to be processed, and the 
sector count in the disk control field has the total num
ber of sectors in the operation. 

The core address specifies the location of the left
most position of the data transferred to or from 
disk storage. The core storage address of a disk storage 
record must be an even number. 

Disk Storage Data Protection 
Two safeguards, controlled by programming, are in
corporated into the 1311 Disk Storage Drive to pre
vent incorrect reading and writing of disk storage data. 

Read-Only Flag 

A Hag in the high-order (leftmost) position of the 
sector address, recorded on the disk, permits the 
sector to be read only. An attempt to write in the 
sector (with the exception of a write disk track opera
tion) results in an address check and termination 
of the operation. The Address Check indicator (36) is 
turned on. 

Wrong-Length Record Check 

This function provides a check, in addition to the sec
tor count, that ensures the transfer of the correct 
length record and prevents the loss of data through 
reading or writing beyond the intended point. In this 
respect, the wrong-length record check also verifies 
that the correct sector count was entered in the disk 
control field. 

To enable a record to be checked for the correct 
length, a group mark must be placed in core storage 
in the position following the end of the record. The 
data transfer is made with a Read, Write, or Check 
Disk instruction, and is modified to verify the length 
of the record by checking the position of the group 
mark and the sector count in PR-3. If the group 
mark and a sector count of 000 do not coincide, the 
operation terminates and the Wrong-Length ~ecord/ 
Read-Back Check indicator (37) is turned on. 



Program Instructions 
The description of program instructions has been ar
ranged in the following manner: 

Seek instruction 

Instructions using groups marks to establish cor
rect record length: 

Sector Mode 
Read Disk/WLRc 
Write Disk/WLRc 
Check Disk/wLRc 

Disk operations with records of less than or in mul
tiples of 100 characters: 

Track Mode 
Read Disk Track/WLRc 
Write Disk Track/wLRc 
Check Disk Track/wLRc 

Instructions not using group marks: 
Sector Mode 

Read Disk 
Write Disk 
Check Disk 

Track Mode 
Read Disk Track 
Write Disk Track 
Check Disk Track 

In the formulas for execution time of disk storage 
instructions, the following symbols are used: 

S == Number of sectors read or written 
T == Time in milliseconds 

A 2 ms read/write head delay occurs from the time 
an I/O instruction is executed until data can be trans
ferred. In addition, it is assumed that one-half of a 
rotation (20 ms) occurs before reading or writing 
begins because this is the average distance the read/ 
write head is from the sector addressed in any given 
number of operations. 

A summary of disk storage program instructions is 
contained in Table 4. 

Seek 
SK or 34 - Qll of 1 

The execution of the Seek instruction causes the ac
cess mechanism, in the drive unit addressed, to be 
positioned at the cylinder designated by the sector 
address in the disk control field. When the operation 
is initiated, the access mechanism retracts to the 
"home" position, which places the read/write heads 
near the periphery of the disks. It then moves to 
the cylinder specified and remains in that location 
until another Seek instruction is given. The access 

mechanism need not be repositioned for subsequent 
read/write instructions with the same cylinder. 

Execution Time. Average seek time is 250 ms; 
maximum time is 392 ms. The 1620 CPU is inter
locked only until the sector address is transferred to 
the disk control unit (360 /l-sec). Internal 1620 proc
essing that does not involve disk storage can then 
continue and overlap the seek operation. 

When the 1311 is attached to the 1710 Control Sys
tem, a Seek Complete interrupt is available as part of 
the Input/Output Interrupts special feature. The 
Seek Complete interrupt signals the CPU that the 
Seek instruction has been completed and that data 
can be transferred to or from disk storage. This 
allows the CPU to optimize available processing time 
during the seek operation. The Seek Complete in
dicator (42) enables a program test of this interrupt. 

Read Disk/WLRC 
. RDGN or 36 - Q l1 of 0 

Execution of this instruction causes a read/write 
head to be selected, as specified by the sector address 
in the disk control field. The selected head then 
scans the sector for addresses recorded on the disk 
track until a matching address is found. When a sec
tor address is found in disk storage that matches the 
sector address in the disk control field, reading be
gins and continues for the number of sectors speci
fied. As each character is read, it is stored in the 
core storage location specified and in sequentially 
higher-numbered positions. It should be noted that if 
the data transferred exceeds storage capacity, reading 
will continue in location 00000 and in sequentially 
higher positions. 

If a matching address is not located within one 
complete revolution of the disks (index point sensed 
twice), the operation is terminated and the Address 
Check indicator (36) is turned on. 

The sector address in the 1620 register OR-1 is 
incremented by one each time a sector is read, and 
the sector address for each succeeding sector that is 
read is compared to ensure correct sequential pro
gression. If an address fails to compare, the opera
tion is terminated and the Address Check indicator 
( 36) is turned on. The address (plus one) that 
failed to match is in OR-1 and the number of sec
tors yet to be read, excluding the one whose address 
failed to match, is in PR-3. 

If the number of sectors read goes beyond one 
disk surface, a shift to the read/write head for the 
next disk surface is made automatically and reading 
continues without loss of time. If the end of the 
cylinder is reached however, and the sector count 
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Table 4. Summary of Disk Storage Program Instructions 

Mode 
Op 

Q ll Instruction Mnemonic Code 

34 1 Seek SK 

36 0 Read Disk/WLRC RDGN 

Sector 38 0 Write Disk/WLRC WOGN 
Mode 

36 1 Check Disk/WLRC CDGN 

36 4 Read Disk Track/WLRC RTGN 

38 4 Write Disk Track/WLRC WTGN 
Track 
Mode 

36 5 Check Disk Track/WLRC CTGN 

36 2 Read Disk RON 

Sector 38 2 Write Disk WON 

Mode 

36 3 Check Disk CON 

36 6 Read Disk Track RTN 

Track 38 6 Write Disk Track WTN 
Mode 

36 7 Check Disk Track CTN 

has not been decremented to 000, the operation is 
terminated and the Cylinder Overflow indicator (38) 
is turned on. Therefore, the greatest number of sec
tors that can be read with one instruction is 200, one 
full cylinder. 

As each character is read from disk storage, it is 
checked for parity. Failure to meet the parity check 
causes the Read-Check indicator (06) to be turned 
on. The MBR-E indicator (16) or the MBR-O indicator 
(17 is turned on to indicate a parity error in a char
acter going into core storage. Any parity check will 
terminate the operation. 

This instruction checks, in addition to sector count, 
that the correct number of characters is transferred 
from disk storage to core storage. A group mark 
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Operation 

Return access mechanism to "home" position and then 
move in to cylinder specified. 

Transfer data from specified number of disk secton to 
core storage. Check length of record. 

Transfer data from' core storage to specified number 
of disk secton. Check length of record. 
Note: The Write Address key must be off. 

Compare data in specified number of disk secton with 
data in core storage. Check length of record. 

Transfer addresses and data from the 20 sectors of one 
track to core storage. Check length of record. 

Transfer address and data from core storage to the 20 
sectors of one disk track. Check length of record. 
Note: The Write Address key must be on. 

Compare addresses and data from the 20 secton of a 
disk track with addresses and data in core storage. 
Check length of record. 

Transfer data from specified number of disk sectors 
to core storage. 

Transfer .data from core storage to specified number 
of disk sectors. Note: The Write Address key 
must be off. 

Compare data from specified number of disk secton 
with data in core storage. 

Transfer addresses and data from the 20 secton of one 
track to core storage. 

Transfer addresses and data from core storage to the 20 
secton of one disk track. Note: The Write Address 
key must be on. 

Compare addresses and data from the 20 secton of a 
disk track with addresses and data in core storage. 

stored in core storage in the location following the 
read-in area provides the correct termination of the 
operation. 

A group mark can cause an incorrect termination, 
which is indicated by the Wrong Length Record Check 
indicator (37) being turned on. This occurs when there 
is a group mark in core storage immediately following 
the last character of any sector except the last sector 
of the record. 

Group marks in core storage positions other than 
those immediately following a sector are simply re
placed by data from disk storage; they do not affect 
the operation. 

Execution Time. Average T == 22 + 25 ms 



Write Disk/WLRC 
WDGN or 38 - Q 11 of 1 

This instruction causes a read/write head to be 
selected as specified by the sector address in the 
disk control field. The selected head then scans the 
sector addresses recorded on the disk track until a 
matching address is found. If a matching address is 
not found within one complete revolution of the 
disks, or if a read-only flag is sensed in the matching 
address, the operation is terminated and the Address 
Check indicator (36) is turned on. When the sector 
address in the disk control field matches a sector 
address in disk storage, writing begins from the core 
storage location specified and continues sequentially 
through higher-numbered positions for the indicated 
number of sectors. 

The sector address in the 1620 register OR-1 is in
cremented by one each time a sector is written, and 
the address preceding each sector in disk storage is 
compared against it to ensure the correct sequential 
succession. If an address fails to compare or if a 
read-only flag is sensed in a matching address, the 
operation terminates and the Address Check indicator 
( 36 ) is turned on. 

If the number of sectors written goes beyond one 
disk surface, a shift to the read/write head for the 
next disk surface is made automatically and writing 
continues, without loss of time. However, if the end 
of the cylinder is reached and the sector count has 
not been decremented to 000, the operation ter
minates and the Cylinder Overflow indicator (38) 
is turned on. Therefore, the greatest number of sectors 
that can be written with one instruction is 200, one 
full cylinder. 

MBR-E (16) and MBR-O (17) are turned on to in
dicate a parity error in data from core storage. In 
addition, each character transferred to disk storage 
is checked for parity. Failure to meet the parity check 
causes the Write Check indicator (07) to turn on. 
Any parity check will terminate the operation. 

During Write Disk instructions the Write Address 
switch must be off. 

This instruction checks, in addition to the sector 
count, that the correct number of characters is trans
ferred from core storage to disk storage. A group 
mark stored in core storage in the location following 
the last position of the record provides the correct 
termination of the operation. It is important to use 
the wrong-length record check whenever practical to 
avoid the loss of disk storage data by writing beyond 
the intended number of sectors. 

Group marks in disk storage do not affect the 
operation, and are replaced by data from core storage. 

Execution Time. Average T == 22 + 25 ms 

Check Disk/WLRC 
CDGN or 36 - Q 11 of 1 

This instruction provides the means for checking data 
written in disk storage against the same data in core 
storage. This verification is in addition to the record 
length check and parity check. Data written in disk 
storage should be verified by a Check Disk instruction 
after every Write Disk instruction, while the original 
data is still in core storage. 

A Check Disk instruction can also be used to ascer
tain if core storage data, such as tables, constants, etc., 
has been changed. 

Execution of this instruction causes the head to be 
selected as specified by the sector address in the disk 
control field. The selected head then scans the sector 
addresses recorded on the disk track until a matching 
address is found. If a matching address is not found 
within one complete revolution of the disks, the opera
tion terminates and the Address Check indicator (36) 
is turned on. 

When the sector address in the disk control field 
matches a disk sector address, reading begins at the 
sector specified and continues for the indicated num
ber of sectors. As each character is read from disk 
storage it is compared, bit-by-bit and character-by
character, with the data in core storage beginning 
with the address specified. Failure to compare ter
minates the operation at the end of the sector being 
read and turns on the Wrong-Length Record Check 
indicator (37). 

During Check Disk instructions, the sector address 
in the 1620 register OR-1 is incremented by one 
each time a sector is checked, and the disk address 
preceding each sector is compared to ensure the cor
rect sequential succession. If an address fails to com
pare, the operation is terminated and the Address 
Check indicator (36) is turned on. 

If the number of sectors read goes beyond one disk 
surface, a shift to the read/write head for the next 
disk surface is made automatically and reading con
tinues without loss of time. If the end of the cylinder 
is reached however, and the sector count has not 
been decremented to 000, the oper:ltion is terminated 
and the Cylinder Overflow indicator (38) is turned on. 
Therefore, the greatest number of sectors that can be 
checked with one instruction is 200, one full cylinder. 

Each character read out of disk storage is checked 
for parity. Failure to meet the parity check causes 
the operation to terminate at the end of the sector 
being read and the Read Check indicator (06) to 
turn on. In addition, the MBR-E indicator (16) or 
the MBR-O indicator (17) turns on to indicate a parity 
error in a character from 1620 core storage. Any 
parity check terminates the operation. 
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This instruction checks, in addition to sector count, 
that the correct number of characters is transferred 
from disk storage for comparison with core storage. A 
group mark stored in core storage in the location 
following the last position of the record provides the 
correct termination of the record. The operation will 
be terminated however, at the end of the sector being 
read, by the first group mark encountered in either 
core storage or disk storage, and the Wrong-Length 
Record Check indicator will be turned on. 

Execution Time. Average T == 22 + 2S ms 

Disk Operations with Records of Less than or 
in Multiples of 100 Characters 

Read, Write, and Check Disk instructions can be 
performed with records of less than 100 characters or 
with records not in even increments of 100 characters, 
that is, 85, 145, etc. For example, an 85-character 
record could be used in a program in the following 
manner: 

1. The first time the record is written in disk 
storage, the core storage location it is written 
from must have a group mark following the 
last data character. For this example, this would 
mean reserving 86 positions in core storage and 
placing a group mark in the 86th position. 

2. The 85 positions of data and the group mark 
could then be written in disk storage and the 
14 core storage positions following the group 
mark would also be written into disk storage 
to fill out the remaining positions in the 100-
position disk storage record. The Wrong-Length 
Record Check indicator would be turned on. 

3. Subsequently, whenever this record is read into 
core storage from disk storage, only the 85 
data characters and the group mark are placed 
in core storage; the remaining 14 positions of 
the IOO-position disk storage record are not 
read into COfe storage. The Wrong-Length Rec
ord Check indicator would be turned on. 

During a Check Disk instruction, a group mark in 
either core storage or disk storage stops the operation; 
if the record does not consist of an even increment of 
100 characters, the Wrong-Length Record Check in
dicator turns on. 

Read Disk Track/WLRC 
RTGN or 36 - 0 11 of 4 

This instruction causes a full track of addresses and 
data (20 sectors) to be read into core storage and to 
be checked for correct record length. The group 
mark in core storage must be placed in the location 
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following the 2100th-character position to allow suffi
cient core storage positions for the five address posi
tions followed by the 100 data positions for each of 
the 20 sectors. vVhile it is not a requirement, the 
sector count in the disk control field should be set 
at 20 for consistent programming. 

Reading from the disk track always begins at the 
index point and continues for 20 sectors. This instruc
tion can be used to read a track on which an address 
check has occurred during a read operation in the sec
tor mode by merely changing the sector count to 20 
and the Q11 digit to 4 in the disk control field. No 
comparison is made between the disk sector address 
and the sector address in the disk control field during 
this operation 

A group mark, in the data being transmitted from 
disk storage, halts the operation at the end of the 
sector being read and turns on the Wrong-Length 
Record Check indicator (37). Group marks in core 
storage, in other than the position following the 2100 
positions of track data and addresses, do not affect 
the operation and are replaced by data from disk 
storage. 

Execution Time. Average T == 62 ms 

Write Disk Track/WLRC 
WTGN or 38 - 0 11 of 4 

The Write Address switch on the 1311 must be on 
in order to perform a Write Disk Track operation. 
This instruction causes a full track of addresses and 
data (20 sectors) to be written into disk storage and 
to be checked for correct record length. The group 
mark in core storage must be placed in the location 
following the 2100th-character position to allow for 
the five address positions followed by the 100 data 
positions for each of the 20 sectors. While it is not a 
requirement, the sector count in the disk control field 
should be set at 20 for consistent programming. 

This instruction can be used for the initial recording 
of sector addresses, for changing read-only status, 
or for correcting an address. A read-only flag does 
not prevent writing when the Write Disk Track in
stl'uction is used. 

Writing with this instruction always begins at the 
index point located on the disk surface between the 
end of the last sector and the beginning of the first 
one. Any sector address that is recorded on the track 
selected may be specified in the disk control field. 
When the address is matched, writing begins the next 
time the index point is sensed. When a match can
not be obtained with any of the track addresses, an 
IBM Customer Engineer should be consulted. 



A group mark anywhere in the record being trans
mitted from core storage turns on the Wrong-Length 
Record Check indicator (37) and terminates writing 
at the end of the sector containing the group mark. 
Group marks in the record in disk storage do not 
affect the operation and are replaced by data from 
core storage. 

Execution Time. Average T == 62 ms 

Check Disk Track/WLRC 
CTGN or 36 - Qll of 5 

This instruction causes a full track of addresses and 
data (20 sectors) to be read from disk storage, com
pared with addresses and data in core storage, and 
checked for correct record length. The group mark in 
core storage must be in the location following the 
2100th-character position to allow enough core storage 
positions for the five address positions followed by the 
100 data positions for each of the 20 sectors. While it 
is not a requirement, the sector count in the disk con
trol field should be set at 20 for consistent program
ming. 

Reading with the Disk Track instruction always 
begins at the index point located on the disk sur
face between the end of the last sector and the begin
ning of the first one. Any sector address recorded on 
the track addressed may be specified in the disk 
control field. When the address is matched, reading 
begins the next time the index point is sensed. 

A group mark stored in core storage in the location 
following the last position of the record provides the 
correct termination of the record. However, the opera
tion will be terminated (at the end of the sector being 
read) by the first group mark encountered in either 
core storage or disk storage, and the Wrong-Length 
Record Check indicator will be turned on. 

Execution Time. Average T == 62 ms 

Read Disk 
RDN or 36 - Q ll of 2 

Data is read from disk storage and stored in 1620 core 
storage in 100-character multiples for the number of 
sectors specified. The operation is the same as for 
Read Disk/WLRc, except that group marks do not 
affect transmission or checking. Group marks. in the 
record in disk storage are transmitted as data; group 
marks in the record in core storage are replaced by 
data. 

Execution Time. Average T == 22 + 25 ms 

Write Disk 
WDN or 38 - Qll of 2 

Data is transferred from core storage and written in 
disk storage in 100-character multiples for the num
ber of sectors specified. The operation is the same as 
for Write Disk/wLRc, except that group marks do 
not affect transmission or checking. Group marks in 
the record in core storage are transmitted as data; 
group marks in the record in disk storage are replaced 
by data. 

Execution Time. Average T == 22 + 25 ms 

Check Disk 
CDN or 36 - Q ll of 3 

Data is read from disk storage and compared with 
data in core storage in 100-character multiples for the 
number of sectors specified. The operation is the same 
as for Check Disk/wLRc, except that group marks 
do not affect checking. Group marks in disk storage 
and core storage are compared as data. 

This instruction can be used to check records of less 
than lOO-character multiples and all records read or 
written without wrong-length record check. With this 
instruction, the group marks in the succeeding data, 
written to fill out the 100-sector positions, are com
pared bit-by-bit and character-by-character. 

Execution Time. Average T == 22 + 25 ms 

Read Disk Track 
RTN or 36 - Qll of 6 

This instruction causes a full track of addresses and 
data (20 sectors) to be read from disk storage and 
stored in 1620 core storage. The operation is the 
same as for Read Disk Track/wLRc, except that group 
marks do not affect transmission or checking. Group 
marks in the record in disk storage are transmitted 
as data; group marks in the record in core storage 
are replaced by data. 

Execution Time. Average T == 62 ms 

Write Disk Track 
WTN or 38 - Q ll of 6 

This instruction causes a full track of addresses and 
data (20 sectors) to be written in disk storage from 
core storage. The operation is the same as for Write 
Disk Track/WLRc, except that group marks do not 
affect transmission or checking. Group marks in the 
record in core storage are transmitted as data, group 
marks in disk storage are replaced by data in the 
record. 

Execution Time. Average T == 62 ms 
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Check Disk Track 
CTN or 36 - Q11 of 7 

This instruction causes a full track of addresses and 
data (20 sectors) to be read from disk storage and 
compared with addresses and data in core storage. 
The operation is the same as for Check Disk Track/ 
WLRC, except that group marks do not affect checking. 
Group marks in disk storage and core storage are 
compared as data. 

Execution Time. Average T == 62 ms 

Branch No Group Mark 
BNG or 55 

See Branch instructions. 

Summary of the Effects of Group Marks in 
Disk Storage Operations 

A group mark is used to establish record length 
when the Wrong-Length Record Check feature is 
used. The group mark must be placed in core storage 
following the last position of the record to be written 
in to disk storage, or following the last position of 
the area in core storage reserved for reading data 
from disk storage. Figure 49 is a block diagram 
illustrating the effects of group marks in disk storage 

NO 

operations. The effect of group marks is the same for 
both track mode and sector mode operations. 

The following two points are programming situa
tions that may arise, and the programmer should be 
aware of how they affect a disk storage operation. 

YES 

1. If the group mark terminates a record that 
does not consist of an even increment of 100 
positions (i.e., 85, 145, 470, etc.) the group 
mark is written in disk storage and the Wrong
Length Record Check indicator turns on. When 
the same record is read back into core storage, 
the group mark in disk storage stops the opera
tion and turns on the Wrong-Length Record 
Check indicator. 

2. If 300-position records (for example) are to 
be used in a program, and the sector count in 
the disk control field has been set to 3, but 
the group mark has been incorrectly placed in 
position 201 of the record instead of in position 
301; then, during a write operation, the group 
mark in core storage stops the operation and the 
Wrong-Length Record Check indicator is turned 
on, but the group mark is not written in disk 
storage. In this example, although the group 
mark had not been placed in the correct posi
tion, it did establish a record in an increment 

Group marks have no effect on the operation. 
Group marks are transmitted as data. 

A group mark must be placed in £Q!!t 

storage following last pcnition of the record. 

Operation is terminated by a group mark 
in core storage following last position of 
record, or is terminated by a group mark 
anywhere in the record being transmitted 
from disk storage. Group marks in core 
storage, other than the terminal group 
mark are replaced by data. 

READ 

Operation is terminated by first group 
mark encountered in core storage or 
disk storage. 

Figure 49. Effects of Group Marks on Disk Storage Operations 
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WRITE 

Operation is terminated by a group mark 
in core storage following the last position 
of record, or by a group mark anywhere 
in the record being transmitted from core 
storage. Group marks in the record in 
disk storage are replaced by data. 



of 100 (i.e., 200-position record) and, there
fore, the group mark was not written in disk 
storage. 

Program Control Instructions 

Control (K-34) 

Description. The Control instruction is used to 
space, tabulate, and return the carriage of the 1620 
Console Typewriter. The Qs and Q9 digits must con
tain the typewriter code, 01, and the Qll digit must 
specify the control code, as follows: 

1 - Space 
2 - Return Carriage 
8 - Tabulate 
The P address and the Q7 and QlO positions of 

the instructions are not used. 
Execution Time. Execution time depends on the 

control function. 

Control Function ~ 

Seek (SK-34) 

See 1311 Disk Storage Drive instructions. 

Set Flag (SF-32) 

Description. A flag bit is placed at the P address, 
and a C bit is either added or removed to maintain 
correct parity. The original digit at the P address 
remains unchanged. The Q part of the instruction 
is not used. 

Execution Time. T == 200 JLsec. 

Clear Flag (CF-33) 

Description. If a flag bit is present at the P address, 
it is removed and a C bit is added or removed to 
maintain correct parity. The digit at the P address 
remains unchanged. The Q part of the instruction 
is not used. 

Execution Time. T == 200 JLsec. 

Halt (H-48) 

Description. The Halt instruction stops the 1620 
in manual mode. With the computer in manual mode, 
if the Start key is pressed, the 1620 changes to auto
matic mode and executes the next instruction in se
quence. The P and Q parts of the instruction are not 
used. 

Execution Time. T == 160 JLsec. 

No Operation (NOP-41) 

Description. This instruction performs no operation 
and advances the computer to the next instruction in 
sequence. The P and Q parts of the instruction are 
not used. 

Execution Time. T == 160 JLsec. 
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Console Typewriter 

The 1620 console typewriter (Figures 50 and 51 ) is 
the principal communicating link between the opera
tor and the system. 

Typewriter Input 

The 1620 console typewriter is used to enter data 
and instructions directly into core storage. Off-line 
use is not possible because the keyboard (Figure 51 ) 
is locked except when entering data. Pressing the 
console Insert key (see Figure 50, I ) unlocks the 
keyboard and permits data to be entered into core 
storage, starting at location 00000. Each depression of 
a typewriter key enters a character into core storage 
one location higher than the previous character. As 
many as 100 characters can be entered from the type
writer. After the l00th character is entered , an auto
matic release is initiated and the machine returns to 
manual mode. The Start key may then be used to 
start program operation at 00000. 

When less than 100 characters are entered, entry 
of the last desired character should be fol
lowed by pressing the console Release and Start 
keys, or by pressing the R-S key on the typewriter 
keyboard. The R-S key combines the release and 
start functions of the console keys. The R-S symbol 
is typed as a permanent record that the R-S key has 
been used. 

Programmed selection of the typewriter (Read 

Figure 50. IBM 1620 CPU with I / O Typewriter 
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Alphamerically or Read umerically instructions ) 
unlocks the keyboard, leaving the computer in auto
matic mode for manual entry of data on the type
writer. Data entry starts at the address-numbered 
location (P address ) of the instruction and enters 
core storage at successively higher-numbered loca
tions until the Release key is pressed . 

It should be noted that the decimal point or period 
character in either upper shift or lower shift may 
be entered only with a Read Alphamerically instruc
tion. If entry is made with a Read umerically 
instruction, incorrect data is put into core storage. 

If a record mark is required in core storage fol
lowing the last character entered , the Record Mark 
key on the typewriter must be pressed before pres
sing either the R-S key on the typewriter or the Re
lease key on the console (Figure 50, R ). Pressing 
either key again locks the keyboard and gives the 
computer an end-of-input/output indication. 

Typewriter Output 

The typewriter prints data from core storage when 
it is programmed to do so. When the right-hand 
margin is reached, the carriage returns automatically 
and typing continues until a record mark is sensed 
or until the Release key is pressed. The Release key 
may be used, for example, "to terminate a Dump 
Numerically operation from the typewriter. 

Parity Checking 

Input data from the typewriter is parity-checked be
fore entering core storage. Transmission of a char
acter with incorrect parity illuminates the console 
Read Check light and turns on the Read Check in
dicator (06 ). 

Output data from core storage is parity-checked 
as it is transmitted to the typewriter. Transmission 
of a character with incorrect parity turns on the 
Write Check indicator (07) and the console Write 
Check light. Also, a horizontal bar is overprinted 
across the center of the character. An invalid char
acter with correct parity causes a special symbol 
character ( )K ) to print. 

If a parity error ocurs, the input or output opera
tion continues until completion, and the machine 
either stops or continues under program control, de
pending on the position of the console I/O Check 
switch. 



Figure 51. I/O Typewriter, 1anual Controls and Keys 

Manual Adjustments 

The numbers preceding each of the following head
ings refer to numerals on Figure 51 designating par
ticular keys, etc., (1), for example, designates the 
Impression indicator. 

1. Impression Indicator. The lever under this win
dow can be positioned in settings from ° to 10, 
and determines the force with which the type 
bars strike the paper. The higher the indicator 
setting, the harder the type bars strike. To test 
for the correct setting, move the indicator up 
until the comma and period print distinctly but 
not heavily. Use a higher setting for multiple 
copies, but be sure that the multiple copy lever 
(7) is also correctly set before finally adjusting 
the impression. 

2. Tab Clear Lever. To clear tab stops, tabulate 
to the point to be cleared and press the Tab 
Clear lever. To clear all stops at once, position 

--1--(5) 

.1.-- (7) 

Carri age Return Guard 

the carriage at the right margin, hold down the 
Tab Clear lever, and return the carriage to the 
left margin stop. 

3. Tab Set Lever. To set tabular stops, move the 
carriage to the desired position and press the 
Tab Set lever. Set tab stops only when the indi
cator pointer and the white marking on the front 
papel scale below it are aligned. 

4. Carriage Release Lever. Press the lever on either 
side to free the carriage and move the carriage 
manually to the right or to the left. 

5. Paper Release Lever. To free the paper for posi
tioning or quick removal, move this lever for
ward. 

6. Line Space Lever. Moved to position 1, 2, or 3, 
the Line Space lever provides for single, double, 
or triple line spacing respectively. 

7. Multiple Copy Control. This lever moves the 
platen backward to compensate for the greater 
thickness of additional copies. As a general rule, 
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the lever should be set at A for one to three 
copies and moved back one position for each 
additional three to five copies. Heavy print at 
the top of characters shows that the platen is too 
far back; heavy print at the bottom of characters 
show5. that platen is· too far forward. The slash 
symbol (/) is a good character to use in check
ing multiple copy settings. 

8. Left-Hand Margin Set. The left margin stop is 
set as follows: 

a. Return the carriage to the present left margin 
stop. 

b. Press and hold down the Nlargin Set key. 

c. Move the carriage manually as near as pos
sible to the position desired. With the Mar
gin Set key pressed, use the Back Space key 
and Space Bar to obtain the exact position 
desired. 

d. Release the Margin Set key. 
9. Right-Hand Margin Set. The right margin stop is 

set as follows: 
a. Move the carriage to the left until stopped 

by the right margin stop. 
b. Press and hold down the NIargin Set key. 
c. Move the carriage right or left to the de

sired position. 
d. Release the Margin Set key. 



The 1620 console (Figure 52 ) is an integral part of 
the Central Processing Unit and provides for manual 
or automatic control of the system. The console lights, 
keys, switches, and typewriter are used to: 

Instruct the machine manually 
Display machine and program status indicators 
Display the contents of core storage and registers 
Place data and instructions in core storage 
Alter the contents of core storage 
Alter machine functions 

Control Switches, Keys, and Signal Lights 
Control keys ( Figure 52) are used for performing 
certain manual operations and for convenient instruc
tion entry. Signal lights associated with the control 
keys provide a visual indication of a specific operat
ing condition of the computer and indicate the step 
of the keying procedure last completed. 

Power On/Off Switch - Power On Light. The Power 
On/Off switch has an on and off position. Set to the 

Figure 52. 1620 Control Keys and Signal Lights 

1620 Console 

o position, it applies electrical power to the com
puter and turns on the Power On Light. 

Power Ready Light. The Power Ready light comes 
on when internal machine temperatures and voltage 
reach proper operating values. There is a delay from 
time the Power On/ Off switch is positioned ON until 
operating temperature and voltages are obtained. This 
delay varies with room temperature and the elapsed 
time since power was turned off. 

Start Key. The Start key is used to start program proc
essing and to put the computer in automatic mode. 
It is operative only when the computer is in manual 
mode. 

Automatic and Manual Lights. When the Manual light 
is on, it indicates that the computer is in manual 
mode. In manual mode, the computer has terminated 
all operation and is prepared to accept operator inter
vention. The Manual light is off when the computer 
is in automatic mode. 

When the Automatic light is on, it indicates that 
the computer is in automatic, e. g., while executing 
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a stored program or while entering data into core 
storage from the typewriter keyboard. 

Manual mode is initiated and the Manual light is 
turned on by the execution of a Halt instruction or 
by pressing the Release key (on an I/O operation 
only), Instant Stop key, or Stop key. Pressing the 
Start key, the Insert key, or Display MAR key initiates 
automatic mode and turns off the Manual light. The 
Save and/or the No Feed light can be on when the 
Manual light is on. 

Both the Manual and Automatic lights are on when 
an instruction is single-cycled with the SCE key. 

Reset Key. The Reset key is used to mask all inter
rupts (1710 Control System) and to restore all ma
chine status indicators, machine check indicators, and 
signal lights to their initial or reset condition. The 
Reset key can be used only when the computer is in 
the manual mode. When the computer is in the 
automatic mode, the Reset and Release keys can 
be pressed simultaneously to effect a reset. 

Insert Key and Insert Light. Depression of the Insert 
key places the 1620 in automatic mode. Pressing the 
Insert key also turns on the Insert light and activates 
the typewriter keyboard so that direct entry of up to 
100 characters may be made in numeric mode, start
ing at 00000 and continuing into higher-numbered 
storage positions. The Insert key is operative only 
when the computer is in the manual mode. 

Save Key and Save Light. Pressing the Save key turns 
on the Save light and saves the address of the next 
sequential instruction to be executed. This address 
is saved in Product Address Register 1 (PR-l). If a 
multiply operation is performed before the saved ad
dress is used, the saved address is lost because the 
contents of PR-1 are decremented for each new mul
tiply digit during a multiply operation. 

Release Key. When this key is pressed, manual mode 
is initiated, the Manual light is turned on, and the 
Insert light is turned off. 

The release key is operative only when the com
puter is in automatic mode and is performing an 
110 operation. 

Stop/SIE (Single Instruction Execute) Key. Pressing 
the Stop/SIE key stops the com~uter in manual mode 
at the end of the instruction being executed when 
the key is pressed. 

The Stop/SIE key also serves as a single instruction 
key. Successive depressions of the key cause one in
struction to be executed for each depression. The 
Manual light remains on. 
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Instant Stop/SCE (Single Cycle Execute) Key. 
Pressing the Instant StOp/SCE key causes the machine 
to stop at the end of the 20 ILsec machine cycle in 
progress when the key is pressed. Successive depres
sions of the key cause single machine cycles. Both the 
Manual and Automatic lights remain on. 

Check Stop Light. The Check Stop light is turned on 
when the machine stops because of a parity check. 
One or more of the Parity or I/O Check indicators 
that caused the stop is also on. The Check Stop light 
is turned off when the check indicators are reset or 
the Parity or I/O switch is set to PROGRAM. 

Display MAR key. The Display MAR key operates 
only when the Manual light is on and the Automatic 
light is off. Pressing the Display MAR key causes dis
play of the MARS register to which the MARS Display 
Selector switch is set. 

The Rotary switch should not be turned while the 
Display MAR key is pressed. 

Reader No Feed Light. The Reader No Feed light is 
turned on when the computer attempts a paper tape 
read or card read operation and the reader is not in 
. the ready status. 

Punch/Disk Interlock Light. This light is turned on 
if one of the following conditions exists: 

1. The computer executes a write instruction 
using the tape punch and there is no paper 
tape on the feed reel. 

2. A parity check occurs while punching paper 
tape. 

3. The paper tape supply is exhausted. 

4. The card punch is not ready. This not-ready 
sta tus is often temporary on card read and card 
punch operations because the buffer is inter
locked while the read and punch cycles are 
in progress. 

5. The 1311 Disk Storage Drive is not ready. 

6. The 1443 Printer is not ready. 

Any of these conditions stops the computer in au
tomatic mode with both the Automatic and Punch/ 
Disk Interlock lights turned on. When a parity error 
occurs, the I/O Write Check light is also turned on. 
Pressing the Release Key disconnects the punch and 
the disk storage drive and puts the computer in man
ual mode. Pressing the Reset key while in manual 
mode turns off the Punch/Disk Interlock and I/O 

Write Check lights. Manual correction and restart 
procedures can begin after depression of the Release 
and Reset keys. 



In disk storage operations, the Release and Reset 
keys must be depressed simultaneously. 

Th ermal Light. The Thermal light is turned on if the 
internal temperatures of the 1620, 1622, or 1623 be
come too high. Power is turned off, and the Power 
Ready light goes off. The Thermal light may be turn
ed off by pressing the Reset key after the internal 
machine temperatures return to normal. The Power 
switch must be turned off and on again before power 
can be applied to the machine. 

Emergency Off Switch. This switch is for emergency 
use only. If pulled to OFF, all power in the machine 
is turned off and the blowers that cool the electronic 
circuits are stopped as well . Turning the blowers off 
in this manner may result in damage to the machine. 

Program Switches and Indicators 

Small incandescent lights are used to represent the 
o:\' and OFF conditions of internal check indicators. 
Eight console switches ( four Program and four Ma-
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Figure 53. Indicator Lights and Switches 

chine Check ) are provided to externally control the 
execution of machine functions for which two alter
native "logic paths" are provided. One or the other 
of the paths is selected, depending upon the setting 
of the appropriate switch . 

Machin . operation may be altered by the condi
tion of a machine check indicator and an associated 
check switch ( Figure 53 ) . An indicator that is turned 
on causes the computer to halt if the associated check 
switch is !>et to STOP, or to continue in automatic mode 
if the associated check switch is set to PROGRAM. Re
gardless of the check switch setting, the associated 
check light provides a visual sign of the indicator 
status. 

Pressing the Reset key turns all check indicators 
and lights off. Disk storage, Parity, I/ O, and Overflow 
Check indicators are provided. 

Disk Storage Indicators 

Three disk storage indicators and lights are used 
when the 1311 Disk Storage Drive is attached to the 
system. 
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ADDR CHK (Address Check) Indicator. If the disk 
address specified in the disk storage instruction (ex
cept Read Disk Track) is not found on the designated 
track within one complete revolution of the disk pack, 
the operation is terminated and the Address Check 
indicator and light are turned on. The indicator and 
light are also turned on if more than one sector is 
specified in the operation, and the address of the 
second sector or the address of any additional sector 
in physical sequence fails to compare to its corre
sponding incremented address in the Disk Control 
Field in core storage. 

This indicator is also turned on when more than 
one disk drive or more than one read/write head is 
selected during a disk operation. If this condition ex
ists, a Read Disk Track or a Seek operation causes 
the Address Check indicator to be turned on. , 
WLR/RBC (Wrong-Length Record/Read-Back Check) 
Indicator. This dual-purpose indicator is turned on 
by two conditions: 

1. If a 000 sector count and a group mark fail to 
correspond at the end of a read, write, or 
check disk operation, or if data records read 
from disk storage or written to disk storage 
are not in even increments of 100 characters. 

2. If, during a check disk operation, the data in 
disk storage does not compare character-by~ 
character and bit-by-bit with the correspond
ing data in core storage. 

CYL O'FLOW (Cylinder Overflow) Indicator. This 
indicator and light are turned on if a disk storage 
operation completes the reading or writing of the last 
sector on a cylinder without the sector count being 
decremented to 000. This condition terminates the 
operation. 

A more complete description of the operation of 
these indicators is contained in the 1311 publication 
referred to on the cover page of this manual. 

Parity Check Indicators 

Internal data flow errors are recorded by the Parity 
Check indicators: MBR-E and MBR-O. Normally the 
Parity Check switch is set to PROGRAM so that errors 
can be interrogated by programming. 

MBR-E (Memory Butter Register-Even) Check Light. 
This light and indicator are turned on when the digit 
in the even address portion of the MBR has a parity 
error. An error stops the machine immediately, if the 
Parity switch is set to STOP. 

MBR-O (Memory Buffer Register-Odd) Check Light. 
This light and indicator are turned on when the digit 
in the odd address portion of the MBR has a parity 
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error. An error halts the machine immediately if the 
Parity Check switch is set to STOP. 

MARS (Memory Address Register Storage) Check 
Light. This light is turned on when a digit in MARS 

has a parity error or an invalid address. These errors 
halt the machine immediately. 

Input/Output (I/O) Check Indicators 

RD CHK (Read Check) Light. This light and indica
tor are turned on when an input character with a 
parity error is detected before conversion to BCD code. 
An error halts the machine after the input operation 
is complete, if the I/O Check switch is set to STOP. 

WR CHK (Write Check) Light. This light and indi
cator are turned on when an output character with 
an even number of bits is detected during conversion 
from BCD to output code. The effect on machine oper
ation as a result of detection of this parity error 
varies, depending on the output unit selected and the 
position of the I/O Check switch, as shown in Table 5. 

PR CHK (Printer Check) Light. This light and indi
cator (code 25) are turned on by the 1443 Printer 
when either of two conditions occurs: (1) A char
acter with an even number of bits is detected enter
ing or leaving the print buffer, or (2) a 1443 Sync 
Check occurs due to improper type bar synchroniza
tion. Either condition and the I/O Check switch on 
STOP halts the 1620 after the line is printed. 

Overflow Indicators 

EXP CHK (Exponent Check) Indicator. This indica
tor is used during Automatic Floating-Point opera
tions (special feature). An exponent overflow or un
derflow that occurs during an arithmetic operation 
using floating-point instructions turns on the Expon
ent Check indicator and light. When the Overflow 
Check switch is set to STOP and the Exponent Check 
indicator is turned on, the computer halts at the end 
of the instruction being executed. If the Start key is 
pressed, the Exponent Check indicator remains on 
and the computer continues to execute instructions. 

When the Overflow Check switch is set to PROGRAM 

and the Exponent Check indicator is turned on, the 
computer continues to operate in the automatic mode. 
The indicator can be interrogated and turned off by 
the program. The indicator and light can be turned 
off by pressing the Reset key. 

ARITH CHK (Arithmetic Check) Indicator. An over
flow that occurs as a result of an add, subtract, divide, 
or c~mpare operation turns on the Arithmetic Check 



Table 5. Write Check Errors 

I/O Check Switch Position 
Output Device Stop 

Typewi-iter 1620 halts after printing all characters from 
transm i tted record. 

Tape Punch 1620 halts as soon as an erroneous character 
is punched. Tape does not advance. 

Card Punch 1620 halts after core-storage to buffer 
storage transfer. Card is not punched. 

1311 Disk Storage 1620 halts at the end of a sector, or at the 
end of the last sector on a track if a 
complete track is being read. 

indicator and light. When the Overflow Check switch 
is set to STOP and the Arithmetic Check indicator is 
turned on, the computer halts at the end of the in
struction being executed. If the Start key is pressed, 
the Arithmetic Check indicator remains on, and the 
computer continues to execute instructions in the 
automatic mode, until another overflow occurs. 

When the Overflow Check switch is set to PROGRAM, 

and the Arithmetic Check indicator is turned on, the 
machine continues to operate in the automatic mode. 
The indicator can be interrogated and turned off by 
the program. 

Console Program Switches 

The modifier switches in this group, labeled PROGRAM 

SWITCHES on the console, are numbered 1 through 4. 
A branch occurs when a switch specified by a Branch 
Indicator instruction is set to ON. 

When the switch specified is set to OFF, no branch 
occurs from the Branch Indicator instruction, and the 
next instruction in sequence is executed. 

When a Branch No Indicator instruction is used to 
interrogate one of these switches, the branch occurs 
when the switch is set to OFF. 

Register Display Indicators and Switches 

The console panel displays the contents of registers 
by small incandescent lights that represent the bits 
present in each digit of a register (Figure 54). Each 
light, representing a particular bit position, is on only 
when its corresponding bit is present in the digit 
displayed. 

Afemory Buffer Register (MBR). The two stored 
digits affected by a core storage address are displayed 
in the MBR. When the core storage location addressed 
for display is an even-numbered adress, the digit at 
this location is placed in the MBR display in the E 

Program 

Output operation is completed and 1620 can 
branch to an error subroutine. 

1620 halts as soon as an erroneous character is 
punched. T ape does not advance. 

Output operation is completed and 1620 can 
branch to an error subroutine. 

Same as above. 

( even) line; the 0 (odd) line contains the digit in 
the next higher-numbered location. If the core stor
age location addressed for display is an odd-number
ed address, the digit at this location is placed in the 
MBR display on the 0 line; the E line contains the 
digit in the next lower-numbered location. When the 
machine is in alphameric mode, the complete two
digit representation of an alphameric character may 
be viewed at one time. 

Afemory Data Register (MDR). One line of six indi
cator lights displays the bit configuration of each 
digit in core storage as it is read out. These digits 
can be seen on single-cycle operation, using the 1620 
console SCE key. The digit displayed in the MDR dis
play is duplicated in the MBR-E or MBR-O display, de
pending on whether the digit read out is located 
at an even-numbered or an odd-numbered core stor
age location. 

Operation (Op) Register. Two lines, each with five 
lights, display the bit configuration of the two digits 
representing the operation code of the instruction 
last executed. Flag bits of these two digits are not 
displayed. 

Digit and Branch. Two lines, each with five lights, 
display the contents of the Digit and Branch Register. 
This register serves a dual purpose jn the 1620: 

1. It decodes the Qs and Q!l digits of Branch 
Indicator, Branch No Indicator, and Input/ 
Output instructions. 

2. It temporarily stoTes digits affecting MARS 

(Memory Address Register Storage) during all 
I cycles, and stores partial product digits 
during multiplication. 

Multiplier / Quotient. This five-light register display 
shows each multiplier digit as it is used during a mul-
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Figure 54. Register Display and Selector 

tiply operation. During divide, the Multiplier/Quo
tient (M/Q) register is used to develop quotient digits. 

Memory Address Register (MAR) . Five lines, each 
with five indicator lights, display the bit configuration 
of the five-digit address in anyone of the twelve 
MARS registers. The specific register displayed is se
lected by the 1AR Display Selector switch and the 
Display MAR key. There is no flag bit notation. 

M emory Address Register Storage (MARS) Display 
Selector. The 12-position rotary switch permits any 
of the 12 MARS registers to be selected for display in 
MAR by pressing the Display MAR key. The position 
of the switch can be changed without altering the 
display. The rotary switch should not be turned how
ever, while the Display MAR key is depressed. 

The MARS registers provide a visual indication of 
internal data flow for the console operator. Further 
information on the use of individual registers and the 
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incrementing and decrementing of the MAR addresses 
may be found under 1620 INSTRUCTIONS, CO ' SOLE 

OPERATING PROCEDURES, Appendix C, and PROGRAM 

TESTING. 

Control Gates Lights 

The Control Gates lights (Figure 55) are used pri
marily by Customer Engineers for diagnostic testing. 
Those listed below however, may be used during 
manual Single Cycle Execute (SCE) key operation of 
the instructions. 

H/P (High/Positive). The H/P light shows the condi
tion of the internal H/P indicator as a result of the last 
arithmetic or compare operation. 

E/Z (Equal/zero). The E/Z light shows the condition 
of the internal E/Z indicator as a result of the last 
arithmetic or compare operation. 



Bypass. The Bypass light shows that the MAR address 
neither decreased nor increased. When this light is 
on, either the Increment or Decrement light is also on. 

DECR (Decrement). The Decrement light shows that 
the address routed from MAR to MARS decreases by 1, 
unless the Bypass light is also on. Both lights, when 
on, indicate that no decrease occurred. 

INCR (Increment). The Increment light shows that 
the address routed from MAR to MARS increases by 1, 
unless the Bypass light is also on. Both lights, when 
on, indicate that no increase occurred. 

Plus 2. The Plus 2 light shows that the address routed 
from MAR to MARS increases by 2. When this light is 
on, the Increment light must also be on. 

Branch. The Branch light comes on during the I cycle 
of Branch Indicator and Branch No Indicator instruc
tions if the branch is to occur during the E cycle. 

RECOA1P (Recomplement). The Recomplement light 
shows that an add or subtract result will be recom
plemented upon completion of the computation. 

Carry Out. The Carry Out light shows that the result 
from the Add table has a carry (flag bit) or that a 
carry was placed into a position containing a nine, 
which causes the Carry Out light to come on one to 
three storage cycles later. 

Carry In. The Carry In light is turned on by a carry 
out and shows that 1 will be added on the next ma
chine cycle. 

I/ A (Indirect Addressing). The Indirect Addressing 
light shows that an indirect addressing operation (spe
cial feature) is in process. It is turned on when a flag 
bit is present in the units position of the indirect ad
dress. 

Field Mk 1 (Field Mark 1). The Field Mark 1 light 
comes on when the flag bit in the high-order position 

of the Q field is detected in the MDR. 

Field Mk 2 (Field Mark 2). The Field Mark 2 light 
comes on when the flag bit in the high-order position 
of the P field is detected in the MDR. 

COMP (Complement). When the Complement light 
is on, it shows that the Q address data is comple
mented during arithmetic operations. 

Mask. (1710 Control System only). The Mask light 
is turned on by the execution of a Mask instruction, 
and is turned off by the execution of an Unmask in
struction. This light is also turned on when the 1620 
Reset key is pressed, or by a Power-on operation. 

Interrupt Mode. (1710 Control System only.) The 
Interrupt Mode light is turned on only when an inter
rupt is recognized. It is on while the interrupt is being 
serviced, and is turned off by the execution of a 
Branch Out of Noninterruptible :Mode or a Branch 
Out of Noninterruptible Mode and Load instruction. 
In effect, the Interrupt Mode light is on when IR-3 
is used in place of IR-l. 

Instruction and Execute Cycle Lights 

The Instruction and Execute Cycle lights (Figure 56) 
are visual aids for the console operator in stepping 
an instruction through I and E cycles with the Instant 
Stop/seE key. The I and E lights progress through 
each cycle with repeated depressions of this key. 

Input/Output Lights 

The Input/Output lights are primarily used by IBM 

Customer Engineers for diagnostic testing. 

LC (Last Card). The Last Card light has significance 
for the operator and programmer. This light turns on 
when data from the last card has been transferred 
from 1622 input buffer storage to 1620 core storage 
without a parity error. 
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Figure 55. Control Cates Lights 
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Figure 56. Instruction and Execution Cycle Lights 
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1620 Console Operating Procedures 

The following procedures are included to aid the con
sole operator. They may be modified to meet indi
vidual requirements. 

Program Entry from Typewriter 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Operator Action 

Press Insert key. 

Type: 36 xxxxx 00 1 00 49 xxxxx 
(No Q address) 

Press Release key. 

Press Start key. 

Type program steps and data. 

Press Release key. 

Press Start key. 

Program Entry from Paper Tape Reader 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Operator Action 

Press I nsert key. 

Type: 36 xxxxx 0030049 xxxxx 
(No Q address) 

Press Release key. 

Press Start key. 

Explanation 

Typewriter is conditioned to enter data into core storage, beginning at 
location 00000. 

Enter instructions to read numerically from typewriter, beginning at the 
first position of program storage (xxxxx), and branch to first program 
instruction. 

Releases typewriter. 

The Read Numerically instruction, entered in step 2, is executed. 

As each character is typed, it is stored at location xxxxx and succeedingly 
higher-numbered core storage positions. 

Terminates read instruction. 

The next sequential instruction, which is the branch to the first program 
instruction at xxxxx, is executed. 

Explanation 

Typewriter is conditioned to enter data into core storage, beginning at 
location 00000. 

Enter instruction to read numerically from paper tape reader, beginning 
at the first position of program storage (xxxxx), and branch to first 
program instruct ion. 

Release typewriter. 

The Read Numerically instruction, entered in step 2, is executed. The 
EL character punched in the tape causes a termination of the read in
struction and execution of the next sequential instruction (branch to first 
program instruction, which was entered in step 2). 



Program Alteration and Data Entry 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Operator Action 

Press Stop key. 

Press Save key. 

Press I nsert key. 

Type: 36 xxxxx 00100 42 
(No P or Q address) 

Press Release key. 

Press Start key. 

Type instructions and data. 

Press Release key. 

Press Start key. 

Typewriter Output 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4, 

Operator Action 

Press Insert key. 

Type one of the following: 
39 xxxxx 00100 

38 xxxxx 00100 

35 xxxxx 00100 

Press Re lease key. 

Press Start key. 

Explanation 

Halts processing and initiates manual mode. 

The address of the next instruction in sequence is saved in Product Address 
Register 1 (PR-1). 

Typ.ewriter is conditioned to enter data into core storage, beginning at 
location 00000. 

Enter instructions to read numerically from typewriter beginning at 
the first position of data entry (xxxxx), and branch to address saved 
in PR-1 (step 2). 

Re leases typewriter. 

The Read Numerically instruction, entered in step 4, is executed. 

As each character is typed, it is stored at location xxxxx and succeedingly 
higher-numbered core storage positions. 

Terminates Read instruction. 

The next sequential instruction, which is Branch Back (step 4) to the 
address saved in PR-1 (step 2), is executed, and processing is resumed. 

Explanation 

Typewriter is conditioned to enter data into core storage, beginning at location 00000. 

Enter instruction. 
Write Alphamerically, beginning at xxxxx and continuing until a record 
mark is sensed, or, 
Write Numerically, beginning at xxxxx and continuing. until a record mark 
is sensed, or, 
Write (Dump) Numerically, beginning at xxxxx and continuing until location 
19999 is printed or the Release key is depressed. 

Releases typewriter. 

Instruction entered in step 2 is executed. 

Check Program Step Sequence and Operation 

Operator Action 

1. Press Stop key. 

2. Press SIE key. 

3. Press SC E key. 

4. Press SIE key. 

Explanation 

Halts processing and initiates manual mode. 

Each depression causes the execution of one instruction. 

The Op code and the address of the next instruction to be executed are 
displayed in the Op register and MAR. 

The instruction displayed in step 3 is executed. Steps 3 and 4 can be 
alternated to display succeeding instructions. 
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Reset Storage to Zeros 

Operator Action 

1. Press Stop key. 

2. Press I nsert key. 

3. Type: 260000800009 

4. Press Release key. 

6. Press I nstant Stop key. 

Explanation 

Halts processing and initiates manual mode. 

Typewriter is conditioned to enter data into core storage, beginning at 
location 00000. 

Enter instruction to transmit field from location 00009 to 00008. 

The instruction entered in step 3 is located at 00000-00011. The zero at 00009 
is transmitted to 00008. Since the next location read is always the zero pre
viously transmitted, there is no flag bit to halt the operation. Approximately 
0.8 of a second is required to clear 20,000 positions of core storage. A Transmit 
Field Immediate instruction or Transmit Record instruction may be used in the 
same manner. 

The operation is stopped with the machine in manual mode. 

Display P and Q Addresses 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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Operator Action Explanation 

Press Stop key. Halts processing and initiates manual mode. 

Press S I E key until the instruction 
that contains the desired address is 
next. 

Press the SeE key eight times. 

Press Reset key. 

Turn MARS switch to OR-1 (Operand 
Address Register 1) and depress the 
Display MAR key. 

Turn MARS switch to OR-2 (Operand 
Address Register 2) and depress the 
Display MAR key. 

One instruction is executed with each depression of the SIE key. 

This steps through the eight I cycles. 

Initiates manual mode. 

The Q address, which is in OR-1, is displayed in MAR. 

The P address, which is in OR-2, is displayed in MAR. 

Note: If it is desired to continue program operation after Display, the 
following actions should be taken: 

1. Prior to Reset (step 4) the on/off conditions of machine status 
and check indicators should be noted. 

2. After Display (step 6) a Branch back to some instruction in the 
program should be inserted. This instruction should be one that 
will go back to where the indicators reset (step 4) will not affect 
program operation. 

If Reset and the subsequent necessity for branching and restart are un
desirable, steps 4-6 can be omitted and the P and Q addresses can be 
viewed, two digits at a time, during step 3 as they move through MBR 
to OR-2 and OR-1. (See Program Testing section.) 



Thorough documentation and preparation should pre
cede the testing of all programs. Careful console oper
ation is next in importance. The following console 
operating procedures are helpful in analyzing pro
grams in the computer. 

Instruction (lJ Cycle 
Pressing the Instant Stop/seE key stops the computer 
at the end of the machine cycle in operation at the 
time the key is pressed. Successive depressions of the 
key step the computer through 2O-fLsec machine 
cycles. The I and E cycle console lights show the 
progression of an instruction that is executed with 
each depression of the seE key. 

Eight depressions of the seE key step the computer 
completely through the eight machine cycles of the 
I cycle of any instruction. During the I cycle, the fol
lowing MARS registers are read into: 

Operation (Op) Register - instruction code. 
Instruction Address Register 1 (IR-I) - address 

of next instruction. 

MARS 

IR-l - MAR - OR-l -
~ OR-2 

Incr/Decr 
Switch 

~ 
MBR 

0 E 

"---r---
'-f-' 

.-

Figure 57. Diagram of I Cycle 

Program Testing 

Operand Address Register 1 (OR-I) - Q address 
of the instruction in the Op register. 

Operand Address Register 2 (OR-2) - P address 
of the instruction in the Op register. 

Pressing the Reset key puts the computer in manual 
mode. 

Alternate depressions of the Display MAR key and 
positioning of the MARS Display switch (they must 
not occur simultaneously) show the operator the ad
dresses of P and Q data. Once the location of the 
data is known, a Write instruction inserted at 00000 
can be used to cause data to print. 

Figure 57 shows that both IR-I and MAR are involv
ed in the reading of an instruction from core storage. 
At the beginning of the I cycle, IR-I contains the 
address of the first operation code digit, 00, of the 
instruction. 

During the first machine cycle, the address contain
ed in IR-I is placed in MAR. The two-digit operation 
code of the instruction is moved from core storage to 
MBR-E and MBR-O and transmitted to the two-digit 
operation register. Simultaneously, the contents of 

Core Storage 

lop I p 
I Q J 
~ 

"'---- ---
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MAR are routed through the Increment switch, Incre
mented by 2, and placed back in IR-I. 

During the next machine cycle, the address in IR-l 
is placed in MAR, and the first two digits of the P 
address, P2 and P1h are read from core storage to the 
MBR and placed in the fifth and fourth high-order 
positions, respectively, of OR-2. In the same manner, 
P4 and P5 are placed in the hundreds and tens posi
tions of OR-2. 

One cycle is then used to place P 6 into the units 
position of OR-2 and the address is routed through the 
Increment switch, incremented, and placed back in 
IR-I. The first digit of the Q address, Q7, is placed 
in the high-order position of OR-I. 

During the next two machine cycles, the remaining 
digits of the Q address are placed in OR-I. 

By the end of the I cycle, IR-l has stepped twelve 
addresses higher to the high-order digit (00 ) of the 
next instruction in the program. It remains at this 
address during the following E cycle. 

For immediate instructions, the following differ
ences occur: 

1. The Q address digits are not routed into OR-I. 

2. During the last I machine cycle, the address 
of Qll is sent from MAR to OR-l (MAR was in
cremented during the first seven I cycles and 
contains the address of Qll)' 

Execution (EJ Cycle 

The number of seE key depressions necessary to step 
the computer through an E cycle i" determined by 
the instruction and the size of the fields. 

Manual operation (successive seE key depressions) 
is used to visually check data flow in the computer. 
Register displays can be used for analysis at any 
point in an operation. The MARS registers can be dis
played by using the following procedures. 

1. Press the Reset key - this prevents further 
progression of the instruction being executed. 

2. Position the MARS Display switch to select the 
desired register. 

3. Press the Display MAR key. 

During machine operation, MAR is addressed by the 
12 MARS registers. The MARS register that addresses 
MAR varies with individual instructions and machine 
cycles. The address received by MAR is returned to 
one or more MARS registers by way of the Increment
Decrement switch as shown in Figure 58. 

The Increment-Decrement switch may increase by 
1 or 2, decrease by 1, or bypass (not change) the ad
dress returning from MAR to the MARS register. 
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MARS 

IR-l 

IR-2 

IR-3 

OR-1 

OR-2 

OR-3 
~< -I OR-4 

~ OR-5 

I I I PR-l +1 +2 

MAR ~ Core 
Storage 

PR-2 \ Increment-

-1 I Bypassl 

Decrement / 

PR-3 V 

CR-l 

Figure 58. Diagram of E Cycle 

Arithmetic Operations 
Arithmetic principles, data flow diag!'ams, and explan
ations are given below for three instructions to facili
tate the analysis of instructions executed in the 
computer. 

Addition 

Addition is accomplished in the 1620 by combining 
data digits to form an Add table address. The answer 
is then "looked up" in the Add table. Reference to the 
table in Appendix B will aid in following Figure 59, 
which shows how the amounts 185 and 52 are added. 

The circled numbers on Figure 59 correspond to 
the numbered steps that follow. 

1. The machine automatically inserts 003 into the 
three high-order positions of MAR (the Add 
table is located in core storage positions 00300-
00399). 

2. The P units digit (5) goes into the tens posi
tion of MAR. 

3. The Q units digit (2) goes into the units posi
tion of MAR. 

4. The sum (7), which is located at 00352 of the 
Add table, replaces the P units digit. 

5. The P tens digit (8) goes into the tens position 
of MAR. 

6. The Q tens digit (5) goes into the units posi
tion of MAR. 

7. The sum (3), which is located at 00385 of the 
Add table, replaces the P tens digit. A carry 
is also present in the Add table and is used to 
modify the next MAR address. 

8. The P hundreds digit (I) goes into the tens 
position of MAR. 



P Data 185 
Q Data + 52 

237 

Beginning Data 

MARl 0 0 I 3 I 5 

0 (2) 1 P Digit (Units) 1 

Q Digit (Units) 5 
CD 

( 
I 

MARl 0 0 3 8 

- 0 1 P Digit (Tens) 1 

Q Digit (Tens) 
0 

1 
I 

MAR I 0 0 3 

CD 1 P Digit (Hundreds) 3 7 

5 Zero Insert 0 
Q Digit (Hundreds) 2 

+ 1 Carry from Step 7 

Figure 59. Add Operation 

9. There is no Q hundreds digit, but a zero is in
serted internally. The zero, together with the 
carry from Step 7, causes a 1 to go into the 
units position of MAR. 

10. The sum (2) which is located at 00311 of the 
Add table, replaces the P hundreds digit. 

Figure 60 shows how OR-1 and OR-2 share MAR 

in providing locations of data in core storage. They 
are decremented since this is a digit-by-digit opera
tion. OR-3 retains the P address for sum recomple
ment, if necessary. 

2 

) 

5 

) 

Add Table New P Data 

-I 0 ., 1 8 7 

\ 0 I 

Add Table 

I m ." 1 3 7 

'\ 0 I 

Add Table 

I III • :2 3 7 

, 
® I 

Circled numbers refer to 
numbered steps in text 

The Q data digits are routed through the Digit and 
Branch register to the units position of MAR for de
velopment of the Add table addresses. 

The P data digits are routed through MDR to the 
tens position of MAR for development of the Add table 
address. 

The number 003 is automatically inserted in MAR 

for the three high-order positions of the Add table 
address. MAR is used to address the Add table. The 
sum looked up in the Add table replaces the P data. 
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Core Storage 

Add Instruction 

Op 

Reg 

I A I p I Q I 
~ 

~~------------~ 

MARS 

Figure 60. E Cycle of Add Operation 

Subtraction 

The following steps with reference to Figure 61 indi
cate how 52 is subtracted from 185: 
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l. The machine automatically inserts 003 into the 
high-order positions of MAR. The Add table 
( 00300-00399) is used for subtraction also. 

2. The P units digit (5) goes into the tens posi
tion of MAR. 

3. The Q units digit (2) is tens-complemented 
and the complement (8) goes into the units 
position of MAR. 

4. The difference (3), which is located at 00358 
of the Add table, replaces the P units digit. 
A carry is also present at 00358. 

5. The P tens digit (8) goes into the tens position 
of MAR. 

6. The Q tens digit (:5) is nines-complemented 
and the complement (4), plus the stored carry 
(step 4), causes a five (5) to go into the 
units position of MAR. 

7. The difference (3), which is located at 00358 
of the Add table, replaces the P tens digit. A 
carry is also present at 00385. 

8. The P hundreds digit (I) goes into the tens 
position of MAR. 

9. There is no Q hundreds digit, but a zero is 
inserted internally. The zero is nines-comple
mented and the nine, plus the carry stored in 

step 7, causes a zero (0) to go into the units 
position of MAR. 

10. The difference (1), which is located at 00310 
of the Add table, replaces the P hundreds 
digit. 

Data flow for subtract is the same as that for add 
(Figure 60) except that the Q digits are comple
mented as they are routed from the Digit and Branch 
register to MAR. 

The console Complement light is turned on when 
a digit is complemented. 

Multiplication 

Multiplication is accomplished in the 1620 by combin
ing the digits to be multiplied into a Multiply table 
address. The answer is then "looked up" in the Multi
ply table. Reference to the table in Appendix B will 
aid in following the procedure shown in Figure 62, 
which shows how each multiplier digit is used with 
the multiplicand. Twelve is multiplied by 12 as 
follows: 

1. The machine automatically inserts 00 into the 
two high-order positions of MAR. (The Multi
ply table is located in core storage positions 
00100-00299. ) 

2. The P units digit (2) goes into the tens posi
tion of MAR. 

3. The Q units digit (2) is routed through the 
Multiply register and the doubler. The doubler 
is an internal device that doubles the units 
digit of the multiplier. The doubler increases 
the 2 to 04 and rautes its units digit (4) to' 

the units pasitian af MAR. The tens digit af 
the daubler (0) is incremented by. ane and 
rauted to the hundreds pasitian of MAR. 

4. The praduct is "laO' ked up" in the Multiply 
table. The develaped MAR address is 00124 
and the digit 4 is located at that address of 
the Multiply table. Internal machine aperation 
causes the twa digits within the heavy black 
vertical lines of the Multiply table to' be re
versed and routed aut. In this example, a 4 
is lacated at 00124. A zero is 'n'ext to the 4 and 
bath are faund within the ~arne heavy ver
tical lines. Thus 04 is rauteq O'4t of the Mul
tiply table. 

5. The 04 is added to' 00 in the product area 
(the prO' duct area was reset to zeros as a result 
of the multiply instructian). Twa add cycles 
are necessary to' accamplish this addition. 

6. The P tens digit (I) gaes intO' the tens pasi
tian af MAR. 

7. The Q units digit (2) is doubled, etc., as de
scribed in Step 3. 



P Data 185 
Q Data - 52 

Beginning Data 133 

MAR 

0 
P Digit (Units) 1 8 

CD 
-

Q Digit (Units) 5 

0) 
P Digit (Tens) 1 3 

0 
Q Digit (Tens) 

( 

MAR 

0 
P Digit (Hundreds) 3 3 

0 
Q Digit (Hundreds) 5 2 

Figure 6l. Subtract Operation 

8. The developed MAR address (00114) causes 
02 to be routed out of the Multiply table, as 
described in Step 4. 

9. The 02 is added one place to the left in the 
product area. The developed product is 024. 

10. The P units digit (2) goes into the tens posi
tion of MAR. 

11. The Q tens digit (I) is doubled, etc., as de
scribed in Step 3. 

Add Table New P Data 

·1 ~ ~ 1 8 3 

Add Table 

·1 m ~ 1 3 3 

Add Table 

·1 B ~ 1 3 3 

, 

Circled numbers refer to 
numbered steps in text 

12. The developed MAR address (00122) causes 
02 to be routed out of the .Multiply table, as 
described in Step 4. 

13. The 02 is added to 02 in the product area. 
The developed product is 044. 

14. The P tens digit (I) goes into the tens posi
tion of MAR. 

15. The Q tens digit (1) is doubled, etc., as de
scribed in Step 3. 
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16. The developed MAR address (00112) causes 01 
to be routed out of the Multiply table, as de
scribed in Step 4. 

17. The 01 is added one place to the left in the 
product area. The developed product is 0144. 

18. A flag bit is inserted in the high-order digit 
of the developed product (0144). 

Data flow for the multiplier and multiplicand digits, 
shown in Figure 63, is as follows: 

l. The multiplier digit is routed to the Multiply 
register and doubled. A one is added to the 
tens position of the doubler and the sum be
comes the hundreds digit of MAR, which ad
dresses the Multiply table. The units digit of 
the doubler becomes the units digit of MAR, 

which addresses the Multiply table. 
2. The multiplicand digit is routed to the MDR 

and becomes the tens digit of MAR, which ad
dresses the Multiply table. 

3. A 00 is inserted in MAR as the two high-order 
digits of the address of the ~1ultiply table. 

4. The product "looked up" in the Multiply table 
is routed to 00099 and successively lower
numbered core storage positions. 

OP 
Reg 

[§J~------------~~ 

Multiplier 

Figure 63. E Cycle of Multiply Operation 

V'I 
C 
Q) 
I-

5. Each multiplier digit is used for all the multi
plicand digits. When a flag bit (field mark) 
is detected in the multiplicand, a new digit of 
the multiplier is obtained per OR-I; OR-2 is 
reset to the contents of OR-3 to begin the cycle 
again. 

The MARS registers are used during multiply opera
tions, as follows: 

l. PR-1 is set to 00099 (units position of product 
area). 

2. OR-3 is set to OR-2 (units position of multi
plicand). OR-3 retains that address so that 
each multiplier digit can start with the units 
digit of the multiplicand. 

3. OR-2 is decremented 1 for each multiplicand 
digit. Each multiplier digit is used with all 
digits of the multiplicand (one digit at a 
time ). 

4. PR-1 is decremented for each new multiplier 
digit. 

5. PR-2 is set to PR-l. PR-2 addresses the cor
rect partial products position for the two add 
cycles that add a basic multiply-cycle result 
to the partial product. 

6. PR-2 is decremented 1 for each multiplicand 
digit used. 

7. Near the end of each basic multiply cycle, PR-3 
is set to PR-2. PR-3 is decremented 1 and ad
dresses the tens result digit for the second add 
cycle. PR-3 is decremented 1 again for a carry 
that may result from the second add cycle. 

Internal Data Transmission 

Figure 64 shows how the digit at the Q address of 
the Transmit Digit instruction is routed in through 
MDR, MBR, and to the P address of the instruction. 

OR-l and OR-2 receive the Q and P addresses 
during the I cycle. 

MAR is set by OR-1 and OR-2 during E time, and 
in turn addresses core storage. 

Input/Output Data Flow 

Input Data Flow 

Figure 65 shows how data from the input device is 
routed through MDR and MBR to the address specified 
by MAR. Data enters succeedingly higher-numbered 
core storage positions until the operation is termi
nated. 
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OP 
Reg 

Core Storage 

ITDI P I Q I 
~ 

~~-----------------+~ 

Figure 64. E Cycle of Transmit Digit Operation 

Output Data Flow 

Figure 66 shows how MAR causes the address of the 
first character to be routed through MBR and MDR to 
the output device. Succeedingly higher-numbered 

Input Device 

Disk Storage Drive 
1620 Typewriter 

Paper Tape Reader 
Card Reader 

positions in core storage follow until a record mark or 
the 80th buffer storage position of the output card 
is reached. 

1620 Data Flow 

The data How diagram shown in Figure 67 is used by 
Customer Engineers for diagnostic analysis of the 
1620. As shown in the upper section of the diagram, 
core storage is addressed by MAR. Two digits, the 
addressed digit and its adjacent position, read out of 
core storage into the MBR-E and MBR-O registers. The 
addressed digit is transferred to MDR for processing. 
Both digits read back into core storage. 

MAR receives core storage addresses from the 
twelve MARS registers .. The function of each MARS 

register is given in Appendix C. 

Internal Checking 

The 1620 is a self-checking unit. As shown in Figure 
67 (lower left corner), both input and output data 
are parity checked in the translators. Also, internal 
parity chE:cking of data occurs in the MBR-E,MBR-O, 

and MAR registers. 

Program Control 

The Op register and decoding block are shown in the 
lower right corner of Figure 67. Program execution 
control lines, which result from decoding the instruc
tion Op code, are initiated throughout the system as 
required. 

Core Storage 

Contact Sense 
ADC Register 

1710 Manual Entry Switches 
Real-Time Clock 

TAS Register 

Address of First Digit 

Figure 65. Data Flow of Input Operation 

Output Dev..ice 

Disk Storage Drive 
Typewriter 

Paper T ape Punch 
Card Punch 

Plotter 
Printer 

Figure 66. Data Flow of Output Operation 
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Appendix A 

Instruction Summary 

Operation 
Instruction Operation Code SPS Instruction Time 

Code Modifier Mnemonic 1620 Modell Notes 

Add 21 A 
160 + aODp Basic Time If signs initally unlike and numerical 
ao Dp recomp time value of 0 data is greater than P data. 

Add (I) 11 AI Same as Add 

Branch 49 B 200 

Branch and Transmit 27 BT 200 + 40Dq 

Branch and Transmit (I) 17 BTM Same as above 

*Branch and Transmit 07 BTFL 240 + 40L 
Floating 

Branch Back 42 BB 200 

Branch Indicator 46 BI 160 No oranch 
200 Branch 

Branch No Flag 44 BNF 200 No Branch 
240 Branch 

Branch No Indicator 47 BNI 160 No Branch 
240 Branch 

*Branch No Group Mork 55 BNG 200 No Branch 
240 Branch 

Branch No Record Mark 45 BNR 200 No Branch 
240 Branch 

Branch On Digit 43 BD 200 No Branch 
240 Branch 

*Check Disk 36 320 + 20,000 + 2,0005, 0a-09 must be 07 
011 = 1 CDGN Average Time Gieck one sector - with WLRC 

011=3 CDN Check one sector - no WLRC 

011=5 CTGN (S = Number of Sectors) Check Full Track - with WLRC 

011 = 7 . CTN Check Full Track - no WLRC 

Clear Flag 33 CF 200 

Compare 24 C 200 + 80 DZ - unlike signs DZ = Number of positions compared 
160 + 80 Dp - like signs until a digit other than zero is 

detected in either field. 

Compare (I) 14 CM Same as above. 

Control 34 K Depends on control function 
and speed of I/O unit. 

*Divide 29 D 160 + 520 DVOT+7400T Avg quotient digit = 4.5 

*Divide (I) 19 DM Same as above Same as above 

Dump Numeri c 35 DN Depends on speed of I/O unit 
and number of characters 
involved. 

*Floating Add 01 FADD 400 + looL Basic Time If signs initially unlike and numerical 
aOOL Recomp. Time value of 0 data is greater than P data. 

*Floating Divide 09 FDIV aao + 940L + 520L 2 Avg quotient digit = 4.5 

*Floating Multiply 03 FMUL 1120 + aOL + 16aL 2 

*Floating Shift Left 05 FSL 200 + 40L + 40L I L I = Number of digits mantissa is 
increased by shift left. 

*Floating Shift Right oa FSR 200 + 40L 

Dp = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, in the field at P (I) = Immediate 
DO = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, of O. ms = Mill iseconds 
OT = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, in the quotient. WLRC: Wrong Length Record Check 
DV = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, in the divisor, * = Special Feature 
I = Number of digits in mantissa. 
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Appendix A (cont'dJ 

Instruction Summary 

Operation 
Operatior Code SPS Instruction Time 

Instruction Code Modifier Mnemonic 1620 Modell Notes 

*Floating Subtract 02 FSUB 400 + looL Basic Time If signs initially alike and numerical 
80L Recomp. Time value of Q data is greater than P data. 

Halt 48 H 160 

*Load Dividend 28 LD 4oo+40DN DN = Number of digits, including 
High-order zeros in the dividend. 

*Load Dividend (I) 18 LDM Same as above. 

*Move Flag 71 MF 240 

Multiply 23 M 560 + 40 DQ + 168 DpDQ 

Multiply (I) 13 MM Same as above 

No Operation 41 NOP 160 

Read Alphameric 37 RA Card I/O 3.4 ms Time for other units depends upon speed of 
All other: See notes unit and number of characters involved. 

*Read Disk 36 320 + 20,000 + 2,0005 Q8 - Q9 must be 07 
Qll=O RDGN Average Time Read sectors - with WLRC 
Qll = 2 RDN Read sectors - no W LRC 
Q ll =4 RTGN 5 = Number of Sectors Read Full Track - with WLRC 
Qll=6 RTN Read Full Track - no WLRC 

Read Numerical 36 RN Card I/O: 3.4ms Time for other units depends upon speed of 
All other: See Notes unit and number of characters involved. 

Set Flag 32 SF 200 

Subtract 22 S 160 + 80 Dp Basic Time If signs initially alike and numerical 
80 Dp Recomp. Time value of Q data greater than P data. 

Subtract (I) 12 SM Same as above Same as above 

*Transfer Numerical Fill 73 TNF 160 + 40 Dp 

*Transfer Numerical Strip 72 TNS 160 + 40 Dp 

Transmit Digit 25 TD 200 

Transmit Digit (I) 15 TOM 200 

Transmit Field 26 TF 160 + 40 DQ 

Transmit Field (I) 16 TFM Same as above 

*Transmit Floating 06 TFL 240 + 40L 

Transmit Record 31 TR 160 + 40 DQ 

Write Alphameric 39 WA Card I/O: 3.4 ms Time for other units depends upon speed of 
All other: See notes unit and number of characters involved. 

Write Disk 38 320 + 20,000 + 2,0005 Q8 - Q9 must be 07 
Qll=O WDGN Average Time Write sectors - with WLRC 
Qll = 2 WDN Write sectors - no WLRC 
Qll=4 WTGN (5 = Number of Sectors) Write Full Track - with WLRC 
Qll=6 WTN Write Full Track - no WLRC 

Write Numerical 38 WN Card I/O: 3.4 ms Time for other units depends upon speed of 
All other: See notes unit and number of characters involved. 

Dp = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, in the field at P (I) = Immediate 
DQ = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, of Q. ms Milliseconds 
QT = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, in the quotient. WLRC = Wrong Length Record Check 
DV = Number of digits, including high-order zeros, in the divisor. * = Special Feature 
L = Number of digits in mantissa. 
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Appendix B 

Multiply Table 

High-Order 
Units Position of Address 

Positions of 
Address 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0011 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 
0012 0 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 
0013 0 0 3 0 6 0 9 0 2 1 
0014 0 0 4 0 8 0 2 1 6 1 
0015 0 0 5 0 0 1 5 1 0 2 
0016 0 0 6 0 2 1 8 1 4 2 
0017 0 0 7 0 4 1 1 2 8 2 
0018 0 0 8 0 6 1 4 2 2 3 
0019 0 0 9 0 8 1 7 2 6 3 
0020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0021 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 
0022 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 1 
0023 5 1 8 1 1 2 4 2 7 2 
0024 0 2 4 2 8 2 2 3 6 3 
0025 5 2 0 3 5 3 0 4 5 4 
0026 0 3 6 3 2 4 8 4 4 5 
0027 5 3 2 4 9 4 6 5 3 6 
0028 0 4 8 4 6 5 4 6 2 7 
0029 5 4 4 5 3 6 2 7 1 8 

Add Table 

High-Order Units Position of Address 
Positions of 

Address 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0030 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0031 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0032 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
0033 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 
0034 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 
0035 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 :3 4 
0036 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0037 7 8 9 0 T 2 3 4 5 6 
0038 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0039 9 0 1 2 :3 4" 5 6 7 8 
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Bit Configuration 

Bit Configuration 
Digit 

C F 8 4 2 I 

0 X 

I X 

2 X 

3 X X X 

4 X 

5 X X X 

6 X X X 

7 X X X 

8 X 

9 X X X 

Indicator Codes 

Code Name 

01-04 1620 Program ,Switches 1-4 

06 Read Check 

07 Write Check 

09 Last Card 

II High/Positive (H/P) 

12 Equal/Zero (E!Z) 

13 H/P or E/Z 

14 Arithmetic Overflow Check 

*15 Exponent Check 

16 MBR-E Check 

17 MBR-O Check 

19 Any Check 

*36 Address Check 

*37 Wrong-Length Record/ 

Read-Back Check 

*38 Cyl inder Overflow 

*39 Any Disk Indicator 

*Special Feature 

Table Areas in Core Storage 

Address 

00000-00099 

00000-00099 
00100-00299 
00300-00399 

Area 

Console Area 

Product Area, 

Multiply Table 

Add Table 

Appendix C 

1620 Storage Register Functions 

IR-l Contains oddress of next instruction if machine is 
stopped with Stop key or Halt instruction. Saves 
return address when interrupt is serviced. 

IR-2 Saves return address when BT and BTM instructions 
are executed. 

IR-3 

IR-4 

OR-l 

OR-2 

OR-3 

OR-4 

OR-5 

PR-I 

PR-2 

PR-3 

MAR 

MBR 

MDR 

OP 

CR-l 

Contains interrupt address - used in place of IR-l 
during interrupt program operation 

Saves return address when any Branch and Transmit 
instruction is executed in the Interrupt Program (1710 
Control System only). 

Contains Q address after I cycle of an instruction. 
In disk storage operations, used to store and control 
disk sector address. 

Contains P address after I cycle of an instruction. 
In disk storage operations, contains core storage 
address where data from disk storage is written to 
or read from. 

Retains address of low-order multiplier digit during 
multiplication. 

Used to store and contro I the exponent address Eq 
during automatic floating-point operations. 

Used to store and control the exponent address Ep 
during automatic floating-point operations. 

Saves return address when a Save key operation 
occurs. Decremented for each new multiplier digit 
during multiply. 

Decremented for each new multiplicand digit 
during multiply. 

Used to odd partial product to each multiply cycle 
resu It. In disk storage operations, used to store 
and control number of sectors in operation. 

Addresses core storage. 

Receives digits entering or leaving core storage. 

Receives addressed digit entering or leaving core 
storage. 

Contains Op code of instruction just executed if 
machine is stopped with Stop key or Halt instruction. 

Used to store the algebraic difference between Ep 
and Eq for determination of decimal alignment 
during automatic floating-point operations. 
CR-l is also used during floating-point operations 
to count high-order zeros when normalizing- the 
contents of CR-l are subtracted from Ep. 

Multi pi ier/Q uotient Contains multiplier and quotient 
digits during multiply and automatic 
divide operations. 

Digit and Branch Decodes Q8 and Q9 digits of BI, BNI, 
and I/O instructions. 
Stores partial product digits during 
multiply instructions. 
Stores digits affecting MARS during 
all I cycles. 
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Appendix C (cont'dJ 

Character Coding 

80 

CD 
o 

ALPHABETIC MODE 

Disk storage operations can be in numeric mode only. 
Two-digit character representations is shown for convience. 
Dump Numerically instruction only. For Write Alphamerically and Write Numerically instructions an EOl character is 
punched in paper tape and no output is provided on the typewriter. 



Appendix C (cont'dJ 

Character Coding 

NUMERIC MODE 
Character 

Paper Disk Paper Disk 
Typewriter Tape Storage Card ypewriter Tape Storage Card Printer 

Blank Space Blank 0 0 C82 0 0 
0(+) 0 0 C82 Oor 12-0 0 0 C82 0 0 

1 

2 2 2 

3 C21 C21 C21 C21 

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

5 5 C41 C41 5 5 C41 C41 5 5 

6 6 C42 C42 6 6 C42 C42 6 6 

7 421 421 7 7 421 421 7 7 

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

9 9 C81 C81 9 9 C81 C81 9 

0(-) 6 XorCXO X82 11-0 X X82 

-1 CXl CXl 11-1 CXl CXl 11-1 

-2 2 CX2 CX2 11-2 CX2 CX2 11-2 K 

-3 :3 X21 X21 11-3 X21 X21 11-3 L 

-4 4 CX4 CX4 11-4 4 CX4 CX4 11-4 M 

-5 :5 X41 X41 11-5 :5 X41 X41 11-5 N 

-6 {; X42 X42 11-6 6 X42 X42 11-6 0 

-7 7 CX421 CX421 11-7 7 CX421 CX421 11-7 P 

-8 8 CX8 CX8 11-8 8 CX8 CX8 11-8 Q 

-9 1} X81 X81 11-9 1} X81 X81 11-9 

:j: =1= 082 082 0-2-8 =1= 082 082 0-2-8 (none) 

* * X82 CX082 11-2-8 of X82 CX082 11-2-8 (none) 

t + 08421 08421 0-7-8 t 08421 08421 0-7-8 (none) 

+ + X8421 CX08421 12-7-8 + XB421 CX08421 12-7-8 (none) 

numeric C84 C 4-8 @ C84 C blank blank 
blank @ 

CD Dump Numerically instruction only. For Write Alphamerically and Write Numerically instructions an EOt. character is 
punched in paper tape and no output is provided on the typewriter. 

CD Card output is (11) on Dump Numeric instruction. 
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Appendix 0 

Significance of P and Q Addresses 

OP 
Code 

*01 

*02 

*03 

*05 

*06 

*07 

*OB 

*09 

11 

21 

12 

22 

13 

23 

14 

24 

15 

25 

16 

26 

17 

27 

*IB 

* 2B 

*19 

Instruction 

Floating Add 

Floating Subtract 

Floating Multiply 

Floating Shift Left 

Transmit Floating 

Branch and Transmit 
Floating 

Floating Shift Right 

Floating Divide 

Add (I~) 

Add 

Subtract (I) 

Subtract 

Multiply (I) 

Multiply 

Compare (I) 

Compare 

Transmit Digit (I) 

Transmit Digit 

Transmit Field (I) 

Transmit Field 

Branch and Transmit (I) 

Branch and Transmit 

Load Dividend (I) 

Load Dividend 

Divide (I) 

* Special Feature 
( I ) Immediate 
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P Address 

Location of units position of Exponent 
of Augend and Result 

Location of units position of Exponent 
of Minuend and Result. 

Location of units position of Exponent 
of Multiplicand and Product. 

Location of high-order position of resulting 
field. 

Location of units position of Exponent of 
resulting field. 

P-l: location of units position of field 
to which Q field is transmitted. 
P: location of next instruction executed. 

Location of units position of field shifted. 

Location of units position of Exponent of 
Dividend and Quotient. 

Location of units position of Augend and 
Result. 

Same as Code 11. 

Location of units position of Minuend 
and Result. 

Same as Code 12. 

Location of units position of Multiplicand. 

Same as Code 13. 

Location of units position of field compared 
with Q field. 

Same as Code 14. 

Location to which digit is transmitted. 

Same as Code 15. 

Location to which units position of field is 
transm i tted • 

Sames as Code 16. 

Same as Code 07. 

Same as Code 07. 

Location in Product Area to which units 
position of Dividend is transmitted. 

Same as Code lB. 

Location in Product Area of units position of 
Divisor for first subtraction. 

Q Address 

Location of units position of Exponent of 
Addend. 

Location of units position of Exponent of 
Subtrahend. 

Location of units position of Exponent of 
Multiplier. 

Location of units position of Field shifted. 

Location of units position of Exponent of 
field transmitted. 

Location of units position of Exponent of 
field transmitted. 

Location of units position of resulting field. 

Locat-ion of units position of Exponent 
of Divisor. 

Q11 is units position of Addend. 

Location of units position of Addend. 

Q 11 is units position of Subtrahend. 

Location of units position of Subtrahend. 

Q 11 is units position of Multiplier. 

Location of units position of Multiplier. 

Q11 is units position of field compared with 
P field. 

Location of units position of field compared 
with P field. 

Q 11 is digit transmitted. 

Location of digit transmitted. 

Q 11 is units position of field transmitted. 

Location of units position of field transmitted. 

Q 11 is units position of field transmitted. 

Same as Code 26. 

Q 11 is units position of Dividend. 

Location of units position of Dividend. 

Q 11 is units position of Divisor. 



Significance of P and Q Addresses 

OP 
Code Instruction P Address 

*29 Divide Same as Code 19. 

31 Transmit Record Location to which high-order position of 
record is transmitted. 

32 Set Flag Location at which flag is set. 

33 Clear Flag Location at which flag is cleared. 

*34 Seek Address of Disk Control Field 

34 Control Not used. 

35 Dump Numerically Location of first character written. 

36 Read Numerically Location where first character is stored or 
address of Disk Control Field. 

37 Read Alphamerically P-l: location where zone digit of first 
character is stored. 
P: location where numerical digit of first 
character is stored. 

38 Write Numerically Location of first character written or address 
of Disk Control Field. 

39 Write Alphamerically P-l: location of zone digit of first character 
written. 
P: location of numerical digit of first 
character written. 

41 No OP Not used. 

42 Branch Back Not used. 

43 Branch on Digit Branch: location of next instruction executed. 
No.Branch: Not used. 

44 Branch No Flag Same as Code 43 

45 Branch No Record Mark Same as Code 43. 

46 Branch On Indicator Same as Code 43. 

47 Branch No Indicator Same as Code 43. 

48 Halt Not used. 

49 Branch Location of next instruction executed. 

*55 Branch No Group Mark Not used. 

*71 Move Flag Location to which flag is moved. 

*72 Transfer Numerical Strip Location of units position of alphameric field. 

*73 Transfer Numerical Fill Same as Code 72. 

* Special Feature 

Appendix 0 (cont'dJ 

o Address 

Location of units position of Divisor. 

Location of high-order position of record 
transmitted. 

Not used. 

Not used. 

08 and 09 specify disk storage (07) 
011 specifies disk storage function performed. 

08 and 09 specify I/O device. 
011 specifies control function performed. 

08 and 09 specify output device. 

08 and 09 specify disk storage or input device. 
011 specifies function performed. 

08 and 09 specify input device. 

08 and 09 specify output device or disk 
storage. 
011 specifies function performed. 

Same as Code 35. 

Not used. 

Not used. 

Location tested for digit other than zero. 

Location tested for flag bit. 

Location tested for Record Mark character. 

08 and 09 specify program switch or indicator 
tested. 

Same as Code 46 

Not used. 

Not used. 

Location tested for record mark. 

Location of flag to be moved. 

Location of units position of numerical field. 

Same as Code 72. 
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Appendix E 

The IBM Card 

The IBM card measures 7-3/8 inches by 3-1/4 inches 
and is .007 inches in thickness. The card stock is of 
controlled quality, manufactured according to rigor
ous specifications in order to provide strength and 
long life. This is necessary to ensure the accuracy of 
results, the proper operation of IBM data processing 
machines, and the continued usability of information 
long after it is recorded. 

The card is divided into 80 vertical areas called 
"columns" or "card columns." They are numbered 1 to 
80 from the left side of the card to the right. Each 
column is then divided horizontally into 12 punching 
positions. Thus the IBM card has 960 punching posi
tions in all. The punching positions are designated, 
from top to bottom of the card, 12, 11 or X, 0, 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. The punching positions for digits 
o to 9 correspond to the numbers printed on the card. 
The top of the card is known as the "12 edge" and 
the bottom as the "9 edge." These designations are 
made because cards are fed through machines either 
"9 edge first" or "12 edge first." "Face up" means the 
printed side is facing up; "face down," the reverse. 

Each column of the card is able to accommodate 
a digit, a letter, or a special character. Thus the card 
may contain up to 80 individual pieces of informa
tion. Digits are recorded by holes punched in the 
digit punching area of the card from 0 to 9. For ex
ample, the card in Figure 68 shows a 1 punched in 
column 63, a 9 in column 72, and a 4 in column 77. 

The top three punching positions of the card (12, 
11 or X, and 0) are known as the zone punching area 
of the card. (It should be noted that the 0 punch may 
be either a zone punch or a digit punch.) In order to 
accommodate any of the 26 letters in one column a 
combination of a zone punch and a digit punch' is 
used. The various combinations of punches which 
represent the alphabet are based upon a logical struc
ture or code. 

The first nine letters of the alphabet, A to I, are 
coded by the combination of a 12 punch and digit 
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punches 1 to 9. Letters J through R are coded by an 
11 or X punch and digit punches 1 through 9. S 
through Z, the last eight letters, are the combination 
of the 0 zone punch and digit punches 2 through 9. 
Figure 69 illustrates alphabetic coding. The conver
sion of letters to and from this coding structure is 
done automatically by the various machines used to 
record or process data and it is rarely necessary to 
refer to data in its coded form. The eleven special 
characters, which are considered alphameric data, are 
recorded by one, two, or three punches. 

Figures 68 and 69 illustrat~ the two most common 
types of corner cuts - upper left and upper right. 
The corner cut is used to identify visually a card type 
or to ensure that all of the cards in a group are fac
ing the same direction and are right side up. Card 
types may also be distinguished by the use of colored 
cards or by a colored stripe on cards of a similar 
nature. 

field Definition 

The fields in a card normally consist of 1 to 80 col
umns of data, depending on the length of a particular 
type of information. However, a field in 1620 core 
storage must consist of at least 2 digits or positions. 

NUMERICAL DATA FIELD DEFINITION 

The high-order column of a field is punched with an 
11 punch as well as the digit punch. Thus, the field 
defining column of a numeric field contains an alpha
meric character ( J through R) which becomes a 
digit with a flag when read into core storage by a 
Read Numerically instruction. (see CHARACTER CODING, 

Appendix C.) 

ALPHAMERIC RECORD DEFINITION 

The record-defining record mark character must be 
stored in core storage before or after a Read Alpha
merically in~truction is used to read alphameric data 
into core storage. 



Corner Cut 

Card 

Column 

12 

t The "12 Edge" of the Card C
Pper Left 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

I 12 Punch A 1 Punched in A 4 Punched 

I 
Column 63 in Column 77 

o 0 0 0 0 0'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11 or X Punch t 
I 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 10 II 121314 IS 16 II 18 19:0112113141,1621181933313133343,1631 3i 394041414344 45 46 41 48 4~50 51525354 55 16 57 58 59 60bl 6 3 b4 61 GC 6; 68 &llO 11 72 374157611 18 19 8() 

II I 111 111111111111111 i 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111 1111111 

2222222222222222222222221222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 222222 

33333333333333333333333331333333333333333333333333333 3 3 3333333333333333333 33333 

44444444444444444444444444144444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444441444 

5555555555555555555555555551555555555555555555555555 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5555555 S 5 5 555555 

6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 616 6 6 6 6 6 6,6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

7777777777777777777777777777717777777777777777777777 7777777777777777117777777777 

8888888888888888888888888888881888888888888888 S 8 8 8 8 8 8 U 8 8 8 8888888888888888888888 

99999999999999999999999999999991999999999999999999999999999999999999999199999999 
I 2 3 456 1 8 910" I, Il14151611181S 101122 2324 25262129293031323J 34353631383940414243 444546414849505152535455 165158 59606162636'61" 61 68 691011111314151611791980 

Column Numbers t 
Card 

Column 
12 

Figure 68. IBM Card 

The "9 Edge" of the Card + 
A 9 Punched in 

Column 72 

112 Punch ) 111111111 I I I 
Zone 

III or X Punch Punches 111111111 I I I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~!!~~~~!~~~~!~~~~~~~~~!!~!~!!!~~~~~~!~!~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~ 
11 1 1 111 11 11 1111 111 111 ill 1 1 11 1 111111111 11 11 1 1 1 1 I 11 1 1 1111 1 1 11111 111 1 11111 11 11 11 1 1 

222222212222222212222222 2222221222222221222222212222222222222222222222222222222 

33333331333333333133333333333333133333333133333331333333333333311113333333333333 

444444414'44444444414444 44444444414444444414444444144444444444444444411114444444 
Digit Punches 

55555551555555555551555555555555551555555551555555 515 5 55555555555555555 S 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

66666661666666666666166666666666666166666666166666661666666666666666666666666666 

777777717777777777777177 7777777777717777777717777777177777777777777777777777 7 7 7 

888888818888888888888811 8888888888881888888881888888818888888811118811118888888 

999999919999999999999991 9999999999999199999999199999991999999999999999999999999 
I 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 1011 12111415 16 11 '8 1910 2122 232 252627282930 313233 34 3536 313839 40 4142 43 444~ 46 4148 49 50 5152 5354 ~ \6 5158 59 60616263 &4 5S bh 6168 691011111314151611/97980 

Column Numbers L Digit , 
Punches----1 

Figure 69. Card Character Coding 

+L ______ The A Iphabet-----I+ l Special J 
Characters 

""E 
c 

U 
CI> 

-£ 
'0 
c 
~ 
« 
Cl 
c:: 

:c 
u 
c:: 
:) 

a.. 

Upper Right 
Corner Cut 
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Appendix F - 1621 Paper Tape 

Paper Tape and Paper Tape Code 
Data is punched and read as holes in a 1-inch-wide 
chad paper tape (in chad paper tape the holes are 
completely punched out), at a density of ten charac
ters to the inch. An 8-track paper tape code is used. 
Seven positions, or tracks, across the width of the 
tape are used for coding numeric, alphabetic, and 
special characters. One track is used for EL (end-of
line) characters. Figure 70, representing a section of 
paper tape, illustrates the eight tracks and all coded 
characters. 

The lower four tracks of the tape (excluding the 
feed holes) are used to record numeric characters in 
the BCD mode. For example, a hole in track 1 repre
sents a numeric 2; a combination of 1 and 2 punches 
represents a numeric 3; and so on. 

The X and 0 tracks are used in combination with 
the numeric tracks to record alphabetic and special 
characters in a manner similar to zone punches in 
IBM cards. A Read Numerically instruction causes a 
single X punch to read into core· storage as a Hag bit 
(negative zero). 

The check track is used to establish correct parity. 
As a check that every character is recorded correctly, 
each column of the tape is punched with an odd num
ber of holes. The EL track is not considered in the 
parity check. 

Tape Specifications 

The 1621 Paper Tape Unit is designed to operate with 
IBM paper tape, PIN 304469 (Figure 71). Other paper 
tape of equivalent paper stock may be used, but it 
must conform to Electronic Industries Association 
specifications, RS-227. 

The specifications for dimensions of punched tape 
can be determined after conditioning the tape to the 
following requirements for 24 hours: 

75°F ± 3.5 0 

50% RH ± 2% 

Tape Splicing 

Paper tape handling and processing will occasionally 
require tape splicing when paper tape needs to be 
altered in length, edited, or repaired. If possible, a 
splice should be made in nondata portions of the 
tape. The ability of the paper tape reader to success
fully and reliably read spliced tape depends upon the 
quality of the splice. The following is a procedure for 
manually splicing two lengths of paper tape together: 

1. Punch tape feed codes into the two ends of 
the tape to be spliced together. 

2. Cut the tapes at approximately a 45° angle. 
3. Holding the ends of the tape with the tape feed 

holes, overlap the tape end in the left hand 
over the tape end in the right hand approxi
mately 1/16 inch. 

4. Glue in this position with holes aligned, using 
a quick-setting glue such as IBM tape muci
lage, PIN 221030. 

Other methods of tape splicing require the use of 
special tape splicing equipment. 

The use of tape splicing equipment should be con
sidered if it becomes necessary to repeatedly edit 
tape or alter the length of tape. Special splicing equip
ment and materials will provide efficient, accurate, 
and more permanent tape splices. The selection of 
appropriate splicing equipment, from the many types 
now being offered by various manufacturers depends 

TRACKS 
EL __ 

~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY Z I 234567890 ) •• ( t -
x __ _ 
0--
CHECK_ 8 __ _ 
FEED_ 
4.,-.---
2---
1---

•••• .. ~: ••• •••• ;::: 
•••• •••• 

I:: :1: 
• 

• • • • • 
I' • 

• • 

I.:: •• . ~ •• • I' • I. •• • .. • • • • I'· • 
I' • I: •• 

Figure 70. Paper Tape Codes 
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\~--------------~ 
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0 
.100 
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1 " •••• -1 0100 
B 

I .003 ~ i r- j ±.002 
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•••• • ~:gg~ 4 
J 

.392 •••• 
j 2 

±or •••• I 
I I 
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.100 : 
I 

±.OO3----J t-

Figure 71. Paper Tape Specifications 

upon the quality of the splice desired, life expectancy 
of the splice, time allotted to make the splice, and a 
price justiRcation. The best splicing results will be ob
tained by Rrst analyzing paper' tape splicing needs and 
then purchasing the tape splicer and splicing materials 
best suited to these needs. 

Whatever the splicing method used, the finished 
splice should satisfy the following conditions: 

( a ) Total thickness of the spliced tape area 
must be less than 0.010 inch. 

( b ) The splice must be approximately as 
strong as IBM paper tape. 

( c) The splice width must match the width 
of the tape itself. 

( d ) The splice must be flexible. 
( e ) The splice must not create a gum or 

hindrance in the tape feed area. 

Types of Tape Splices 
There are two types of splices: overlap splice and 
butt-joint splice. 

Overlap Splice 

The overlap splice consists of two matching paper 
tape ends overlapped by at least one tape column 
and held together with an adhesive. 

With some splicing equipment, the pieces are weld
ed together through a process of heat, pressure, and 
a liquid bonding agent. With this type of equipment, 
alignment accuracy of the tape is not required of the 
splice equipment operator, and the tape splicing rate 
is approximately one per minute . 

With other overlap-type splice equipment, the tapes 
are glued together with a quick drying adhesive. In 
this process, some alignment accuracy of the tapes is 
required of the splice equipment operator. Tape splic
ing rate is about three to Rve minutes per splice. 

j r 
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iii iii i \ 
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ADVANTAGES OF OVERLAP SPLICING 

l. A large variety of overlap splicing equipment 
is commercially available. 

2. Many splicers are available at a low invest
ment cost. 

3. Quality of splice is not usually dependent upon 
the operator's skill. 

DISADVANTAGES OF OVERLAP SPLICING 

l. An overlap-type of splice is not suitable within 
the tape data area because overlapped col
umns will result in lost data, parity errors, 
and/or invalid codes. 

2. Low production on some splicing equipment, 
due to the lengthy time required for the glue 
to dry. 

3. Short life of splice. 
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Butt-Joint Splice 

The butt-joint splice consists of two symmetrically 
matched paper tape ends, butted together and held 
in position by a bonding agent and an overlay 
material. The overlay material can be plastic or paper, 
and can be placed on one or both sides of the tape. 

Single Spl ice t;;i?W1W4)///7A'lMk')/IWm?))}4-0verlay Material 

I I I II I I I I ( 

L Butt-joint Splice 

Double Splice 
) I I I I 

••• •• •• •• • • • • 
• • • • • • •• • ••• 
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With some splicing equipment, the overlay ma
terial is heat sensitive and is bonded to the tape 
through the use of a heated iron. Alignment accuracy 
of the tapes is not required of the tape splicing oper
ator. Tape splicing rate is approximately one per 
minute. 

With other butt-joint splicing equipment, the paper 
is bonded to the overlay material by an adhesive on 
the overlay material. Alignment accuracy of the tapes 
depends upon the skill of the splice equipment oper
ator. Tape splicing rate is approximately one per 

minute. 

ADVANTAGES OF BUTT-JOINT SPLICE 

1. The splice can be made in a data-portion of 
tape without losing or altering data. 

2. This type of splice permits tape repairing due 
to tears or damage . 

3. A thinner splice - the total thickness of the 
tape and splice (with a plastic overlay) is 
usually thinner than two thicknesses of paper 
tape. 

DISADVANTAGES OF BUTT-JOINT SPLICE 

1. The quality and accuracy of each splice may 
depend upon the skill of the splice equipment 
operator . 

2. There is a limited variety of accurate butt
joint splicing equipment. 



Examples of a paper tape load routine and a card load 
routine are explained in detail in this section to il
lustrate the concept of program loading. 

Paper Tape Load Routine 

Large records, like small records, consist of data (pro
gram instructions are also considered data) and an 
EL punch in paper tape. The EL punch, which termi
nates the record, enters core storage as a record 
mark (=1==). The format below represents a large rec
ord in core storage. 

DATA. . ...... =1== 
The following format represents the same record 
separated into four smaller records by EL punches 
in the paper tape. 

DATA .. ~ DATA .. ~ DATA .. ~ DATA .. ~ 

Each EL punch causes a record mark to replace a 
character in core storage. Where individual records 
are interspersed in core storage, rather than stored in 
continuous line, it is sometimes necesary to restore 
the characters that the record marks replace. This is 
done by transferring each character to another loca
tion before the record mark replaces it, and then, after 
the record mark has been stored, to transfer the char
acter back, wiping out the record mark. The following 
load routine saves these characters. Read the explana
tion completely for clarification of early steps. 

The format of the load routine and of data records 
in paper tape is: 

LOAD ~ ddddd136aaaaal ~ DATAl .. ~ 
ddddd236aaaaa2 ~ DAT A2. . ~. The load routine 
is represented by LOAD. Each ddddd36aaaaa is an 
addressing record for the next data record (DATA .. 
~ ). ddddd is the address of the character that will 
be replaced by the following DATA record mark, and 
aaaaa is the address that the following DATA record 
will be read into. The LOAD and addressing record 
marks are of no concern. 

The load routine (LOAD) is read in by use of the 
Insert (36 00000 00100), Release, and Start keys. The 
load routine is as follows: 

00000 41 00000 00000 
00012 36 00031 00300 

NoOp 
Read paper tape into 
00031 

00024 25 00071 ddddd Transfer digit from 
location ddddd to 00071 

Appendix G - Program Load Routines 

00036 36 aaaaa 00300 Read paper tape into 
aaaaa 

00048 26 00066 00035 Transfer field from 
00035 to 00066 

00060 15 00000 00000 Transfer Digit Imme-
diate 

00072 49 00012 Branch 

After the load routine reads from paper tape into 
core storage locations 00000-00079 as a result of the 
above Insert operation; Release and Start key depres
sions are again required to initiate computer opera
tion at 00012. The second Load instruction is execut
ed, and the first addressing record, ddddd136aaaaal 
~ ~ replaces part of the third and fourth Load in
structions. The placement of the ~ in Q7 of the fourth 
instruction is of no concern. 

ddddd is the predetermined location of the char
acter in core storage that the next DATA record mark 
temporari1y replaces. The character is saved (third 
instruction) and transferred back (sixth instruction) 
to replace the ~. 

aaaaa is the core storage location for each DATA 
record. 

The third instruction, now 25 00071 ddddd, is ex
ecuted. The character at ddddd is transferred to 00071 
(Ql1 of the sixth instruction). 

The fourth instruction, now 36 aaaaa 00300, is ex
ecuted. The next DATA record enters core storage, 
beginning at location aaaaa. 

The fifth instruction, 26 00066 00035, is executed, 
and ddddd becomes the P address of the sixth in
struction. 

The sixth instruction, now 15 ddddd OOOOX (X is 
the saved character) transfers the saved character 
back to its original location. Thus, the ~ at the end 
of each data record is replaced by the character that 
was there to begin with. 

The last instruction of the load routine, 49 00012, 
branches the computer to the second instruction, and 
reads in the addressing record for the next data 
record. 

The last addressing and data records are used to 
branch the computer to the starting address of the 
loaded program. They are 00079360007 4 ~ and sssss 
~ (sssss is the starting address). 
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Card Load Routine 

The following five-instruction load routine is also an 
example of Indirect Addressing ( special feature) . 
Without Indirect Addressing, the program would re
quire 12 instructions. The program is straightforward 
and simple, and in addition simplifies the preparation 
of program cards. Other advantages are: 

1. Program cards may be loaded in any sequence. 
2. The address being loaded is punched in card 

columns 1 to 5 for easy card identification. 
3. From 1 to 60 digits (as many as 5 instructions) 

may be loaded by each program load card. 
4. After loading data from the last program cards, 

the program will branch to any address speci
fied by the programmer in the last card and 
start the main program. 

5. Data cards may be placed in the card reader 
with the program deck, thereby reducing card 
handling. 

6. Cards containing corrections to the original 
program (patch cards) can be added to the 
program deck whenever necessary. 

7. To simplify the explanation, 19901-19980 is 
used as a read-in area. It cannot be loaded by 
the program. The last paragraph describes a 
program that avoids this restriction. 

Operating Instructions 

To load the program, reset the 1620, place the card 
deck in the 1622 Card Read-Punch, and press the 
Load key. 

Card Sequence 

The cards are arranged in the following sequence: 
1. The program loader card (one card, punched 

with the program below). 
2. Program cards (see their format below). 
3. The last program card, containing the branch 

address. 
4. Data cards, if any. 

The Program Loader Card 

This card is punched in card columns 1 to 56 with 
the following information: _ _ 

36 19901 00500 25 00080 19910 31 19905 19920 25 
19910 00080 49 19915 =1=. It is loaded to locations 
00000 to 00079 by the Load key. Note that each of 
the last four instructions contains an indirect address, 
referring to a field in the input area. Refer to the 
PROGRAM CARD FORMAT for an explanation of each in
struction. The program begins at 00000, and continues: 
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Mnemonic 
Location Op Code Instruction Explanation 

00000 RNCD 36 19901 00500 Read card to input area 

00012 TD 25 00080 19910 Save digit where record 
mark will fall 

00024 TR 31 19905 19920 Store the instructions 
from the card 

00036 TD 25 19910 00080 Put the digit back again 

00048 B 49 19915 =+= Branch to 00000 or the 
program 

Program Card Format 

19901 19910 

! ~ 
xxxx\': xxxxx xxxxx x---------x=+= 
1 - 5 
Address 
for card 
col. 20 

CARD 
COLUMNS 

6 - 10 
Address 
where =+= 
will fall 

11 - 15 20 79 80 
Blank Program instructions or 
except constants. Last digit is 
last card followed by a =+= 

EXPLANATION 

1-5 The address to which the data from card 
column 20 and on, will be transferred. It is 
referred to indirectly in the third instruction. 
No flag is needed with this or the other ad
dresses. 

6-10 The address to which the record mark will be 
transferred by the third instruction. This ad
dress is referred to indirectly to save and later 
to restore the digit that will be erased by the 
record mark. If the digit at that address will 
be loaded by a card that follows, and if proper 
program card sequence can always be main
tained, the address may be left blank. 

11-15 Blank in all but the last program load card to 
cause a branch to 00000. In the last program 
load card, these columns contain the address 
at which the main program is to start. 

16-19 Not used. Card sequence number or program 
number may be punched·· here. 

20-80 The data to be loaded, followed by a record 
mark. The data may be any numerical data, 
flagged or not. It may not contain a record 
mark. The first character is in card column 20. 
If one instruction is to be loaded, the record 
mark should be in column 32. 



Load Routine Analysis 

The first instruction, 36 19901 00500, reads the data 
from each card into the load area (19901-19980 in 
this case). A record mark is placed in 19980. 

The second instruction, 25 00080 19910, transfers 
the digit that the record mark in 19980 will replace 
during the third instruction to 00080. Note the in
direct Q address (19910) - the field at 19910 was 
loaded by columns 6-10 of the card. For example, if 
the data in 19901-19980 is to be transferred to 10000-
10079 by the third instruction, the digit at 10079 is 
transferred to 00080 by the second instruction. The 
fourth instruction returns the saved digit to 10079. 

The third instruction, 31 19905 19920, transmits the 
five instructions and the record mark from 19920-
19980 to the address specified by the data at 19905 
(19905 is an indirect address) . This address was 
punched in columns 1-5 of the card. 

The fourth instruction, 25 19910 00080, transfers 
the saved digit back to its original position, and wipes 
out the record mark. 

The fifth instruction, 49 19915, branches the com
puter back to 00000, and the next ca.rd is read. The P 
address is indirect (19915) - the field at 19915 was 
loaded by card columns 11-15. These columns are 
blank for all but the last card. Blank card columns 
are read into core storage as zeros. 

Program Card Examples 

1-5 
00600 
00660 
00100 
00340 

6-10 
00660 
00720 
00160 
00401 

11-15 
Blank 
Blank 
Blank 
Blank 

16-19 20-79 ..§Q. 
1 Five instructions =1= 
2 Five instructions =1= 
3 Data for locations 100-159 =1= 
4 Data for locations 340-399 =F 

Cards 1 and 2 are standard 5-per-card load cards. 
Card 3 loads 60 digits of the Multiply table. Card 4 
loads the last 60 digits of the Addition table and also 
loads a record mark to 00400. 

Loading Record Marks 

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-19 20-79 .§Q.. 
00800 00860 Blank 5 Five instructions =1= 
00811 00812 Blank 6 =1= followed by blanks Blank 

Cards 5 and 6 show a method of loading a record 
mark between instructions. If a record mark is to be 
loaded to location 00811, the record mark in column 
31 of card 5 must be omitted because it would termi-

nate the third load instruction too soon. The record 
mark is loaded by Card 6. The instructions from Card 
5 are loaded into 00800-00859. 

Patch Cards 

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-19 20-31 32 33-80 
00600 00612 -7- A single =1= Blank 

Blank instruction 
00700 00712 Blank 8 Instruction with Blank Blank 

=1= in Qll 

Cards 7 and 8 load single instructions. If there were 
patches to the program in cards 1 and 2, they would 
have to follow cards 1 and 2 in the program deck, 
though not necessarily directly behind cards 1 and 2. 

Last Program Load Card 

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-19 20-79 80 
19000 19060 00500 9 Five instructions =1= 

In this example, the loader stores the instructions 
in card 9 to locations 19000-19059 and then branches 
to 00500 to start the program. A card like this is the 
last card of the program deck. It should follow all 
patch cards. 

Program Initialization 

To load and execute an initialization program (defin
ing fields, establishing constants, etc.) before loading 
the rest of the program, punch the starting address of 
the initialization program in columns 11-15 of its last 
program load card. Do not alter the loader (locations 
00000-00060) while initializing. After initialization, 
branch to 00000 and loading will resume. This allows 
the initialization program deck and the main program 
deck to be loaded as a single deck hy a common pro
gram loader. 

Alternative Read-in Area 

To use locations 00081-00160 as a program read-in 
area, the program in the loader should be changed to: 

36 00081 00500 25 00060 00090 31 00085 
00100 25 00090 00060 49 00095 

In the last program load card, columns 20-79 must 
contain the multiply table digits for locations 00100-
00159, followed by a record mark, and columns 1-15 
must contain 00100 00160 xxxxx, where xxxxx is the 
address at which the program is to start. 
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